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Editorial

Issue 20 of Colloquy: text, theory, critique is a general issue, which presents research on a diverse selection of themes. Topics of analysis include
magic realism, bushwalking, the modernist avant-garde, and fairytales, with
theoretical reference-points that range from adaptation theory to psychoanalysis, queer theory to the Australian gothic. The issue is completed by a
number of book reviews and a poem by John Ryan. The editors wish to
thank the many referees who made this issue possible.
A brief overview of the articles in this issue reveals the richness of current postgraduate research in literary and cultural theory. John Ryan recounts a history of bushwalking in the southwest of Western Australia,
theorising the activity in the process. In contrast to the urban flâneur, Ryan
argues that bushwalking does not privilege the ocular to the neglect of the
other senses. Consequently, it offers a unique form of interaction with the
landscape. Kathleen Steele looks at the uneasy representations of the Australian environment in Barbara Baynton's Bush Studies and Joan Lindsay’s
ever-mysterious Picnic at Hanging Rock. Oliver Watts examines the hysterical invocations of authority that may be found in the work of Yves Klein.
Dallas J Baker excavates the figure of the “monstrous queer” in some familiar fairytales and considers how such fairytales might be positively rewritten. In particular, Wood focuses on the challenges presented by the two
decades it took for Watchmen to reach the screen. In an essay on Leonora
Carrington’s novel The Hearing Trumpet, Gabriel García Ochoa argues that
the text constitutes an early example of feminist magic realism.
The next issue of Colloquy will contain proceedings of the conference
text theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
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Changing the Climate: Utopia, Dystopia and Catastrophe as well as a general section. Finally, Daniel Wood examines the strategies of adaptation
that are employed by Zack Snyder in his film adaptation of Alan Moore and
Dave Gibbons’s graphic novel Watchmen.
Colloquy is presently seeking unsolicited submissions for future issues. Academic articles and review articles (both of which are fully refereed
in a double-blind process), book reviews, translations, opinion essays and
creative writing will be considered. Articles should relate to literary or cultural theory (pure or applied) and present research in the fields of literature,
critical theory, cultural studies, film and television studies, translation theory, or theatre studies. The submission deadline for our next issue, which
will be published in June 2011, is 18 February 2011.
Prospective authors should note that from Issue 21 onwards, Colloquy
will be changing its style guide to that of The Chicago Manual of Style, with
endnotes and Australian spelling. Further details concerning this change
will be made available on our webpage.
THE EDITORS
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GENERAL ARTICLES

Not a Bush Flâneur? The Convergent Topographies of
Recreational Bushwalking, Floristic Appreciation and Human
Embodiment in the Southwest of Western Australia

John Ryan

The bushwalker may justly claim that this pastime is one of the very few that develops both
the mind and the body. It takes him far away
from the hustle and bustle of the modern city
and he may tread in places where no man has
trod before. He learns to appreciate the strange,
peaceful charm of the bush, and realises that
man and his civilisation form only a small part of
a wonderful creation.
– The Federation of Australian Bushwalking
1
Clubs (FABC) (1939)

Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, I (Photo by J. Ryan)
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The Botanising Stroll: Humans Embracing the Bush
Since the Romantic era in Europe, walking has shifted from an obligatory
activity tied to livelihood, through mobility, to a recreational pursuit of life
2
quality, engaging the landscape on foot. In the above quotation from the
FABC, one of the earliest confederations of independent bushwalking organisations in Australia, three elements make it germane: the bushwalker,
the bush itself and the appreciation of the bush. As a therapeutic get-away
from the city, bushwalking is amenable to “the mind and the body” and
remedies the effects of urban stressors like “hustle and bustle.” Through
walking, the urban dweller assumes the persona of an early European explorer − say John Eyre or Alexander von Humboldt − who charted terra nullius “where no man has trod before,” or at least no European human. Most
significantly, the recreational bushwalker, who would have typically been a
male member of the upper-classes, experiences a transformation of values,
realising that the bush looms largely beyond the horizon of city life, and its
urban, suburban and rural spheres of organisation and commerce.
Immersed in the landscape, the preoccupations of “civilisation” loom
less largely, constituting “only a small part of a wonderful creation.” Invariably, the walker, liberated from urban affinities of taste and dictums of behaviour, some gestated in non-Australian contexts, “learns to appreciate
the strange, peaceful charm of the bush.” In an era of post-Federation, nation-building and identity-making, an experience of bushwalking would be
an illuminating foray into the character of the Australian landscape, one that
is not discomfiting “weird melancholy,” as nineteenth-century poet and liter3
ary critic Marcus Clarke observed, but peaceful, though strange, charm.
Hence, a walk would not merely be a pastime, but an invocation of nationhood, at once personally rejuvenating, culturally instructive, and environmentally integrative. Though initially encountering alienation and foreignness, the walker‟s perceptual faculties become refined, and she or he
learns, as Clarke did, to read the lingua of the bush: “He learns the language of the barren and uncouth and can read the hieroglyphs of haggard
4
gum-trees.”
This article analyses the convergence of these three closely related,
but often segregated, elements of bipedality, encapsulated in the passage
from the FABC: the habitus of bushwalking, the bush through which the
walker ambulates, and the appreciation of Australian landscape, especially
its indigenous flora. Regionalised in the context of the Southwest corner of
Western Australia, bushwalking will be considered through a case study of
5
the Bibbulmun Track, the region‟s premier contiguous walking route.
Moreover, the “bush” under consideration will be a metonymy for the in-
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digenous flora of the Southwest region, an internationally recognised biodi6
versity hotspot with an unusual incidence of endemic plant species. Human appreciation of flora through the experience of bushwalking is contextualised in the cultural phenomenon of wildflower tourism, usually most active during the late winter and spring months of August, September and Oc7
tober, or the Aboriginal seasons of Djilba and Kambarang. Expressing
various degrees of human embodiment in the landscape, walking will be
characterised as a mode of participation in the environment that collapses
the Romantic ocular divide between the human appreciator and the picturesque scene. By forging a field for enhanced physical and multi-sensory
awareness of plants, walking a landscape of floristic diversity complements
8
contemporary spectatorship models of wildflower tourism. Thus, there is
noteworthy historical convergence between walking (in the bush rather than
in the metropole), knowledge of plants (scientific or experiential), and a
depth of sensory engagement with phenomena around and within us (cor9
poreality, or embodied sense of place).
Towards these purposes, Walter Benjamin‟s trope of the botanising
flâneur, the detached male connoisseur “of the new human nature of the
10
metropolis,” symbolises visual speculation. Although culturally refined,
the flâneur is socially insensible, assuming a position of disinterestedness
and never attaining communion with the “female fauna” of the inner urban
11
demesne. Observing the city habitat, rather than sensuously participating
in it, the flâneur gazes upon the flora of the metropolis, but fails to experience immediate, proximal bodily sensation through taste, touch and smell.
As bipedal movement, embodiment is an aesthetics of contact, not of a
botanising flâneur remotely sensing on the periphery, but of a multi-sensory
participant ensconced in the centre. On this point, the gradations of meaning between bushwalking, human embodiment and wildflower tourism merit
careful attention before pointing towards integration amongst them. First of
all, “bushwalking” derives from Australian folk usage to indicate a recreational activity known as hiking, tramping, trailing or trekking in other countries. The term ”bush” was used by one of the earliest hiking clubs in Sydney, the Waratah Walking Club, formed in the 1920s, which then changed
its name to “Bush Walkers” and later to “Sydney Bush Walkers” (SBW) as it
12
is known today. Popularised in the 1890s by Henry Lawson in short stories such as “The Bush Undertaker,” “bush” refers to the Australian landscape, its particular assemblage of eucalypts and shrubs, somewhat parallel to the terms “woods” or “outdoors” in North American and European vo13
cabularies. In 1873, the Victorian novelist Anthony Trollope observed the
vernacular usage of “bush” and advised careful invocation of the term:
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readers who desire to understand anything of Australian life should
become acquainted with the technical meaning of the word bush.
The bush is gum-tree forest, with which so great a part of Australia is
covered, that folk who follow a country life are invariably said to live
in the bush. Squatters who look after their own runs always live in
14
the bush, even though their sheep are pastured on the plains.
The bush can be apprehended pictorially through the eyes or viscerally
through the immanent senses of taste, touch, smell, kinaesthesia and, to
some extent, hearing. As the third element of the triad, human embodiment
points to the ways in which “human and extrahuman realities are appre15
hended through the body.” As a multi-sensory and physically immersive
aesthetics of engagement with landscape, embodiment recognises the
consanguinity between the bodies of floristic nature and those of culturally
habituated bushwalkers. As a methodology of participatory corporeality,
walking inscribes human exertion into terra firma, while simultaneously being shaped by ecological materiality.
From a short walk along a bush track to sight certain local species, to
an extended drive along a wildflower tourist loop to view vistas of everlastings, wildflower tourism entails multiple meanings, depths and practices relating botanical biodiversity to human experience. Early wildflower appreciation and tourism occurred throughout Australia, but it has achieved an
especially high profile in Western Australia, where a unique diversity of
flowering plants is found. With a firm position in the history and popular image of the state, wildflower tourism has influenced the region‟s perception
as either a picturesque landscape, in visual terms, or an environment that
sustains human needs, in embodied language. Recounting visits to Albany
and the Goldfields in the late nineteenth century, former opera singer May
Vivienne published in 1901 one of the first touristic travelogues of the state,
16
after she travelled by train and horse, witnessing spring wildflowers. Describing Serpentine Falls, south of Perth, as the “garden of the colony,”
Vivienne‟s account depicts wildflowers as elements in a picturesque painting, evidencing a predominant aesthetic of spectatorship: “Sweet flowers
17
and ferns form an idyllic picture.” Her framework for experiencing the
flowering plants of the Southwest is comparable to some contemporary
wildflower tourism models which emphasise the visual experience of expansive carpets of multi-coloured everlastings from the comfort of motorised vehicles: “As the train sped past the idea struck me that these flowers
– lovely immortelles, white, pink, and yellow, growing in countless millions –
18
could be turned to good account.” By “good account” Vivienne suggests
the conversion of the idle, though idyllic, wildflowers into perfumes,
19
“crosses, wreaths, anchors, screens, fans, and other decorations.” The
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early twentieth century marked the emergence of wildflower tours by train,
leaving metropolitan Perth for outlying rural areas like Gingin and Wongan
Hills. Contemporaneous to May Vivienne‟s era, snippets from early Western Australian newspapers frequently advertise group excursions by rail
during the spring months. An issue of The West Australian from 27 September 1919 promotes a popular Sunday train trip to Gingin, organised by
the Midland Railway: “On Sunday last the train was well patronised, and
passengers spent a delightful day amongst the orange groves and wild
20
flowers.”

Figures 1: Western Australian wildflower tourism advertisement, circa 1950s. Note the
emblematic use of the kangaroo paw to depict the idyll of the state. (Image courtesy of
the National Library of Australia).

Mid twentieth-century colour posters promoting the state‟s wildflower
season illustrate exuberant, youthful visitors on foot, joyously immersed in
the idyllic flowering landscape (for example, Figure 1). Contemporary web
images include four-wheel drive vehicles in the background with tourists
ambling on a short stroll or kneeling down into the flowers. Whether as
short jaunts from a train or as extended bushwalks into places of floristic interest, walking augments an experience of plants that would otherwise be
constructed as picturesque spectatorship from the detached position afforded by a car, train seat, or carriage. According to a study by the Western
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Australian Tourism Commission, wildflower tourists come in two forms:
“Wildflower enthusiasts” over age 65, who are mainly interested in seeing
different kinds of wildflowers and are apt to visit wildflower shows and take
guided tours; and “nature lovers” primarily baby boomers aged 45–65, who
are interested in other natural attractions and are more inclined towards
21
self-directed, adventurous activities like bushwalking. Wildflower enthusiasts are less inclined to take foot excursions, whereas nature lovers engage in walking as a mode of intimate connection with the landscape
through the physicality of recreational activities. In addition to walks and
driving circuits, wildflower tourism includes a range of affiliated activities
and desiderata like shows, displays, exhibitions, crafts, festivals and events
related to the appreciation of plant life through the bringing of the flower
22
into a domesticated, gentrifying space. As an example, since 1994, the
shire of Dalwallinu in the Wheatbelt region has hosted an annual spring
23
Wattle Week to celebrate Australia‟s floral emblem. Celebrations of Acacia species such as Wattle Days, however, are not unique to Western Australia but can be traced back to colonial settlement when, in 1838, participants in a Hobart regatta were encouraged to adorn themselves with wattle
sprigs. Moreover, in 1891, a wattle flower banner was first displayed publicly in Adelaide in conjunction with Foundation Day. The idea of appreciating flowering plants through spring walks appeared in the form of late nineteenth-century Wattle Day outings, proposed annually for 1 September at
24
popular bushwalking locations, such as Werribee Gorge near Melbourne.
As a third category of wildflower appreciator, the “botanising stroller”
could be defined as a local amateur, hobby botanist, trained expert or bush
flâneur, who explores areas of plant diversity within his or her region but
whose activities fall outside the auspices of tourism due to their local focus.
The term “botanising” denotes a specific form of recreational walking, a
speculative fusion of mobile philosophy and hobby botany in which the visual attention on a plant, such as a Hakea, or broader community of plants,
like the kwongan, becomes a space for more fully experiencing nature and
self. Motivated by a curiosity about the bush, botanising can also be scientific, conservationist, educational or even allied to technological development. For instance, annual summer excursions to survey the native vegetation of the Bogong High Plains was initiated in the 1940s by members of
the Botany School at the University of Melbourne. These exploratory botanisings were triggered by concerns over the costly impacts that soil erosion
25
presented to the Kiewa hydro-electric scheme. Whether or not a stroller
becomes a flâneur depends on his or her sensory engagement and participation in the landscape through touching, tasting, chewing, spitting out and
listening. Hence, either pleasurable or perfunctory, walking is integral to the
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appreciation of plants, and some of the most well-preserved indigenous
flora in the Southwest, and elsewhere in Australia, is traversed by recreational walking tracks. In Australia, the history of bipedality since European
colonisation is closely interwoven with flora, including contemporary wildflower tourism, colonial and postcolonial plant collecting and botanical sur26
veying, and Aboriginal bush tucker and fibre or medicine craft. But, importantly, not all bipedality is created equal, and some forms of walking are
more conducive to a depth of engagement, or the embodied experience of
flora, than others. As Kay and Moxham contend, “recreational walking is so
diverse and dynamic that it merits careful classification of its many different
27
forms.”
During the English Romantic era, the perception of walking shifted. No
longer pastoral drudgery and increasingly an aristocratic recreational pursuit, walking gained a new set of aesthetic connotations. Edensor observes
the emergence of “a set of interlinked reflexive conventions, aesthetic imperatives and practical endeavours which produced a distinctive relation28
ship between the walking body and nature.” Included within the changing
human relationship to nature was the recovery of historical values related
to walking and the attainment of a sense of continuity in bodily movement
that had been interrupted by mediated forms of locomotion. The body-inbecoming of the walker, moving through a picturesque setting, contrasted
to the body-in-being of the pastoralist, whose activities were fixed spatially
29
to an agricultural matrix of labour. Hence, the botanising stroll enabled an
educated gentry to cultivate meaning with respect to flora without engaging
in the visceral demands of farming, woodcutting, medicinal herb gathering
or preparing wild-crafted foods. In this new sense of bipedality, walking was
an act akin to reading, whilst nature and landscape were as decipherable
as poems or taxonomic grids.

Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, II (Photo by J. Ryan)
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Techniques of Walking: The Habitus of Bipedal
Movement
Isn’t it really quite extraordinary to see that,
since man took his first steps, no one has asked
himself why he walks, how he walks, if he has
ever walked, if he could walk better, what he
achieves in walking … questions that are tied to
all the philosophical, psychological, and political
systems which preoccupy the world?
30
– Honoré de Balzac, Theory of Walking
The past decade has witnessed a resurgence of interest in histories of
31
32
33
walking in Australia, New Zealand, North America and Europe, as
34
well as the cultural significance of walking. The history of walking is increasingly looked upon as intrinsic to other cultural formations, the walking
body a nexus of biological and cultural influences. Giblett observes the unified natural and cultural dimensions of bipedal ambulation: “Walking in the
sense of moving the body through space propelled by the body is natural
35
but the way in which we walk is learnt and so cultural.” In a speed oriented society, bipedality is furthermore theorised as an antidote to the ill effects and disembodied rapidity of vehicular travel, cutting across space and
time and making the ambulatory body seem anachronistic. As Solnit suggests, “in this context, walking is a subversive detour, the scenic route
36
through a half-abandoned landscape of ideas and experiences.”
In his 1935 essay “Techniques of the Body,” the early twentiethcentury French sociologist, Marcel Mauss, defined walking as a habitus after observing the influence of American walking styles, transmitted through
37
the cinema, on the Parisian gait. As a consequence, Mauss theorised the
actions of the body as a congregation of acquired social, psychological and
biological influences. Further evidenced by a socially-esteemed, loosehipped style of walking amongst Maori women called onioni, a specific
technique, style or habit of walking is learnt as a cultural habitus. Techniques of walking – gait, speed, accent, cadence, tendency to pause along
the way or continue to the end, talk with others or reflect alone, compete or
cooperate with self or companions, or smell, taste, touch and listen to flora
and fauna – are therefore culturally conditioned: learnt, re-learnt or
unlearnt. Mauss defines a technique as “an action which is effective and
traditional … It has to be effective and traditional. There is no technique
38
and no transmission in the absence of tradition.” The human body is the
“first and most natural instrument. Or more accurately, not to speak of in-
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struments, man‟s first and most natural technical object.” By characterising it as a technique, Mauss implies that walking is intrinsically technical,
requiring the development of effective practices through tradition, or the
cultural transmission of walking styles or affinities. Not inherited as a pure
anatomical action, bipedality is a cultural habitus, acquired like a particular
way of speaking. The body is a technical – rather than technicised – site of
intricate cultural and biological processes, not a rote mechanical assembly
40
of parts as in a Vesalian écorché rendering.
The varieties of synonyms for walking suggest the sophistication of
techniques or styles of bipedality. Mauss counters what he saw as a prevalent tendency in sociology to classify walking (as well as swimming, standing and squatting) under the rubric of “miscellaneous” or mundane activities
with little technical differentiation and with no bearing on social preferences
or cultural systems. The techniques of walking are instead highly varied:
“The habitus of the body being upright while walking, breathing, rhythm of
the walk, swinging the fists, the elbows, progression with the trunk in ad41
vance of the body or by advancing either side of the body alternately.”
Rather than a simple perfunctory mode of movement, walking is remarkably diverse in style and setting. Shambling or shuffling is the slow, perhaps
tedious, dragging of the feet, whereas sauntering and strolling are carefree
and enjoyable. Historian Joseph Amato notes the variety of descriptors
employed to discern between different forms of walking: “Passing people
are said to slink, slither, stalk, shuffle, slog, trudge, hike, stroll, strut, swagger, promenade, gallivant, jaunt, mosey, wander, peregrinate, amble, or
42
saunter.” Promenading is aristocratic strutting, focused on being seen
rather than on participation in the environment. In contrast, nineteenthcentury American philosopher and ardent walker, Henry David Thoreau,
sauntered as a distinct form of artful walking with historical congruence and
sensory impact; his walking body invoked the history of walking:
I have met with but one or two persons in the course of my life who
understood the art of Walking, that is, of taking walks – who had a
genius, so to speak, for SAUNTERING, which word is beautifully derived “from idle people who roved about the country, in the Middle
Ages, and asked charity, under pretense of going à la Sainte
43
Terre.
Additionally, walking is defined according to its natural or cultural contexts.
Wading is walking through water. Prowling is stealthy searching, ambulating is restless seeking and promenading is ostentatious display. Ambling
can be free of fixed goals or destinations, whereas perambulating intimates
walking a perimeter or boundary to assert ownership. Furthermore, in light
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of Thoreau‟s style of walking, “gestural walking” describes an opensensory, curiosity-based practice of focused ambling in botanically rich areas, in contradistinction to closed-sensory style of fast-track walking
through natural reserves in search of visual satiation through prospects,
panoramas or vertiginous plummets. For Thoreau, walking created continuous bodily engagement with the landscape that gave form to his posthumously published works on the plant life of the Concord environs: “Walking determined the form of his books, which were structured by the succes44
sion of what he observed rather than logical argumentation.”
Walking in relation to landscapes is also stylistically and energetically
varied. Walking may be solitary or collective. Edensor again comments that
“these technical notions, which propose that particular forms of walking can
be learnt and developed, stem from and engender appropriate ways of in45
teracting with the countryside.” Kay and Moxham classify recreational
46
walking into two types. Aggregated together for their “easy, casual, relaxing and sociable” qualities, the first kind of walking comprises walking
(sauntering, strolling, ambling, plodding, promenading, wandering and
roaming) and rambling (tramping and striding). The second form of walking
is specialised, strenuous and demanding and includes hiking (trekking,
marching and trail-walking) and back-packing (hill-walking, yomping, fellwalking and peak-bagging).
In addition to recreational forms of bipedality, a walkabout is a foot
journey taken by Aboriginal people between periods of wage employment,
or traditionally as a journey of spiritual alignment with the land and material
47
exchange with other cultural groups. Furthermore, “hiking” refers to an
extended walk usually in a natural or wilderness area, “backpacking” is hiking but with camping gear strapped to one‟s back, and “trekking” is hiking
or backpacking but with connotations of arduous mountain yakka. Dayhiking is a long walk in a rural or natural setting – valley, mountain, forest,
bush or river – without overnight camping. In terms of long-distance walking, a section hiker walks segments of a track, such as the Bibbulmun, discontinuously over many seasons, whereas a thru-hiker walks the full length
of a route continuously in one period from beginning to end. And lastly,
walks in search of a particular landscape feature or form of life take on their
own character. For example, a plant walk is intensively focused on identifying or appreciating botanical species in their natural settings, whilst birding
involves walking in search of avian species.
The difference between active speed and passive speed illuminates
further theoretical varieties of bush walking. As a technique of “active rest,”
walking is movement of the body which induces calmness and restfulness,
invigorating physical and mental energies. In contrast, the “passive
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speed” of cars, trains, planes, television, video games and the cinema
induces anxiety and exhaustion without actual physical exertion. In publications such as Speed and Politics, Paul Virilio has proposed “dromology” to
describe “the study and analysis of the impact of increasing speed of trans49
port and communications on the development of land-use.” For Virilio,
the increasing anxiety about being passive is related to the rise of the contemporary city, whose streets are circuits for the rapid transmission of information between “dromomaniacs.” In hypermodern terms, passive speed
is linked to material transport networks – cars, planes, trains – as well as
virtual information networks where speed is thought to indicate productivity,
development and progress.
Based in a bodily interpretation of speed and passivity, Mauss goes on
to describe active rest as “not simply a matter of aesthetics, but also of
50
bodily games.” Hence active rest is not idle gazing or immobile transfixation on a scene, but rather a capacity of the body to rejuvenate through particular forms of restful activity, which are actively integrated to the environment. As active rest, walking engages the inherent tendency of the body
towards homeostatic balance when granted restorative conditions of fresh
air and water, purposeful movement and multi-sensory stimulation. As expressed by the FABC quote from 1939, walking, as either active rest or active speed, can be a nature cure that alleviates the effects of urban trauma.
Walking as active speed, however, replicates the conditions of highways,
railways, flightways, and other linear avenues of movement which prioritise
efficiency and rapidity. Instead, walking as gesturally active rest opens the
human body to the curative properties of immersion in the landscape
through non-linear outreach of the body and the senses to flora: touching,
listening, tasting, bending towards, sitting with, closely observing, tossing
away.

Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, III (Photo by J. Ryan)

Distance and Contact: Early Southwest Australian
Walkers and Botanisers
The Nyoongah people of the Southwest have had an intricate history of en-
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gagement with indigenous flora, derived through the bodily experience of
eating roots, tasting flower nectars, drinking plant infusions, touching fibres
51
and walking through floristically rich landscapes. For the Nyoongah, the
Southwest environment is not a touristic scene promoting visual speculation of value, in the sense of Vivienne‟s picturesque aesthetic. The landscape is a life-sustaining habitat for humans and non-humans; the environment becomes body through the ingestion, mastication and digestion of
wild foods and, as a living landscape, it is a body. The value of the landscape is intrinsic to the experience of it, rather than determined deductively
as a consequence of direct engagement. Alternately depicting the Southwest landscape as picturesque and barren in his journal, European-born
explorer George Grey between 1837 and 1840 “traversed extensive regions unknown to the European traveller, and probably never before trod52
den by the foot of civilized man.” His Nyoongah guide, Kaiber, impressed
Grey with knowledge of the edibility of native plants, especially the potentially poisonous Zamia cycad: “Kaiber here brought in some of the nuts of
53
the Zamia tree; they were dry, and, therefore, in a fit state to eat.” For
Grey, the picturesque mode of perceiving the landscape, as positively valued for future colonial agricultural exploits, alternated with an attitude towards the landscape as sterile and barren, hence negatively valued and to
be avoided. Referring back to the belief in terra nullius as “places where no
man has trod before,” the Southwest landscape through which Grey and
his party traversed was a visually apprehended virgin territory, an uninhabited zone of free enterprise. Kaiber‟s aesthetic towards the native flora, as
edible nutriment rather than scrub, had practical implications as foraging
wild foods rescued the party from near starvation during scarcity.
Expeditions into the bush by early botanists and plant collectors like
James Drummond and Georgiana Molloy galvanised the formation of
Western Australian identity by invoking the genteel tradition of the walking
plant collector in colonial Western Australia. Traversing the landscape furnished Drummond the observational perspicacity required to identify new
species, as well as distinguish changes in the vegetation and soil character: “After passing 5 or 6 miles of open forest the luxuriance of the vegetation very ill agreeing with the barren appearance of the Soil we arrived at
54
the river we were in search of running in an extensive valley.” As with
Grey, Drummond‟s evaluation of the land strongly emphasised the contrasts between picturesque and barren visual affordances. Similarly, Georgiana Molloy contributed to global nineteenth-century understandings of indigenous Southwest taxonomies through specimen gathering that neces55
sarily occurred on foot. As Harper observes of Molloy, “it was through her
collecting walks at the isolated settlements of Augusta and Vasse in West-
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ern Australia that Georgiana Molloy overcame her initial sense of alienation
from the landscape to embrace being in the bush as „one of the most de56
lightful states of existence.‟” Unlike Drummond, Molloy‟s domestic obligations required proximity to her family home in Augusta. Rather than major
expeditions or longitudinal traverses in the mode of colonising exploration,
her botanising was locally focused, designed circularly to begin and end at
home, and relied on Aboriginal knowledge of plants. For both Drummond
and Molloy, the sensory appreciation and scientific understanding of native
Southwest plants originated in the practice of walking.
Walking a landscape has the potential to engender closeness of contact, multi-sensory bodily embrace with an environment, and an embodied
sense of place through a participatory, rather than a visually speculative
aesthetic. Through the practice of walking, the aesthetic of place necessar57
ily becomes an experience rather than an appearance. For early Southwest colonists, some of whom were accustomed to the green pastures and
forested lands of the northern hemisphere, sense of place engaged the
aesthetic ideas of detachment, disinterestedness and pictoriality. For twentieth-century composer and obsessive long-distance walker Percy
Grainger, however, the theme of embracing indigenous wildflowers through
the sensuous medium of walking exemplifies a postcolonial aesthetics of
Southwest flora that invokes the body as a perceptual medium:
The W.A. wildflowers are ravishing; such fresh intense colors, &
queer jolly forms. The old gum trees too are so altogether ownish:
(characteristic) surely there has never been a flat land more uniquely
itself & only itself! My heart yearns for the embraces of the glorious
58
lovely scenery that I know will be unfolded to me on this tour.
Grainger expresses appreciation for the Southwest landscape and its plant
life that transgresses distanced visual apprehension through bodily metaphor. As mentioned previously, for Marcus Clarke, the gum trees appear
“haggard” and the forests “funereal, secret, stern,” as well as stifling, deso59
late, sullen and black. In Grainger‟s view, the gum trees symbolise the
uniqueness of the landscape; they are peculiarly intriguing rather than peculiarly funereal. Just as the land is “uniquely itself & only itself,” Grainger‟s
sensuality disrupts the detached picturesque mode of framing flora through
visual architecture. His “heart yearns for the embraces” of intense colours
and jolly forms. The “lovely scenery” is more than a painting to stand away
from and admire for its pleasing formal qualities. Instead, the scenery embraces him; the wildflowers ravish; the “seen” offers sensuous bodily encounter rather than disinterested perception. His aesthetic of plants is multisensory. For example, rather than burning gum leaves, Grainger tasted
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them, absorbed them into his body, claiming eloquently that their flavour
“told to the palate what the birdcalls preach to the ear, they deftly sum up
60
all the influences of the land.” Grainger‟s aesthetic of flora embodies a
call by environmental historian and Bibbulmun Track walker William Lines
for sensuous engagement with the landscape as pivotal to an ethic of care:
“Only when Australians learn to look sensuously at the continent will they
learn to care for it. And not only to look at it, but to touch it, smell it, taste it,
61
drink it, walk it.” For both Grainger and Lines, bipedal movement engenders sensuous experience of plants.
The appreciation of the Australian bush was a guiding principle of
some of the early walking societies, consisting typically of professional
male lawyers, educators and other members of the upper classes. The
bushwalking club movement began in post-Federation years: “Only in the
1920s would it be possible to identify a bushwalking movement, a body of
62
clubs committed to walking and united in protecting their interests.” One
of the nation‟s first bushwalking clubs, the Warragamba Walking Club
(WWC) formed in Sydney in 1895 under the direction of William Mogford
Hamlet. Inspired by Romantic ideals of male camaraderie and philosophical
reverie through walking, the WWC sponsored bipedal excursions around
63
urban Sydney and in the Blue Mountains. Other early Australian walking
clubs crossed into mountaineering, such as the Bright Alpine Club formed
in 1888 to explore the alpine regions of Victoria. The all-male Melbourne
Amateur Walking and Touring Club (MAWTC) and the Wallaby Club were
initiated in Melbourne in 1894. The Melbourne Women‟s Walking Club was
started in 1922 in response to the exclusion of women from the MAWTC
64
and other walking clubs. Valuing daywalking, ideas and conversation, the
Wallaby Club is still exclusively male and distinguishes itself as a conviviality club based on walking, rather than an association of bushwalkers inter65
ested in nature. Since the 1920s, the MAWTC has published the journal
66
Melbourne Walker.
Considered the founding father of Australian national parks, Miles
Dunphy was an early member of the Sydney Bushwalking Club (SBC),
67
founded in 1933. The SBC currently maintains an active membership of
about five hundred walkers. One of the imperatives of early bushwalking
clubs would have been the preservation of areas with excellent recreational
values: varied picturesque outlooks, cool tree canopies for summer excursions, interesting wildflower regions, and other noteworthy landscape features. Adelaide also had early bushwalking clubs, although the history of its
more prominent clubs, such as Adelaide Bushwalkers, is less well docu68
mented.
In Queensland, conservationist Romeo Lahey led an early
movement to establish Lamington National Park in 1915, including in the
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design of the protected area a series of bushwalking tracks. Clubs forming around Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide in the 1900s sparked the development of Western Australian bushwalking organisations during the first
half of the twentieth century. Founded in 1937, the Western Walking Club
(WWC) is the oldest bushwalking organisation in WA. In 1938, its first year
of activity, the club conducted sixteen walks, including excursions to Kings
Park and John Forrest National Park. Presently, the WWC coordinates over
one hundred bushwalks per year in Perth and the broader Southwest re70
gion. Now the largest bushwalking organisation in Western Australia, the
Perth Bushwalkers‟ Club (PBC) was founded in 1969 by Geoff Schafer,
who would later go on to propose the establishment of the Bibbulmun
Track. The club, currently with three hundred members, organises regular
excursions around Perth and in outlying areas of bushwalking interest,
such as Dwellingup and the Stirling Ranges. Organised in 1924, The Western Australian Naturalists‟ Club promotes the conservation and appreciation of the bush and currently maintains a bushwalking group within the
71
auspices of the club.
Comparable to the national Federation of Australian Bushwalking
Clubs of the 1930s, the Federation of Western Australian Bushwalkers is
the central state-based bushwalking organisation, established in the 1990s
to coalesce the interests of independent regional clubs, such as the two
more active organisations, the PBC and the WWC. Smaller, more localised
walking groups include the Bunbury Bushwalking Club and Albany Bushwalkers, both of which tend to focus on bushwalking areas of interest
around Bunbury and Albany, respectively. The constitution of the PBC lists
three objectives, which might be shared by state and local clubs alike: to
organise bushwalks, to encourage the development of bushwalking skills,
and “to promote an awareness of and an empathy for the Western Austra72
lian bushwalking environment and to promote its conservation.” The PBC
in particular is concerned with issues of botanical conservation, particularly
the spread of Phytophthora dieback, a root disease that has affected extensive portions of the region‟s most floristically diverse reserves and its
73
more popular walking areas.
Phytophthora dieback presents a major
threat to the future of native Southwest plants. Spread by foot and motorised travel, the disease is especially prevalent in popular bushwalking areas, such as the Stirling Range National Park.
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Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, IV (Photo by J. Ryan)

Walking Southwest Landscapes: The History of the
Bibbulmun Track
The Bibbulmun Track provides a pertinent case study of the natural and
cultural values influencing the creation of a recreational Southwest bushwalking route connecting urban Perth to outlying areas of the state. The
northern terminus of the Bibbulmun is in Kalamunda, about twenty-five
kilometres east of Perth, and its southern end lies in Albany, 963 kilometres
south along the Southern Ocean. Translating to “land of many breasts,” the
word “Bibbulmun” was proposed by forester Len Talbot from Kirkup to honour the Nyoongah, the original inhabitants of the land which the Track trav74
erses. Swan River Derbal Yerrigan elder Richard Wilkes considers the
Bibbulmun Track part of the original network of Aboriginal Dreaming trails:
“I do believe the Dreaming trail went right down through those giants …
down into the Bibbulmun territory, which pass, which the Bibbulmun trail
passes through the land there. So [the forest and the track are] very much
75
part of our Dreaming.” The Waugal, the Rainbow Serpent who created
the Bibbulmun people and who guards the waterways of the land, has been
used since 1987 as a Track marker to honour the Nyoongah. About seven
76
thousand Waugal signs guide walkers along the way.
In 1972, Geoff Schafer, who founded the Perth Bushwalking Club,
proffered his idea of a continuous long-distance foot track linking Perth and
Albany in the Southwest to H D Evans, the Minister for Forests at the
77
time. Schafer had recently trekked the Alpine Walking Track, a path of
about 650 kilometres through the high country of the Australian Alps of Victoria, New South Wales and ACT. In his recent history of the Bibbulmun
Track, Baker observes the magnitude of Schafer‟s idea: “This was a huge
undertaking and quite apart from the sheer volume of work involved, the
[Forests] Department had a very small budget for recreational work and no78
one with any knowledge of the construction of long-distance trails.” In
1974, Peter Hewitt and Wayne Schmidt in the Forests Department were
key proponents of the Track‟s initial design from Lancelin to Albany, but,
due to financial restraints, an abbreviated route from Kalamunda to North-
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cliffe was approved. The first phase of the Bibbulmun Track was officially
opened in October 1979 as part of Western Australia‟s 150th anniversary.
In 1987, a significant overhaul of the Track occurred with the formation of
the Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM). To accommodate the bauxite mining industry, the Track was routed east to connect Kalamunda and Dwellingup, and the southern section was extended to
79
Walpole with the establishment of Shannon National Park.
By the early 1990s, mining and forestry operations were imperilling the
integrity and “wilderness” feel of the Bibbulmun. Around this time, the second phase in the history of the Track commenced under the guidance of
Jesse Brampton. After hiking the Appalachian Trail in the eastern United
States, Brampton returned to Western Australia, astonished by the unappealing conditions of the Bibbulmun. The route mostly followed gravel
roads with insufficient marking, and no bush shelters, toilets or water supplies. In October 1993, CALM agreed to commence a major reconditioning
of the Track, including an extension to Albany. The “Building a Better Bibbulmun Track Project” selected the Appalachian Trail (AT) as the new
model for the overhaul. Conceived by forester Benton MacKaye in 1921,
the AT is a 3500 kilometre hiking trail in the Appalachian Mountain chain
from northern Georgia to central Maine. In an article published in October
1921 in the Journal of the American Institute of Architects, MacKaye describes an attitude of returning to nature as an ameliorative to the “din of
war and general upheaval.” The expanding eastern American urban centres and the economically suffering masses, especially those hopelessly
confined to sanatoriums, required therapeutic immersion in mountain sanctuary: “They need acres not medicine. Thousands of acres of this mountain
land should be devoted to them with whole communities planned and
80
equipped for their cure.” As a regional planning pièce de résistance, the
Appalachian Trail was designed in juxtaposition to the major American cities of New York and Washington, DC, as a mountain track refuge from increasing urban malaise and the growing anxiety of war. Echoing the FABC,
Brampton‟s intimate account of his end-to-end trek of the Appalachian Trail
in 1987 is prefaced by a story of personal suffering and existential anxiety,
81
so his “nature cure” took the form of a long-distance walk overseas.
During the 1990s, consultancy relationships were established with the
82
Appalachian Trail Conference in the United States. Like the AT, the Bibbulmun traverses areas of scenic beauty and follows the contours of the
land whilst minimising abrupt ascents and descents over hills. In order to
enhance access to cultural attractions and resupply points, the revised
route intersects Dwellingup, Collie, Balingup, Pemberton, Northcliffe, Walpole and Denmark, as well as the villages of Donnelly River and Peaceful
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Bay. The siting of the Track near rural towns affords long-distance walkers
the opportunity to purchase provisions and overnight accommodation.
Moreover, shorter trips or day hikes are made possible by preparing for
segments between towns. As part of rural tourism planning, Track activities
generate economic revenue in small regional towns. In bringing the influence of the Appalachian Trail to the Southwest, the revised Track offers
comfortable and maintained shelters with adequate water supplies and a
bush toilet to reduce the impact of walkers on habitats. The final version of
the Bibbulmun involved a complete realignment of the route, as well as new
shelters, water tanks and toilets to an estimated cost of over a million dollars.
Importantly for this discussion, the realignment entailed a number of
collaborations between state agencies and private organisations. CALM
worked in cooperation with the Water Authority and Westrail to site the new
track on old railway beds. Accepted in February 1994, the revised plan preserved only about twenty percent of the original Bibbulmun Track. Modelling the Appalachian Trail, the revision called for the construction of fortyeight campsites, each with an open-faced wood shelter, toilet and rainwater
tanks. In mid-1994, a novel initiative between CALM and the Ministry of
Justice responded to a shortfall of funding and materials. Bob Dixon, Manager of Prison Industries, and Denzell McCotter, Director for Prison Operations, encouraged the involvement of prisoners in the construction of the
track and the prefabrication of shelters. On this innovative collaboration, Attorney General Peter Foss commented that “Building a Better Bibbulmun
was an excellent example of the type of projects that could be undertaken
using the combined resources of the then Department of Conservation and
83
Land Management and the Ministry of Justice.” On 13 September 1998,
the completed Track was opened in Albany at a ceremony with the Minister
for Environment, Cheryl Edwards. Cooperation between governmental
agencies continues to this day as a reliable solution to maintaining and upgrading the Track and its facilities in a climate of funding cuts to recreation
and land conservation.

Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, V (Photo by J. Ryan)
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Walking the Flowering Landscape: Approaching
Metavisual Appreciation of Plants?
The history of the Bibbulmun Track has been characterised by partnerships, most prominently and productively between state government agencies. Collaborations have resulted in the rapid expansion of the second
phase of the Bibbulmun, as well as greater integration between regional
and recreational communities of the Southwest. The potential for institutional cooperation between track management organisations, bushwalking
clubs, wildflower tourism initiatives, and concerned individuals would promote deeper physical engagement with flora and wildflowers, counterpoising picturesque detachment from landscapes. Since the Bibbulmun traverses areas of botanical importance, the possibility exists for synergy between private ecotourism and wildflower tourism organisations, the Department of Environment and Conservation, the Wildflower Society, the WA
Tourism Commission, the Bibbulmun Track Foundation, the Federation of
Western Australian Bushwalkers and other agencies. Cooperation between
recreational departments governing Southwest walking tracks and those
promoting seasonal wildflower tourism would broaden opportunities for
both “wildflower enthusiasts” and “nature lovers,” as well as local groups interested in short organised botanising strolls or other embodied excursions.
More nuanced, multi-sensory appreciation of indigenous plant species is a
possible outcome of a collaborative ethos.
Walking encourages appreciation of wildflowers through all the
senses, not only sight. This point is perhaps best summarised by nineteenth-century American naturalist John Burroughs, a pivotal figure in the
history of the North American conservation movement, who speaks of the
bodily engagement with landscape that bipedality affords. In Burroughs‟
view, the walker‟s
pores are all open, his circulation is active, his digestion good… He
knows the ground is alive; he feels the pulses of the wind and reads
the mute language of things. His sympathies are all aroused; his
senses are continually reporting messages to his mind. Wind, frost,
rain, heat, cold are something to him. He is not merely a spectator of
the panorama of nature, but a participator in it. He experiences the
84
country he passes through, tastes it, feels it, absorbs it.
Hence, the plenum between walking and the cultural perceptions of flora is
imbued with potential for greater emotional and physical connection to the
Southwest environment, arousing sympathies and participatory involvement with plants through taste, touch, smell, and sound. Counterbalancing
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the sighted emphasis of wildflower driving routes marketed by tourism
commissions, walking tracks are pivotal avenues for the corporeal experience of flora. Bush tracks like the Bibbulmun concurrently ensure the longevity of human corporeality and multi-sensual involvement as part of a
perceptual ethos towards flora and the broader landscape. As an openness
to pausing along the way, extending the body out to reach plants and embrace sensory diversity, rather than speeding along as on a superhighway,
gestural walking is a habitus most amenable to appreciating wildflowers, as
well as plants out of flower. Walking “articulates a relationship between pedestrian and place, a relationship which is a complex imbrication of the material organization and shape of the landscape, its symbolic meaning, and
the ongoing sensual perception and experience of moving through
85
space.” In other words, walking creates embodied sense of place, rich
with the sensual particularities of local flora.
Not exclusively dictated by the view from the car, wildflower tourism
incorporating foot travel, or based on a combination of walking and driving,
augments the visual appreciation of floristic diversity. This seemingly simple point was repeatedly emphasised by local botanists and plant enthusiasts in the Southwest region in interviews I conducted during the spring
2009 wildflower season. Self-trained botanist and coordinator of the
Ravensthorpe wildflower show Merle Bennett indicates the necessity felt by
wildflower tourists, particularly in the southern half of the region, to set off
on foot: “On the whole, people need to stop and get out of their vehicles, to
walk rather than to just expect to see the walls of everlastings that occur up
86
north.” In Bennett‟s view, whereas the carpets of everlastings in northern
areas, near Mullewa and Morewa, are readily appreciated from a vehicle,
due to the expansiveness of their display, wildflowers in the southern part
of the state, particularly near the Fitzgerald River National Park, require
closer engagement on foot. The appreciator needs to bend down to inspect
the plant, smell it, listen to it, taste the droplets of nectar on its small leaves,
get his or her hands dirty and then return to the plant at a different time of
the year. In a similar vein, orchid enthusiast and wildflower tourist Lyn Alcock comments in an interview on the differences in depth and quality between walking and simply gazing at plants from a distance: “You‟ve got
your people who are wanting to go on your wildflower tours purely to sit in
the bus and to see what‟s out there. They don‟t want to get out, they don‟t
87
want to find out much about it.”
The perspectives of Bennett and Alcock are important to consider as
wildflower tourism infrastructure, and ecotourism in general, increase in the
88
Southwest region. Over two-thousand plant species – nearly one-quarter
89
of the Southwest‟s botanical tally – grow along the Bibbulmun Track. As
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a transect of the diverse karri and jarrah forest vegetation of the region, the
Track offers bipeds an opportunity for metavisual sensory engagement.
Known as “The Showgrounds,” an open heath and grassland near Albany
along the Bibbulmun stands out prominently from the generally forested
character of other sections. Hence, bipedality and wildflower tourism converge. Brampton and Maher point to the depth of association afforded by
walking: “The walker witnesses firsthand the unfolding vegetation patterns
which result from millions of years of evolution and natural processes and
90
from fewer, but nonetheless influential years of human activity.” The interstices between movement on foot and botanical appreciation are recognised by pre-eminent regional botanists as well. For example, Neville Marchant in Wildflowers of the Northern Bibbulmun Track supports bipedal
travel in relation to the experience of floristic diversity:
There is no doubt that the best way to appreciate the varied plant
wealth of Australia‟s South West is by walking. The incredible diversity of plant form, flower types, colours, leaf shapes and textures of
the flora is internationally renowned, but these elements need to be
91
examined close up to appreciate their character and intricacies.
To add to the appreciation of ocular features, such as colours and shapes,
and tactile textures, there are also olfactory aspects, varying between pungency and sweetness, as well as auditory varieties – the sounds of wind,
rain and animals interacting with the stiff leaves of sclerophylls. A slight sip
of Banksia nectar would complete a total multi-sensuous experience of
flora. On the sensual diversity of walking, cultural theorist Edensor is once
again perspicacious here: “The different distribution of sensory stimuli – the
smells, the sounds, the sights, the feelings and the tastes of the countryside – are also part of the ever changing panoply of experience which walk92
ing produces.” Through palpable, tactile, olfactory, audible and visual experience, walking disrupts the hierarchies intrinsic to the faculty of sight,
central to the metaphor of the botanising flâneur.
Kevin Collins is certainly not a bush flâneur, speculatively reserved
about his interactions with the indigenous plants he propagates. As we
walk around his Banksia Farm near Mount Barker in Western Australia,
Collins, a self-trained world expert on the Proteaceae family of plants and
the Banksia genus specifically, calls on all the senses in his presentation
on their history, ecology and conservation challenges. We touch bristled
cones, taste the slightly sweet sap, and take in the fragrant aroma of the
crushed leaves of other hardy related species, all the while viewing the astonishingly variegated colours of the world‟s only complete horticultural collection of Banksia. The flowers of Banksia are notably long-lasting and ro-
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bust, and are thus part of a lucrative international cut-flower industry. Yet,
Collins is embodied in his approach to the plants, giving a more rounded
appraisal of their survival strategies through my touristic sensory experience of their diverse qualities. In the cultivated garden space of Banksia
Farm, we are “far away from the hustle and bustle of the modern city” but
certainly not „‟in places where no man has trod before.” And although we
are not in the wilderness of the bush, we still “appreciate the strange,
peaceful charm” of indigenous West Australian plants. Collins exemplifies
gestural walking as a habitus of bipedality with specific sensory implications
– foot movement around Banksia specimens, with interludes of reaching
towards, photographing, sketching, reading about, touching and smelling,
contemplating, sitting down alongside and viewing the plants from a panoramic distance.
I end here with an open-ended paradox. In the Southwest, bushwalking both imperils – through the spread of plant diseases – and ensures –
through a deeper degree of cultural appreciation – embodied and unmediated human experience of flora. Considering this, I reflect back to Mauss‟s
assertion that a technique is “an action which is effective and traditional… It
has to be effective and traditional.” Gesturally open to the sensory experience of plants, walking is a technique and a habitus most pliable to reducing detachment between human appreciators and flora. Yet, walking that is
not trained in an ethos of care for the landscape, as part of the cultural
transmission of style and concern between generations, can lead to devastating consequences for the non-human, or quarantine status for areas of
botanical diversity, the case for some parts of the Fitzgerald River Biosphere Reserve. On the Bibbulmun Track, the bushwalker encounters a
sight as familiar as the Waugal markers – the boot scrubbing stations positioned at the entrance to most segments of the route. In contrast to Drummond, Molloy and Grainger, bushwalkers of the twenty-first century are part
of an environmentally sensitive cultural topography that connects the body
of the human appreciator to the future of the botanic body.

Bushwalkers of the Fitzgerald River National Park, VI (Photo by J. Ryan)
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Fear and Loathing in the Australian Bush:
Gothic Landscapes in Bush Studies and Picnic at Hanging Rock

Kathleen Steele

Ngangatja apu wiya, ngayuku tjamu –
This is not a rock, it is my grandfather.
This is a place where the dreaming
comes up, right up from inside the ground...
1
George Tinamin
But this our native or adopted land has no past,
no story. No poet speaks to us.
2
Marcus Clarke
In 2008, renowned Australian composer Peter Sculthorpe remarked that
almost everything he has written since the early 1960s has been influenced
by Indigenous music “because that was a music … shaped by the landscape over 50,000 years.”3 His preference for accumulating “an effect of relentless prolongation” through the use of long drones has seen his music
fail, until recently, to appeal to an Australian ear attuned to Bach and Mozart.4 His aim, however, has not been to satisfy the European-trained ear,
but to “mirror the Australian outback”; to capture a sense of time and space
that many Australians have repeatedly failed to access.5
Sculthorpe‟s efforts to form connections with the landscape are by no
text theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au/issue20/steele.pdf
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means singular; representations of the bush have dominated the arts from
early settlement, albeit in a largely negative fashion. The contradiction between an accepted Australian vision of the landscape as empty, unwelcoming bush or desert, and the social reality of a nation living mainly in coastal
communities has not gone unnoticed.6 Nevertheless, contemplating this
“accepted vision” alongside the lukewarm reception of Sculthorpe‟s work
gives rise to the following question: what conclusions, if any, may be drawn
from insistently negative representations of the landscape? In consideration
of this question, I propose an analysis of two texts in which the representations of landscape have been overlooked in favour of feminist or classical
readings: Barbara Baynton‟s Bush Studies and Joan Lindsay‟s Picnic at
Hanging Rock.
If “landscape is personal and tribal history made visible,” what is one
to make of Bush Studies?7 The parallels between Baynton‟s narratives of
isolation and her own experiences cannot fully account for her portrayals of
the bush as “a lonely, hostile place, antagonistic to its inhabitants,” where
time recedes into the vast distances of the plains, and the past and future
are uncertain.8 Baynton‟s settlers, cut adrift from cultural and religious traditions, fail to form communities and conform to the notion that “where significant tradition counts for little, places may be virtually without time,” leading to “no awareness of history.”9 In short, Baynton‟s settlers are plagued
with a sense of timelessness that appears to originate from perception,
rather than the environment.
With the exception of A A Phillips, who insists that the gothic impulse
in Bush Studies arises in part from a “savage revulsion of feeling” for “the
peasant element in Australian bush-life,”10 criticism has mainly focused on
feminist elements within Baynton‟s text. Schaffer suggests Phillips‟s location of a “spiritual darkness emanating from the land itself, a sense of primeval cruelty fed by the sunlight” and a “guilty sense that [European] man
has forced his will upon the earth without the hallowing of ritual”11 uncovers
repressed anxieties surrounding the ideal of the “Australian bushman.” 12
Furthermore, her contention that Baynton‟s writing “provides a superbly
ironic critique of the Australian tradition and the impossible position of
Woman as she has been constructed and repressed within it”13 chimes with
Frost‟s claims for Baynton‟s ability to write against the literary trends of the
1890s.14 Turcotte is more equivocal, believing Baynton expresses “not only
a peculiarly Australian terror, but a specifically female fear as well.”15
Sheridan, too, highlights how Baynton‟s habit of shifting focalisation, and
placing protagonists in positions of mute listening or watching offers moments of tension which directly link Baynton‟s work with the fantastic. 16
Rowley‟s reading of Baynton‟s huts as presenting a passive feminine inte-
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rior versus an aggressive masculine exterior, appears at times to gloss
over the details: Squeaker‟s mate, Mary, is childless, and the watcher inside the hut in Scrammy ’And is in fact male.17 Armellino, in his study of
constructions of space in Australian literature, draws expected parallels between the depictions of maternity in Baynton‟s and Lawson‟s short stories;
nonetheless, his reading is closer to Turcotte‟s in that it attributes the tension between interior/exterior to the “world extending so vast and unknown”
outside the hut where “the uncanny reigns unchallenged.”18
Where Bush Studies portrays Europeans as a history-less, mutable
presence in the landscape, the description of Appleyard College in the
opening paragraph of Picnic at Hanging Rock suggests establishment. The
Saint Valentine‟s celebrations and immaculate flowerbeds deny the existence of an Australian landscape.19 Transformation into a European pastoral idyll continues outside the walls of the college; houses along the roadside boast rows of raspberry canes; “virgin forest” runs onto tennis courts
(65, 73). At Appleyard College, the Englishness of the physical surrounds is
so complete that Miranda says she cannot “wait to get out into the country,”
despite Appleyard College being quite obviously in the country (10). The
impression of nature held at bay by the English space within the College
grounds is reinforced after the girls leave for the picnic. Once outside, the
heat forces the girls to remove their gloves and “fine red dust” seeps
“through the loosely buttoned curtains into eyes and hair” (16).
Critics have tended to consider the divide between cultural world and
natural environment in Picnic at Hanging Rock, yet have, like Phillips, taken
no account of the temporal displacement of Europeans, or the absence of
Aborigines in relation to portrayals of the landscape. Kirkby and Wainwright
investigate the representations of landscape in the broader struggle between man and nature, without focusing on the particularity of the Australian situation.20 Armellino, too, reads the text as an “archetypical representation of the conflict between nature and civilization,” wherein the rock is a
“space completely „other,‟ diametrically opposite to the orderliness of Mrs
Appleyard‟s College.”21 Rousseau hints at possible connections between
Aborigines and Lindsay‟s landscape; however, her arguments are diluted
by quasi-scientific speculations and unfounded mystical theories in relation
to the landscape‟s role in the disappearance of the girls.22 Barrett insists
Lindsay borrows heavily from Pan mythology and maintains that, in spite of
her ambivalent response to his questions on the matter, Lindsay consciously employed Pan motifs throughout the novel.23
The similarities in the representations of landscape in Bush Studies
and Picnic at Hanging Rock, and the predominant critical bias toward feminist and classical readings of the texts suggest an opportunity to glean
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fresh insights through close analysis of the landscape of dark-edged disillusion they both so firmly insinuate. Before beginning, I will consider the interaction of Europeans with the landscape and the Aborigines, and the
temporal and cultural displacement experienced by settlers in the bush.
Aborigines and “The Great Australian Emptiness”24
A study of early European accounts of Australia, from Dampier to the First
Fleet and later emigrant writers, reveals disappointment.25 Just as Dampier‟s positive view of Australia was tempered by his opinion that Aborigines had “the most unpleasant Looks and the worst Features of any People”
he had ever had the misfortune to witness,26 so too did Watkin Tench‟s favourable impressions turn to laments of “intolerable” heat, a climate
“changeable beyond any other,” and Aborigines “fond of adorning themselves with scars, which increase their natural hideousness.” 27 The equally
disillusioned convict Thomas Watling considered the country “deceitful” and
believed Aborigines possessed “ferocity, cunning, treachery, revenge …
and immodesty” without “the smallest idea of a Deity, much less of religion.”28
In the case of Dampier and the First Fleet annalists, the disappointment of Australia centred on the realities of adapting to an alien environment. Most observations were utilitarian and there was acknowledgement,
albeit negative, of the presence of a native population. Tench, in his substantial tract on native culture, admitted “the country is more populous than
it was generally believed to be.”29 As the colony expanded, literary texts
began to construct Aborigines as “monstrous figures haunting the Australian landscape,”30 and early colonial writers, blending romance and realism,
“began to map out a specifically local variant of the Gothic mode” to articulate experiences of “isolation, entrapment, fear of pursuit and fear of the
unknown.”31 By the late 1890s, however, Aborigines all but disappeared
from literature, and the landscape in the preceding period became increasingly described as containing a “darker spiritual aura, a resonant pathetic
fallacy”32 that impressed upon Europeans an “idea of solitude and desolation.”33
The perception arose of the continent as “a blank page, on which any
image … could be imposed”34; an “enormous blackboard” on which Europeans scribbled; a “tabula rasa on which the European consciousness was
expected to write.”35 The insistent lack of acknowledgement of the Indigenous people, or their history, and the very real presence of Aborigines
caused an uneasy “contradiction at the heart of ... [the European‟s] „unoccupied country.‟”36 Early representations of the Aboriginal as an un-
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historied “embodiment of the malevolence of the harsh Australian environment” were conflated into a timeless, demonic landscape that threatened
and fascinated white Australians.37
The Aboriginal presented an Other that must be subdued, a “prehistory history had to fight”38: a prehistory that fell victim to unconscious amnesia, affecting “all Australian culture from political rhetoric to the perception of space, of landscape itself.”39 The silence surrounding Aborigines,
and the manner in which Europeans foregrounded “geographical, historical
and cultural difference and discontinuity,” yet denied Aborigines either
presence or history, created a gothic consciousness of “something deeply
unknowable and terrifying in the Australian landscape.” 40 European settlers, alienated from the anchoring narrative of their cultural history, were
destabilised by an imaginative landscape, both unremittingly real, and
charged with “weird melancholy,”41 that confronted their deepest fears and
confounded domination.42 Nonetheless, tales that cast the Aborigines as
doomed survivors of a prehistoric race, thereby encouraging readers to
“experience them solely as … an already „vanished race‟ that barely exists
outside of the Gothic imagination” were not the source of the Australian
sense of “weird melancholy”; they did not arise out of a sense of loss or
mourning for the passing of the Aborigines.43 Gelder notes how often successful occupation of the land is denied in narratives, and “replaced by
preoccupation, by a bothersome sense of something that is already
there.”44 The “occulted bush full of unseen „presences‟” then, becomes the
setting for the ghost story of Aboriginal absence.45 That is to say, Australia
becomes a “haunted site” wherein the marginal accounted “for far more
than its marginality would suggest,”46 and in so doing, fuelled anxieties
about the perceived emptiness of the continent.
Anxieties were further compounded by apprehensions of a “vague and
gigantic”47 early history that left Europeans “dwarfed and obscurely
alarmed.”48 Ricoeur considers the “historical past” uncanny: an uncanniness the mind usually absorbs through “gradual familiarization with the unfamiliar,” slowly closing the gap between the “history taught in school and
the experience of memory.”49 But the sheer distance, transient social arrangements, and often purposeful reconstruction of personal histories in
the colony often created a lack of continuous localised, personal and cultural history. Likewise, isolation from the “civilised” world and the strange
passing of days and seasons, undermined attempts to measure time‟s
passing with any accuracy. As there were few clocks in the bush, time gave
way to distance. For many, time was measured by movement from one
place to another rather than temporal units, therein reducing the significance of time passing.
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The Australian nation developed an uncertainty deftly summed up by
Montaigne‟s prescient discussion on the anxieties arising from colonial expansion:
Years are the only measure we have for time. The world has been
using „years‟ for many centuries, yet it is a unit which we have never
succeeded in standardizing, so that we live in daily uncertainty about
the incompatible forms given to it by other nations, and about how
they apply them.50
In Australia, the situation was exacerbated by assumptions that Indigenous
history was nonexistent. Without European temporal landmarks, Australian
authors floundered in de-historicised space. The alien environment, alongside popular perceptions of an Australia “undisturbed since Creation,”51 offered few means of measurement, creating a space that appeared to reside
outside both God and man.
It is necessary at this juncture to clarify what is meant here by the
terms time and space. Put simply, an evocation of time requires a statement of “what it is that moves or changes therein” whereas an evocation of
space indicates how space is occupied, and the related time-frame of this
occupation.52 Time has, in the European sense, always formed a linear
continuum of temporal events; therefore, if one knows the date of an event,
one can pinpoint its occurrence in relation to other dates. If an event happens in space, mapping the “between-ness” of its occurrence is more difficult.53 Likewise, “the word „space‟ had a strictly geometrical meaning; the
idea it evoked was simply that of an empty area,” but “the idea that empty
space is prior to whatever ends up filling it”54 highlights the greatest spatial
conflict faced by Australian authors: the recurrent perception of Australia as
an empty space before it was filled by Europeans.
One cannot help but reflect upon the effects of this agon between perceptions of empty and full space in Australia. Despite inhabiting an apparently “empty” space devoid of European history, writers and artists could
neither honestly deny the reality of an Indigenous population, nor therefore
carry the conviction of Australian terra nullius to its logical conclusion. As
Turcotte points out, the presence of Aborigines negated claims of terra nullius, meaning Aborigines were either “obliterated or absorbed through assimilation policies,”55 which resulted in a preoccupation with the “Great Australian Emptiness” that was not only physical but historical, cultural and
moral.56
If Australian literature has been dominated by the “Great Australian
Emptiness,” then so too has much early criticism. Works such as The
Writer in Australia: A Collection of Literary Documents 1856 to 1964 com-
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plement Hancock and Shaw‟s historical accounts, which in turn share similar sentiments to Stephensen:
Against a background of strangeness … in a human emptiness of
three million square miles, our six million white people … are becoming acclimatised to this environment new to them but geologically so old that Time seems to have stood still here for a million
years.57
A country emptied of Aborigines and their history is suggested, yet when
pressed for terms to describe the Australian landscape Stephensen informs
the reader of a “terror, in the Spirit of the Place.”58 It is not until works such
as Judith Wright‟s Preoccupations in Australian Poetry that one recognises
an acknowledgement of Indigenous presence and history, although Wright
insists the emptiness will remain until Europeans achieve full assimilation
with the land.59 As with Wright, Mapped but Not Known, edited by Eaden
and Mares, exhibits a cautious awareness of the need to acknowledge
Aboriginal presence, and addresses the fallacy that there is “one quintessentially Australian landscape.”60 Ross Gibson‟s The Diminishing Paradise:
Changing Literary Perceptions of Australia encompasses European perceptions of Australia from the pre-colonial mythological Lemuria through to
the 1850s, using Voss and A Fringe of Leaves to demonstrate how pre1850s English attitudes continue to inform Australian perceptions of landscape. Yet, when Hergenhan warns that part of the colonial legacy includes
suppositions of a nonexistent Indigenous history, his is a minority voice in a
volume of criticism seemingly obsessed with the lack of an “essential relationship between culture and nature”61 or the blank page “undisturbed since
Creation.”62 The push to acknowledge Indigenous presence and history
gained momentum in the nineties when publications such as the “1997
Land and Identity Study of Australian Literature‟s Annual Conference” and
Henry Reynolds‟s Why Weren’t We Told? (1999) openly questioned the
foundations of terra nullius; but while the osmotic relationship of colonisation may no longer be in question (many settlers did indeed react like birds
to a mirror when faced with the landscape),63 literary representations alert
one to the fact that the Other which was not sought, and in many cases absented, continued to impress itself upon their notice.64

Connecting Gothic spaces in Bush Studies and
Picnic at Hanging Rock
“A Dreamer” and “The Chosen Vessel” in Bush Studies illustrate
Schaffer‟s claim that
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within the Australian tradition, the land is the not-me, that which is
opposite … That is, it exists either within the writer‟s/speaker‟s frame
of reference and is linked to him or her on a historical, cultural or
moral plane; or it is outside the subject‟s imagined frame of reference and is represented as alien, foreign or strange.”65
The protagonist in “A Dreamer” is alone and without history in a hostile
land, while “The Chosen Vessel” portrays death in a harsh, uncaring environment. Both stories highlight the failure of Western cultural and religious
traditions to answer in the bush. Emphasis is placed on timelessness, and
the transience of European settlement. Huts fall down, bush encroaches,
stock wanders away and relationships crumble. The settler is trapped in the
vastness of a “certain kind of Australian bush”66 that, while practically devoid of population, remains charged with a hostile presence.
“A Dreamer” begins with solitary anonymity. No-one is at the station to
help the female passenger when she arrives in the night, and the only
sounds are those of coffin-building.67 The transience of European existence
in the bush means the woman, although she lived in the area as a child, is
not recognised or assisted by the porter. She must make her way alone to
her mother‟s home. Her isolation is intense. She is without society: unnamed and unwanted in a hostile land.
The “three bush miles” to her mother‟s house, of which “she knew
every inch of the way,” (46) become a walk of uncertain landmarks, ghosts
and death: a walk in which the temporary nature of her presence in the
bush, and her uneasy relationship with the land, are fully developed. The
woman tries to find solace in her past and future, but childhood memories
render the landscape uncanny, and guilty thoughts of her long-neglected
mother and her unborn child make her drop to her knees in the middle of a
storm and lift her face to God; then, in the very moment of religious ecstasy, the reader is brought back to the bush. A “vivid flash of lightning”
flames above the woman‟s head, a reminder that there is no place for a
Western God in this land (46–47). The only spirit entertained is superstitious: a ghost rider “galloping furiously towards her” at the “Bendy Tree”
(48). Her fear is so great that she once again tries to pray, only to be forced
onwards by the violence of the storm (48).
When the woman reaches the creek, she wonders at the willows she
planted as a child; “How could they be so hostile to her!” (50). The malignant wind “yells” at her, branches skin her hands; her face is lashed, her
neck imprisoned. She is close to death in the torrent of the creek when,
“weakness aroused the melting idea that all had been a mistake, she had
been fighting with friends. The wind even crooned a lullaby” (50–1).
The uneasiness underlying “A Dreamer” appears to reside in the pro-
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tagonist‟s attempt to reclaim a personal history from, and secure a positive
future within, the bounds of a bush-space that rejects her. Although it may
not have been Baynton‟s intention, her depiction suggests a rejection of
European attempts to force a history of their own upon a country already
replete with unacknowledged history and presence. The woman must undergo a trial and face the bush on its terms, and it is only when she acquiesces and considers herself mistaken for “fighting with friends” that a giant
tree offers its “friendly back” to save her (50–2). Nevertheless, there is no
possibility of reconciliation in Baynton‟s bush. After reaching the hut, the
woman discovers the reason for the coffin-builder‟s hammer: her mother
has passed away. Her chance to make peace with history is lost. The
woman‟s situation echoes the European dilemma in the Australian landscape. A destabilising lack of history makes even the most basic of recognitions impossible, and the underlying struggle for domination over an unacknowledged Other in the landscape produces an imaginative landscape
charged with guilt and uncertainty.
In “The Chosen Vessel,” the pressure of the landscape upon the
European is so great that one finds the protagonist driven indoors. There is
no respite, however, from an empty landscape that watches. The nameless
woman is frightened by the vast expanse of the unknown plain, and measures time by the distance to town, or to the shearing shed where her husband works (133). When a tramp arrives, she is powerless to remove him,
and knows, although in an act of wilful blindness she refuses to admit it,
that he is lurking, awaiting nightfall (134). When the woman wakes in the
night to the sounds of the man circling the hut, she recalls that “one of the
slabs … had shrunk … It was held in position only by a wedge of wood underneath. What if he should discover that? The uncertainty increased her
terror” (134).
The tramp becomes a darker manifestation of the landscape. He ignores the items of value she leaves for him, demanding instead a price she
cannot pay (134). He discovers the weakness in the slab, but she does not
cry out, or attempt to escape. There is no-one to hear; nowhere to go. The
sound of a passing horseman raises her hopes. She runs from the dubious
safety of the hut, screaming for assistance. The horseman, wrestling with
his own political and religious demons, fails to recognise a woman in distress. He believes he has witnessed the Virgin and Child come to him in a
vision:
“For Christ‟s sake! For Christ‟s sake!” called the voice. Good Catholic that he had been, he crossed himself before he dared to look
back. Gliding across a ghostly patch of pipe-clay, he saw a whiterobed figure with a babe clasped to her bosom. All the superstitious
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awe of his race and religion sway his brain. The moonlight on the
gleaming clay was a “heavenly light” to him, and he knew the white
figure was not for flesh and blood, but for the Virgin and Child of his
mother‟s prayers. Then, good Catholic that once more he was, he
put spurs to his horse‟s sides and galloped madly away. His
mother‟s prayers were answered (138).
The woman tries to pursue the horseman but “the distance grew greater
and greater between them” until “there crouched the man she feared, with
outstretched arms that caught her as she fell” (136). The man offers to
spare her life if she ceases to struggle, but she will not accept the bargain.
The religious misrecognition by the rider suggests European traditions cannot protect the innocent in the bush, and the outdoor struggle to the death
mirrors the darker belief that an unacknowledged presence in the landscape lies in wait to do Europeans harm.
The “crushing isolation of bush-life”68 in Bush Studies leaves no doubt
that the European discovered an object of fear she/he dare not name within
the landscape, yet Baynton‟s protagonists show no fear of the native animals, and while there are few mentions of Aborigines, they are not presented as a threat to the settler. In “Squeaker‟s Mate,” Mary is accorded
the superior sight of a “black.” This has the dual function of aligning her
with the bush and highlighting the dangerous futility of attempting to go “native,” because Mary is punished for attempting to live on equal terms with
the bush. Her back is broken by a falling tree, leaving her at the mercy of
her unscrupulous “mate” Squeaker. In “Scrammy ‟And” Aborigines are
bundled into a list of native animals that an old shepherd feels he need not
personally fear, so that were one unacquainted with Australia, one could be
forgiven for imagining a “black” to be yet another exotic animal capable of
killing lambs (73, 80). It is not what the settler can see or hear that frightens
them; it is the absence, the “emptiness” that refuses to fill that cannot be
faced.
Turcotte points out that “Baynton‟s Gothic is intensely realist in
method,” which “may seem oxymoronic.”69 Be that as it may, contradictory
representations of an empty, timeless bush, possessing a malignant presence are common, and may well be linked to a sense of guilt that “touches
Australian writing again and again.”70 The anxiety and terror in Baynton‟s
bush suggests a sublimation of the clandestine and unspoken aspects of
the Australian relationship with the Aborigines into representations of the
landscape. In such a space the settler‟s fear of the Other is depicted as
symbolic encounters either with a demonic landscape or a violent assailant;
accordingly, Baynton‟s stories may be read as an attempted intervention in,
and modification of, the bush.71 Therefore, while the Gothic may not “ap-
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pear to represent a „real‟ world, [it] may in fact be delivering that world in an
inverted form, or representing those areas of the world and of consciousness which are, for one reason or another, not available to the normal
processes of representation.”72 Baynton‟s depictions of settlers battling to
create domestic spaces and inscribe histories onto an uncaring landscape
alongside an invisible presence imply voluntary amnesia; any attempt to
settle is thwarted by an inability to acknowledge prior ownership of the land,
creating an historical vacuum in which a culture cannot thrive. 73 Just as
early English representations of the landscape posited Aborigines as the
embodiment of all that threatened in the Australian environment, 74 so too
does Baynton unconsciously unite Aborigines and bush into a single
threatening Other against whom the European must struggle, resulting in a
landscape that offers no solace. It is an ugly, warped space: a silent
watcher and opportunistic aggressor that in turn warps the Europeans who
inhabit it.
Unlike Baynton‟s settlers, the Europeans in Picnic at Hanging Rock
are steeped in tradition. They display an obsession with time: constantly
watching clocks, observing daily rituals, and inventing new traditions to
keep the chaos of natural time from their door. But the reader is alerted to
the possibility that there are as many perceptions of time as there are of
space, and that time is, perhaps, not worthy of the esteem accorded it; that
one‟s energies might be better spent understanding the space one inhabits.
Such a possibility is of particular interest when considered against Foucault‟s assertion that the “present epoch will perhaps … be the epoch of
space” because “the anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally with space,
no doubt a great deal more than time.”75 The anxiety Foucault speaks of is
apparent in the mainstream debates over the factual/fictional nature of Picnic at Hanging Rock that have in most cases, spiralled into wild theories.76
To cite one quasi-scientific conjecture given more consideration than it warrants: the “funny sort of cloud” of a “nasty red colour” that Edith notices
when the girls disappear (58), is attributed to the possible changes in gravitational effects to the curvature of space-time capable of creating a pull
strong enough to “alter the wavelength of light.”77 The obsessive urge to
accept Lindsay‟s landscape as a manifestation of reality arises from a desire to dismantle the mysteries of literary, gothic landscapes through empirical analysis. Insisting that the physical landscape is “responsible” denies
the part representations play in moulding European perceptions. Moreover,
discussing Australian landscape as a sentient “invasive presence” prone to
outbreaks “of inexplicable phenomena and preternatural experiences”
which refuses “to be confined by an order or culture unnatural, even inimical, to it,”78 ignores the interconnections between the clandestine and un-
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spoken in Lindsay‟s gothic landscapes.
Lindsay‟s landscapes are reminiscent of Baynton‟s: omission permeates settler efforts to appropriate the bush. They lack connection with the
natural space they colonise, and fail to form an integrated vision of their
own presence in the landscape. Lindsay‟s first departure from Baynton,
however, is in the form of a caution: the settler relationship to the land is
not one-sided. One may view the Rock through European eyes, but one
can never hope to look back as the Rock.79 Whenever the residents around
Mount Macedon confront the Hanging Rock, floating “in splendid isolation”
with “vertical … rocky walls … gashed with indigo shade” and “outcrops of
boulders … immense and formidable,” they do not try to understand what
they see. Rather, they retreat into an ordered world of ticking clocks, punctual meals and annual rituals, for “in such an exquisitely ordered world the
Hanging Rock and its sinister implications” can be “thrust aside” (75, 18,
68, 72, 123).
But what are the “sinister implications” that must be thrust aside
through strict adherence to European time and cultural traditions? Certainly, the disappearance of the girls is inexplicable, but there appears to be
no concrete evidence to suspect anything more than that they are lost. The
sinister element originates from the silence of the Hanging Rock, and the
“emptiness of the spirit” and oppressive accusation the Europeans feel
pressing upon them, whenever they confront the reality of the Australian
landscape (75).
Every European in Picnic at Hanging Rock (and theirs are the only audible voices) feels an un-nameable threat, alongside vague intimations of
guilt and abandonment in “Australia, where anything might happen” because “in England everything had been done before: quite often by one‟s
own ancestors, over and over again” (28). Lindsay provokes a reflection on
the understanding of Australia as an un-peopled land where nothing of
consequence occurred until the British gave it a history.80 A belief that saw
the continent viewed as “a rewarding site of myth and speculation” before
colonisation, whereas “after 1788, all is solid. Even the weather seems arrested. In alighting at Botany Bay, Phillip steps out of Myth and into History.”81 The idea of Europeans as the providers of history to the blank canvas of the Australian continent is undermined in Picnic at Hanging Rock.
Ordered “civilisation” cannot overcome the gothic landscapes of settler
imaginations: landscapes where time and people disappear.
The gothic sensibility in Lindsay‟s landscape, while echoing Baynton‟s,
shares as many differences as it does similarities. With the exception of “A
Dreamer,” the landscape is not necessarily the only, or greatest, threat to
the protagonist in Baynton‟s short stories. Hers is a de-historicised space
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where the claims, struggles and history of its first people, although subsumed into the landscape, symbolically resurface in a very real Other. In
“The Chosen Vessel,” the Other who actually threatens is European,
whereas in Picnic at Hanging Rock, the threat, while emanating from the
landscape, remains unspecified and unconsummated.
Picnic at Hanging Rock exhibits a definitive shift in the European relationship to the bush. Time is refracted through the prism of subjective historical perception: the apparent timelessness of Australia is tested against
received notions of European time, and the permanence of the colony juxtaposed to natural and historical time. The flimsy uncertainty of the slab
huts and “pregnant silences” of Baynton‟s ever-present bush no longer exist. Europeans have effected permanent changes to the landscape; the
transience they experience does not arise from their interaction with the
physical environment, but from the comparative shortness of their history in
relation to Australia‟s, ably demonstrated when the girls first see the Rock.
A description of its “intricate construction of long vertical slabs; some
smooth as giant tombstones, others grooved and fluted by prehistoric architecture” is followed by Edith‟s horror at Marion‟s assertion that the Rock
must be a million years old (29). Edith‟s inability to grasp an infinite time before she existed mirrors the European belief that Australian history started
with the landing of the First Fleet (30). Attention is further concentrated on
a history that is “absented” through the narrator‟s casual observation that
there are no human tracks to follow when the girls begin to climb the Rock:
“or if there ever have been tracks, they are long since obliterated. It is a
long time since any living creature other than an occasional rabbit or wallaby trespassed upon its breast” (30). An unacknowledged Indigenous
presence and history is subtly intimated within a land the European settlers
insist has always been empty.
The immensity of the landscape‟s natural and Indigenous history is further illuminated when Mike Fitzhubert attempts to climb the Hanging Rock.
He sees “the monolith, black against the sun” and has
only one conscious thought in his head: Go on. A Fitzhubert ancestor hacking his way through the bloody barricades at Agincourt had
felt much the same way; and had, in fact, incorporated those very
words, in Latin, in the family crest: Go on. Mike, some five centuries
later, went on climbing. (82)
Five centuries of aristocratic tradition and English history are reduced to insignificance when faced with the reality of the landscape. Away from the
Rock, in the bounds of artificially created English gardens, attention is once
again called to the banal inconsequence of European traditions. The trivial-
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ity of the Fitzhubert annual party is magnified when the marquee is “dismantled, the trestle tables carried away into storage for another year” while
“out at the Hanging Rock the long violet shadows were tracing their millionyear-old pattern of summer evenings across its secret face” (68).
With the watches in the picnic party all stopped at noon and the disappearance of the girls, time becomes increasingly fluid (22–36). Nevertheless, the final collapse of European time-keeping does not occur in the
bush, but in Appleyard College. After Irma is rescued from the Rock, an
impression is given of seasons having passed since the girls first disappeared; however, Mrs Appleyard reflects that it “was now nearly a month
since the day of the picnic” (102). The narrative drifts into natural time, taking the uneasy presence of the College with it; possums prance on its roof,
weaving “obscenely about the squat base of the tower” and Mrs Appleyard
forgets to wind her clock (110, 167). With the loosening of her grip on time,
Mrs Appleyard loses the grip she maintains on herself. On her final crazed
ascent of the Hanging Rock, she is struck by what “it meant to climb the
Rock on a hot afternoon as the lost girls had climbed it, long, long ago”
(186). European linear time no longer contains the girls who climbed the
Rock: they pass into myth, becoming both historical and timeless, so that
Irma, on her return, is incapable of separating past from present:
Down at the lodge, Irma too has heard the clock strike five; only half
awake and staring out at a garden slowly taking on colour and outline for the coming day. At the Hanging Rock the first grey light is
carving out the slabs and pinnacles of its Eastern face – or perhaps
it is sunset … It is the afternoon of the picnic and the four girls are
approaching the pool. Again she sees the flash of the creek, the
wagonette under the blackwood trees and a fair-haired young man
sitting on the grass reading a newspaper. (129)
If there were only historical time differences between what is perceived
and what is real in Picnic at Hanging Rock, perhaps the reader might be
more comfortable, and the inhabitants of Mount Macedon would sleep
more peacefully at night82; but unlike Baynton‟s timeless bush, Lindsay‟s
landscape has an abundance of time. English assumptions of tradition
clash with an alternative historical perspective; landscaped gardens and
stone mansions contrast with ungovernable nature. The settlers fail to force
European time onto a landscape that has rhythms in which the ticking clock
plays no part, and, when confronted with a natural history that dwarfs their
own, they become resistant and confused.
Where Baynton‟s transient creatures struggled to escape an Other in
an uncaring landscape, no apparent violence occurs at the Hanging Rock.
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There are, however, subtle similarities between Lindsay‟s and Baynton‟s
treatments of Aboriginal absence in the landscape. Picnic at Hanging Rock
has one explicit reference to an Aboriginal: a “black tracker” (50). He is
brought from Gippsland in the manner of ordering livestock, and after his
lack of success, replaced by a bloodhound. The Aboriginal‟s status is demoted, not to that of wildlife, but to that of a domesticated animal of limited
use. English tradition displaces the Aboriginal, transferring his ability to
read the landscape to the bloodhound. Lindsay does not dwell on the
deeper implications of the “black tracker.” Rather, the experiences of three
girls from the College, Miranda, Irma and Sara, offer an alternative meditation on Aboriginal absence.
The girls who climb the Rock – with the exceptions of Edith, who rejects the landscape and remains untouched by her experience, and Irma,
who is later rescued – disappear into the landscape. There is no visible aggressor, and no intimation of violence from the bush, either on the day of
the picnic, or after Irma‟s return. Her friends are subsumed into the land,
and she, unable to properly articulate her emotions, is irrevocably changed.
Bearing in mind Jung‟s contention that Aborigines “assert that one cannot
conquer foreign soil, because in it there dwell strange ancestor-spirits who
reincarnate themselves in the new-born,”83 what can be deduced from the
different outcomes for Miranda and Irma?
Kirkby refers to Miranda as a “fey child of the Australian bush”84 whose
gate-opening abilities make her the conduit between the “the known dependable present” and “the unknown future” (19). Kirkby suggests Miranda
is chosen for a “rite of passage from the human world to the natural
world.”85 In accepting Miranda as “conduit,” one may put forward a different
proposal: Miranda may represent, through her native-born status and consequent subsumation into the landscape, an unconscious attempt to create
an “ancestor-spirit” for future native-born Europeans in Australia. Furthermore, if Miranda represents the “unknown future,” Irma most assuredly
represents “the known dependable present.”
It is Irma who is saved, or who, one might say, the land rejects. When
she is discovered on the Rock, she is physically whole (94). Irma‟s damage
is internal: her mind and her perception of the environment she inhabits are
never quite the same. In this way, she may be read as symbolic of European presence in Australia. Just as Miranda represents the “white native”
whose presence or absence affects the landscape, so too does Irma represent the first generation European settler. She claims to have completely
lost her memory, yet must repeatedly erase memories of contact with the
land because “nightmares belong in the past” (126). She remains stubbornly resistant to her experiences, yet her outwardly normal appearance
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fails to convince her peers. The girls at the College attack her when she
visits, because she conjures the “shadow of the Rock,” a “dreadful … living
monster lumbering towards them across the plain … So near now, they can
see the cracks and hollows where the lost girls lie rotting in a filthy cave”
(94–5, 135–6). The bush space, containing all that is clandestine and unresolved in settler culture, assumes a terrifying intensity in Irma‟s presence,
auguring an uncomfortable awareness of a silence that “has to be paid for”
(132).
Miranda and Irma‟s experiences are European: in the person of the
orphan Sara Waybourne, one finds a possible model for the unacknowledged Other in the landscape. She has only one friend, Miranda, but theirs
is not an equal relationship. Her guardian, though caring, is too far removed
to protect her. Her brother, Albert, is not aware she is at the College. She is
without resources, unaware of the options available to her and confined
against her will within Appleyard College until her death.
Sara is refused access to the countryside for failing to recite the lines
of “The Wreck of the Hesperus” (12). Her silent struggle with Mrs Appleyard
has parallels to the Aboriginal relationship with the European. Sara‟s presence uncovers a latent anger in Mrs Appleyard, who considers her sullen
and ignorant, with her “great saucer eyes, holding a perpetual unspoken
criticism” (38, 60). She is an unbearable irritant, that, when the landscape
asserts itself in the form of the Hanging Rock, must be removed at any
cost. It is difficult to ascertain whether Mrs Appleyard murders Sara, or
drives her to suicide through repeated threats of incarceration in an orphanage, but there is no doubt she knows Sara has died. Her instinct is to
maintain silence and pretend Sara‟s guardian has taken her away (174).
Mrs Appleyard‟s silence costs her dearly. The Rock becomes “a brooding
blackness solid as a wall” onto which she projects her fears, and she is assailed by “the everlasting tick-tock” of the Grandfather clock (172–3). The
landscape and the passing of time preoccupy her, yet she cannot escape
the image of Sara‟s “enormous black eyes, burning into her own” (174).
When Sara‟s guardian arrives at the College, Mrs Appleyard flees to the
Hanging Rock where her last act of violence, an attempt to kill a “large
black spider,” is thwarted by the appearance of “Sara Waybourne in a
nightdress with one eye fixed and staring from a mask of rotting flesh”
(187).
Picnic at Hanging Rock reveals more is required for assimilation than
a dominating physical presence. Nevertheless, Lindsay‟s attempt to connect the European with the bush proves old habits are hard to break: her
obvious sympathy for the land is overshadowed by gothic depictions of the
bush that resonate with the silence of unspeakable history. Rousseau‟s
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analysis of the text reveals the same habit; after raising the possibility of an
interconnection with Aborigines she blithely wonders “what the landscape
did with McCraw‟s outer garments and with Irma‟s shoes and stockings,”
and offers as an hypothesis, “perhaps … light-hearted minor spirits of the
bushland … stopped watches at the Picnic.”86 An unconscious preference
for according sentient powers to the landscape is revealed: a preference
that aids and abets a refusal to acknowledge Aboriginal absence.
Rousseau‟s suppositions of bushland spirits or an Australian landscape in possession of “an astral body for use in its Dreaming” seem to
have entirely missed Lindsay‟s point.87 Gleeson-White draws attention to
Lindsay‟s focus “on the impact of the losses” and the “spreading pattern” of
their effects as the narrative develops.88 Gleeson-White refers here to the
loss of the girls, but her comment applies in every consideration to the
plight of Aborigines. The focus on loss, the spreading pattern of disruption
and violence, and the “haunting detail”89 are the absence in the landscape
brought into sharp relief. If one reads the disappearance of the girls as an
attempt to assimilate a European presence into the bush, one finds an intimation of Judith Wright‟s insistence that such assimilation may only be
possible through the death of European consciousness.90 Viewing the
death of the girls in terms of sacrifice invites a contemplation of Miranda as
both a bridge of possibility between the emigrant and native-born Australian, and an offering to the land.
In the shift from alienation and unconscious omission, to subtle acknowledgement of a pre-European presence and history in the imaginative
landscapes of Bush Studies and Picnic at Hanging Rock, one can detect
the Gothic dynamic of enacting “psychological and social dilemmas” to confront ruling-class limitations and “speak the socially unspeakable.”91 Both
texts form part of an ongoing contemplation of the Australian relationship
with the environment, and both are informed in the first instance by absence, and in the second, by denial: denial of pre-European history in Australia, and of the subsequent treatment of Australian Aborigines by Europeans. However, where Baynton, like Clarke, reacts against the unspeakable,
thereby creating a study of desolation and “sullen despair,”92 Lindsay offers
a nuanced awareness of an absence of acknowledgement of the natural
and Indigenous history of Australia. Not for Lindsay, the fallacy that this
“land has no past, no story.”93 She appears to understand only too well
that, while many Australians may never experience the reality of the landscape, “it is doubtful whether their imaginations remain untouched by it.” 94
The success of Lindsay‟s attempt at myth creation can, perhaps, be measured by the periodic mainstream assertions of a factual basis for the novel,
and in the fact that Picnic at Hanging Rock continues to fascinate contem-
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porary audiences.
Healy states that “whether one moved backward in time or outward in
space, one met the Aborigine … In retrospect it looked inevitable that the
space-time concern should eventually preoccupy itself with landscape and
the Aborigine.”95 The Gothic landscapes in Bush Studies and Picnic at
Hanging Rock suggest this preoccupation existed long before it was recognised, and reinforce Turcotte‟s claim that in the Gothic “what is hidden beneath the surface … is as telling of politics, power structures, fears and
ideas of each community and each literature, as what is revealed.” 96 Baynton discloses a contested space where perceptions are conditioned by the
external physical place, whilst at the same time, overlaid by anxieties about
the clandestine and unspoken in personal, local and cultural history, which
are then subsumed into the landscape, becoming the Other against which
the settler struggles, whereas Pierce suggests Lindsay invests the land
“with a power to enchant and lure,” returning the story of lost children to “its
symbolic origins: to the anxious suspicion that Europeans do not belong in
this country.”97 One finds echoes of Baynton‟s landscape in Picnic at Hanging Rock, but Lindsay, whether consciously or unconsciously, attempts to
redress the “emptiness” of the bush.
In 1986 Bruce Clunies-Ross wrote, “it is still possible for Australians to
imagine themselves alone in a natural environment unmarked by history,
where only the pure signs of Nature herself are present.”98 Baynton‟s and
Lindsay‟s gothic landscapes raise doubts that the majority ever subscribed
to such a view. Both texts demonstrate, to differing degrees, that every
Australian does not, and indeed did not, imagine themselves alone in a
landscape “unmarked by history.” In fact, one could easily apply Mighall‟s
estimation of American Gothic – recurrent “guilt and nemesis as the master-plots” for “a big paranoid country, guiltily aware that it has taken the land
away from people, and taken people away from their lands”99 – to Australian Gothic. Even so, Baynton‟s and Lindsay‟s landscapes are not static.
The bush space is revealed as an unfinished “construction” reaching
“backwards and forwards in time” in constant flux through re-appropriation,
contestation and re-definition of values, alerting one to the rich possibilities
retrospective readings of landscape representations may offer.100 In similar
fashion, with interest in reconciliation growing, and collaborations such as
the orchestral project involving the Spinifex people and composer Iain
Grandage enjoying a community acceptance Sculthorpe was unable to
garner in the 1960s, the growing number of literary works, theatre productions, and films offering alternatives to received accounts of postcolonial
history intimate the possibility of a dynamic and positive phase in Australian
cultural history.101
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Yves Klein and Hysterical Marks of Authority

Oliver Watts

As I lay stretched upon the beach of Nice, I
began to feel hatred for birds which flew back
and forth across my blue sky, cloudless sky,
because they tried to bore holes in my greatest
and most beautiful work.1
And always the loud angry crowd
Very angry and very loud
Law is We,
And always the soft idiot softly Me. 2
Klein’s Prayer to the Void
In 1961 Klein anonymously deposited an ex-voto at the Convent of Santa
Rita in Cascia, Italy. It was a devotion to aid his new commission for the
Gelsenkirchen Opera House, Germany. The offering took the form of a
small see-through plastic box containing five compartments: one filled with
blue pigment, one with pink pigment, one with gold leaf, and the other two
with the prayer text and three gold bars from his sale of the Void.3 This object is clearly animated by belief. The private prayer that Klein wrote asks
for success in his new commission, protection from enemies, and the longevity of his art, “that I may live in my works and that they may become
ever more beautiful.”4 The ex-voto was not created as an artwork and was
text theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au/issue20/watts.pdf
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found by chance in 1980.5 Alternatively, it can be seen as a work of art by
Yves Klein, or a small fetish.6 It does reference his works and each compartment is given a title – “Blue,” “Pink” and “Gold” – as if referencing larger
monotones. The object can of course be both art and religion, depending
on what discourse underpins the reading. If the work “functions” as a
prayer, however, it cannot be an artwork; if it is an artwork it cannot be a
prayer. In an inversion of the regular reading of Klein‟s work as being
merely art, and not “true” belief, I choose not to italicise the term ex-voto, to
treat it as a socially embedded act of faith rather than another artwork.
Klein‟s work helps us look at how, even in modernity, irrational belief is an
important factor in our society from art to the law.
This approach relies on a recent turn in visual studies to treat images
and sculptural artefacts as social agents, that is, as if they had social and
psychological personhood. The two major proponents of this concept are
the anthropologist Alfred Gell and the visual theorist W J T Mitchell.7 The
strategy does not rely on any preconceived notion of the definition of “art”
or “artwork”. It allows us, among other things, to look past Eurocentric notions of the aesthetic object (for example an Indigenous eel trap) and to expand the scope of visual studies into images removed from “art” (for example, dolls, stamps or posters). The way people react to images approximates how we respond to people: some images we love, some seduce us,
some command us and some are friends to us. Mitchell, in a provocative
chapter, suggests categorizing images loosely based on Lacan‟s triad of
the symbolic, real and the imaginary that Mitchell sees in the idol, the fetish
and the totem, respectively.8
Concurrent to this strain of scholarship is a growing interest within
Critical Legal Studies in the commanding, authorial image of the law.9 Lacan also underpins this scholarship, where the law is equated with the Lacanian big Other, or the “god-like” figure of the symbolic order; the big Other is the symbolic order subjectivised. Borrowing from Althusser, the (psychological) subject becomes a social or legal subject only through their “interpellation” by the law and its symbolic order. 10 For these writers too, what
haunts the law and the authority of the symbolic order is a gap which can
be summarized as the latent divine authority of medieval jurisprudence, the
sovereign power. This criticism of positivist law has been a hallmark of
post-structuralist jurisprudence, where sovereignty is seen as a way of
masking or covering this lack in the law. Derrida has called this lack the
mythic founding authority of the law; Walter Benjamin described it as founding violence; and Zizek, through a Lacanian lens, has called it the Symbolic
Real.11 This lack within the symbolic order also coincides with the inability
of the symbolic order to fully account for the individual subject; as a correc-
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tive to Althusser, there is always something in the subject (the Real) that
resists interpellation. What is apparent in Klein‟s work is that he “encircles”
the symbolic Real that founds our belief by continually playing with our rituals and fictions within the makeup of society‟s laws and orders; he hints
at the unsymbolisable void by symbolising its frame. The art world‟s consummate showman mined the positivist order of the law for its theatrical fictions. This approach to play creates a visual analysis of the law‟s marks of
authority and its structural underpinning. The power of the legal image is
founded on belief. By exploring belief, Klein shows that the big Other is itself a phoney and that it is only by believing in the big Other that it exists at
all.
The position from which Klein questions the law is that of the hysteric.
In a Lacanian sense, the hysteric is a subject that has not been successfully interpellated. Hysterical questioning is critical of power (“Why have you
done this? This is not just!”), but beneath it all is a provocation to the father
figure to appear and to interpellate more successfully. Far from the Promethean discourse that usually surrounds Klein‟s egotistical stunts, he is instead calling out for the leader or sovereign to reassert itself. This is when
our visual theory methodology returns: if the big Other “commands” through
effigies, the hysterical subject also calls for the visual representations of the
sovereign to show itself. The framing devices that Klein uses – contracts,
stamps, Republican Guards, ambassadorial letters etc. – have been neglected as merely subsidiary to his practice. They supplement an important
lack for Klein, however, which is the inconsistency of the big Other: a major
theme in the artist‟s oeuvre. In his hysteria, Klein inadvertently reached out
for images of the sovereign wherever he could find them. Like the ex-voto,
he has produced facsimile icons of the law in order to call the sovereign to
appear. Of course the sovereign never does appear and can only be noted
as an absence. It is at this point of invisibility, dare I say the void, that the
quality of play in Klein‟s work becomes so important. By focusing on the
supplementary framing of Klein‟s art, the meaning is shown never to fully
crystallise as a positivist truth.
In Klein there is no mere appropriation; the equivalence of simulacra is
questioned and the opposition between “real” and the “official” is crucial. In
an effort to bring art and life together, he demands that the “artwork” be
truly authorised/recognised by officialdom. In his hysterical way he forces
the sovereign to recognise him and “authorise” his art. He is forcing the
sovereign to bless and to create effigies. Instead of merely asking the hysterical question, then – “Who am I for you? When will you grant me investiture?” – what Klein wants to know is, “What aesthetic form will this ritual
take? Where is my effigy?”
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Klein Framed by the Capitalist Spectacle
The paradoxical logic of Klein‟s work, half faithful, half clown, has troubled
his critics. His theatrical framing, the parerga, is seen as fraudulent and duplicitous by some, but it is this uncertainty that is Klein‟s insight into the law.
Klein represents a subject who reacts to the inconsistency within the symbolic order; in focusing on the void he shows that the big Other never did
exist, that it always is a gap, a symbolic real. The general reception of
Klein‟s clowning regards it cynically. Thierry De Duve and Buchloh see the
project of Klein sardonically, from the point of view of his total capitulation
to capital and spectacle.12 Buchloh writes, “The very same strategies that
had developed within modernism‟s project of enlightenment now serve the
transformation of the bourgeois public sphere into the sphere of the corporate state, with its appropriate forms of distribution (total commodification)
and cultural experience (the spectacle).”13 In other words, as the gap between high and low was breaking down, and as the nature of bourgeois culture was homogenising, Klein returned with a highly ritualistic, cult “transcendental negation.” De Duve also sees Klein‟s work merely as a symptom of late capital.14 In the endnote to his article, de Duve is at his most
positive:
Perhaps it took Klein‟s false devoutness and real economism to
demonstrate that the judgment by which something is called art (or
good art, or significant art) has no more – and no less – to do with
values than it had to do with piety and devotion in the days when the
field of aesthetics was congruent with the field of religion.15
On the whole though, de Duve sees Klein‟s constant paradoxes and contradictions as not only the tattle of a “mountebank” but also the illustration
of the inconsistency of the “kettle argument.” 16 In line with Buchloh, de
Duve views Klein‟s work as complicit with the ideology of late capital.
What is suggested by our reading of Lacan, however, is that fictions
do indeed anchor society, so that there is no “truth” that lies behind them
per se. It is not surprising, though, that a Marxist or Situationist viewpoint is
scathing of Klein‟s stunts. Buchloh writes, for example:
The dubious distinction of having claimed a natural phenomenon
(the blue chroma pigment, or of the sky) as private property, a brand
name, and of legalizing this preposterous pretence by a signature or
by quest for a patent, is Yves Klein‟s. The property claim and the
administrative, legalistic approach are a measure both of his mania
and of the misery to which the neo-avant-garde would advance in
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postwar Paris (and by no means would he be the last in the decrepitude of his art).17
Pace Buchloh, it is this very sort of legal framing that is most interesting for
Critical Legal Studies and worth exploring for a better understanding of the
legal “image” in visual studies. Buchloh goes on to call Klein‟s rituals “aristocratic antics” made to win over the bourgeoisie. The failure of Buchloh‟s
approach is that he can never reconcile the two sides of Klein‟s production.
He cannot see that instead of kowtowing to the establishment, Klein‟s work
shows the weakness at its core. The legalistic, administrative, arcane, and
aristocratic qualities of Klein‟s work indicate or pressure the Real at the
heart of the symbolic order.
Buchloh negatively identifies the fact that Klein sees capitalism as an
overarching power over art.18 By focusing his attention on the legal, structural framework surrounding the image, Klein is able to make a different
kind of aesthetic discovery. It is a discovery not of transcendental absolutes
of beauty and truth, nor some truth of a material dialectic. Yve-Alain Bois
has positively characterised the play in Klein‟s work and called for its reappraisal.19 Bois calls Klein‟s strategy the “true-false dance,” and links Klein
directly to clowning.20
Nan Rosenthal lays stress on the circular logic that undermines his beliefs and sees redeeming qualities.21 In a later article, Rosenthal speculated
on the possibility of publishing Klein‟s complete writing, as “such a book
would also eliminate the tendency of editors to honour one kind of Klein
over another – usually the utopian over the dystopian – when this artist‟s
strength, and much of his interest for us today, lies in his consistent shuttling between the two.”22 This analysis is astute. The utopian notions of the
void, the immaterial and the monochrome have been read in isolation from
the stunts because the formal qualities of his works were received first in
relation to Greenberg and the United States during the 1960s. Indeed it is
his Duchampian stunts and his rebellion against society that feeds Klein‟s
popularity today. Increased interest in Klein led to a retrospective in 2006 at
the Centre Pompidou in Paris and Museum Ludwig in Vienna. A major part
of these exhibitions was the reconstruction of projects and “rituals” from
Klein‟s notes.23 Bois concludes his essay and draws out the revolutionary
aspect of Klein‟s “rituals” (here still in a more economic rather than politicolegal sense):
For his stunts were populist means– a bit repugnant, yes, but he
might not have had many others at his disposal – by which he was
able to fight against the equally pompous but even more hollow
spectacle of the high bourgeois culture of his time (more hollow be-
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cause it was levelled out by the culture industry while pretending to
ignore it) …Herein lies Klein‟s relevance today: he shows us how to
deflate the spectacle of the culture industry by staging an even
greater hoax.24
De Duve too looks at the society of the spectacle. He focuses in part
on the ex-voto and draws the conclusion that it is wrong not to take Klein‟s
“clownish theatre” seriously.25 I argue that we should move beyond the
Marxist reading of society, whilst borrowing the attention that Bois and de
Duve pay to the logic of repeating, playing, and mimicking the trappings of
socio-legal structures.

Clowning the Law
Klein‟s play is neither satiric nor parodic, but rather a free play connected to
aesthetic pleasure. Derrida is useful in extending the too-limited ideas of
viewing/reading into the realm of play. The response is limitless when the
focus is changed to games and the subjects playing them. Derrida writes:
up until the event which I wish to mark out and define, structure-or
rather the structurality of structure-although it has always been involved, has always been neutralized or reduced, and this by a
process of giving it a center or referring it to a point of presence, a
fixed origin. The function of this center was not only to orient, balance, and organize the structure-one cannot in fact conceive of an
unorganized structure-but above all to make sure that the organizing
principle of the structure would limit what we might call the freeplay
of the structure. No doubt that by orienting and organizing the coherence of the system, the center of a structure permits the freeplay
of its elements inside the total form. And even today the notion of a
structure lacking any center represents the unthinkable itself.26
Following this Derrida particularly looked at the use of repetition as a
form of play through a reading of Mallarmé and Phillipe Sollers.27 Is it for
these strategies of repetition and play (especially form the point of his own
subjecthood) that Klein is often seen as an early post-modernist? It is the
notion of symbolic castration and the symbolic interpellation of the subject
that illuminates Klein‟s work clearly. The viewpoint of critics has been
honed too tightly to the strictures of the avant-garde and the questions
Klein‟s work poses for abstraction. If we wish to take his stunts seriously, it
quickly becomes clear that the majority centre on the insignia of symbolic
power and authority. He stages events, performances, rituals, contracts
and authorisations in order to come to terms with the inconsistency of cas-
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tration. Not only does Klein perform castration rituals relevant to the symbolic order, insignia and authorisation, but also delves further into the inconsistency of the big Other at the point of sovereign authority.
This approach to play illuminates Klein‟s relationship to the law. After
symbolic castration, and the interpellation of the subject by the law, the
subject is offered two consolations. First, they are offered a place within the
greater symbolic order. Second, the prohibitions of the law in the end create jouissance in the law‟s attempt to repress and prohibit jouissance; it is
unable to completely evacuate it, and it is around this failure that our drives
are centred (primarily in the erogenous zones). My reading highlights the
role of images in Klein‟s use of play, his fraudulent activities (or should we
even say crimes?), that identifies two outcomes related to symbolic castration. First they are clearly calling for recognition, they are spectacles for the
big Other to act on the subject. Second, they represent the jouissance,
which cannot be accounted for, the excess to the process of castration.

Hysteria and the Calling for Order
The primary logic of the hysteric is that of being for the big Other. The (incomplete, barred) subject is searching for the “father figure,” the law, the
symbolic order, so as to know what constitutes them. The father figure, as
we have already stated above is also inconsistent, barred, and this leads to
an endless search for more and new authorities. Klein represents this
through his highly spectacular wedding, framed by the Knights of St Sebastian, of whose order he was a member; his obsessive interest in Rosicrucianism; judo; and the trappings of the law and pseudo-sciences. The double-sided nature of hysteria, that Klein embodies, is that the authority that
the hysteric searches for is also the authority they wish to control and interrogate. This aspect of the hysteric is summed up by Renata Salecl in her
essay “Crime as a mode of Subjectivization.”28 For Salecl, Lacan “tries to
explain a criminal act in terms that do not dehumanise the criminal,” that do
not take the criminal outside the symbolic order. Of most interest to us
here, is her analysis of the Denis Lortie case, as discussed in Pierre Legendre‟s Le crime du corporal Lortie. In 1984 Lortie, on his way to parliament with an intention of murdering members of government, killed three
and injured eight people waiting in the corridor. As Legendre notes, the image of the father was conflated with the image of government; asked why
he committed the crime, Lortie said, “The government of Quebec has my
father‟s face”. Legendre sees the Freudian myth of killing the primordial father as a way in which the subject can elide the authority of the law and the
authority of the symbolic order. It also highlights the visual analysis that
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could be made of this case. As quoted by Salecl, “Legendre points out that
in Lortie‟s case we must “analyse the murder of the Reference, the preposterous attempt … to strike at the very source of laws, the principle they follow: the Law of laws.”29 Following Legendre but expanding the analysis,
Salecl concludes that, “The murder of the authority figure (the government
of Quebec in Lortie‟s case) could signify an act of separation. Though the
son kills to avoid identifying with the terroristic father, through this murder,
he also searches for the father … What Lortie really demands is to be subjected to the law.”30
The context of the hysteria in Klein‟s case can be seen in a particularly
politico-legal context. The situation in France at the time was legally an
anomic state. The exhibition of the Void occurred within the power vacuum,
or interregnum, or legal void, at Galerie Iris Clert, 28 April 1958. It was at
this infamous show that Klein painted the interior of the gallery white and
left it empty.31 There had recently been riots on the streets, protesting the
Algerian conflict. Klein‟s exhibition occurred between the resignation of
President Felix Gaillard on April 15, 1958 and the establishment of General
Charles de Gaulle‟s Fifth Republic on June 1, 1958. In this year too, De
Gaulle reconfigured the role of the President to allow for the dissolution of
the national assembly, appointment of Prime Ministers and the ability to call
the state of emergency; he was an “elective monarch.” It is within this setting, and as a framing of his show Le Vide, that Klein had asked to “cover”
the Obelisk at the Place de la Concorde with a blue sheet. This was later
changed to the blue light tested successfully by Électricité de France, although on the night of the exhibition the police did not grant final permission. Perhaps the intervention was seen to be too contentious within a state
already in interregnum, since asking questions of the nature of democracy
would have been too provocative.32 What Klein would have done was connect his own subjecthood to the Obelisk with his signature colour. From
Klein‟s drawings we discover that the light would have begun above the
plinth, which would have also made the Obelisk appear to float. Klein almost would have been too successful in claiming a right over the Obelisk
while there was a vacuum at the placeholder of French sovereignty. In a
note Klein stated that the official government response for the cancellation
was due to “the overly personal character of the manifestation and the publicity surrounding the gesture by radio and newspapers.” 33 However it also
can be seen as a symptom of Klein‟s searching for the big Other, here represented by the Obelisk, and of course the official government approval
that he sought and in the end did not get.34 Similarly, although superficially
the inverse, this Obelisk performance/stunt was part of Klein‟s “Blue Revo-
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lution.” When the traditional big Other is not operative (God, the parent) the
subject may invent other fantastical masters.
Extending the claim to sovereignty, Iris Clert was able to organise the
use of two Republican Guards to stand guard at the same exhibition. The
Republican Guards were the President‟s own particular attachment, so in
effect the Republican Guards not only policed the exhibition like normal officers but actually suggested the sovereign presence of the president. Klein
describes the political import of these guards:
On either side of the entry, under the dais, on opening night will be
placed Republican Guards in presidential costume (this is necessary for the official character I want to give to the exhibition and also
because the true principle of the Republic, if it were applied, pleases
me, even though I find it incomplete today).35
His questioning of the “true principle of the Republic,” which he finds “incomplete,” links the work directly to the political shifts of the day. Recent
scholarship has connected the success of Klein‟s efforts to the acceptance
of his work as a fresh art that pointed to a new France after Pétainism and
Vichy had effectively hijacked the School of Paris to its own end. 36 In this
way Pierre Restany, nouveau réalisme and Klein particularly were openly
accepted by the establishment; Klein‟s hysterical comments about the incomplete Republic followed the Fifth Republic‟s song sheet.37 The birth of a
new abstraction was a ramification of this shift in Vichy.
The shift towards a new France, and its connection to hysteria, provided a context for fastening Klein‟s abstraction to the art of his parents,
who were both artists.38 A psychological and biographical approach to Klein
is mostly associated with the work of Thomas McEvilley. Among other failures, McEvilley sees Klein‟s failed baccalaureate as a reason for his constant search for recognition in various fields. When Klein first submitted the
orange monochrome, Expression of the World of the Colour Orange Mineral to his mother‟s Salons des Réalités Nouvelles in Paris 1955, he was
expecting to be rejected. When he was rejected, to very loud howls of protest from Klein, this became a final break from this group of French abstract
painters and his mother‟s art. Many writers have seen this work and its
failed entry into competition as “parenticidal gesture.”39 This was the first
rupture, and in psychoanalytic theory a perfectly normal one, often called
developmental hysteria. My point is that even here there is not a complete
break. Right here in post-Vichy Paris the State and art were connected.
The abstractions of Raymond were purposefully art informel and different to
Vichy. Klein extends this distrust of tradition, as represented by the figurative paintings of his father and the “bourgeois” abstracts of his mother. He
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still however seems to believe in France (the State) and art, as functioning
symbolic orders; the hysterical subject is the quintessential believer. 40 From
the point of view of art, Klein follows the normal avant-garde tradition of critique, while staying within the game. Klein desperately seeks an operative
Statist order, in all the nooks and crannies where the law presents itself in
images; like a truffle pig Klein moves from one image to another trying to
find an adequately sized big Other. Klein is a hysterical effigy-finding machine. In the end, as we will see, it is the reactivation of these Statist images through play that stops these images reverting back to Vichy fascism.

Sovereignty and Marks of Authority
Klein directly uses the founding mystical authority of sovereignty itself on
many occasions. There are many aspects of legal sovereignty in Klein‟s
work. The chronology of Klein‟s artistic career tends to start with a gang of
artists, Klein, Claude Pascal and Armand Fernandez (Arman), in 1946. In
the absence of any other constraints, in the direct aftermath of the war,
they decided to divide the world between them. Klein chose the sky and
said of himself, “Once, in 1946, while still an adolescent, I was to sign my
name on the other side of the sky during a fantastic „realistico-imaginary‟
journey.”41 Through his signature Klein became not only the “owner” but the
sovereign ruler of the sky.42 The paintings themselves are connected to this
originary and founding act:
This is why space gave me the right to be the “owner,” or rather, the
“co-owner,” with others of course, but others who have nothing to do
with humans. And space consented to manifest its presence in my
paintings in order to constitute them as notarized acts of ownership,
my documents, my proof, my diplomas as conquistador. I am not
only the owner of Blue, as one might believe today, no, I am the
owner of “COLOUR,” for it is the terminology of the legal acts of
space. Of course, my incommensurable property is not “only coloured,” it simply “is”: my paintings are there only as my visible deeds
of property … I realized that the paintings are but the “ashes” of my
art. The authentic quality of the painting, its very “being,” once created, is found beyond the visible, in pictorial sensibility in the raw
material state.43
So in this way Klein merely continues the tradition we have plotted
previously, particularly in relation to Duchamp, where the artist conflates
himself with the powers of the sovereign; the artistic genius as a godly
creator. Klein confuses this set of terms though by appealing to the “real”
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system of state and international law. The legal aspect of Klein‟s work has
always been seen as a strange eccentricity and at worse a capitulation to
the disciplinary society of capitalist democracy. In the context of sovereignty and semiotics of the legal image Klein‟s work should be revisited.
The process of a floating, anomic outlaw subject seems to interest Klein.
He shows that even the “Blue Revolution” needs its rules and contracts. He
authorises that his friends continue his work under the International Klein
Bureau, which becomes particularly useful after his death. He sees that his
“Blue Revolution” also needs allies to work or at least the force of a founding sovereign violence.44 The letter Klein writes to Eisenhower has often
been cited as a mad prank but it has real implications for a philosophical
discussion of insurrection, hysteria and sovereignty. Klein‟s letter asks for
Eisenhower to place blue pigment in the next nuclear bombs so that the
fallout has the aesthetic of Klein‟s void. It is a ludic force but at the same
time maintains the connection to real sovereign freedom/power, the authority to push the red button and turn a city blue. According to his system [of
the Blue Revolution] there would be:
Preservation and exaltation of the total freedom of the individual (the
grain of pigment) joined together with others by a fixative medium
that is no longer money – that actually welds like oil does with pigment in oil painting by altering its natural brilliance and its autonomous radiance, and by mummifying it – but a noncolored, stronger
fixative medium: “quality.”45
Klein saw himself as a new sovereign leader bringing peace and prosperity to a new creative France:
Each individual in my system will be considered by me in the realization of my painting France like the grains of pigment that , completely free and not fixed in powder, have a brilliance and extraordinary radiance, and that, once fixed to the support, have less tone,
are dead and dead, if the fixative medium has altered them. In order
to fix the independent individualities of the great dynamic multitude
to the surface of France, I want to make them discover that they are
artists, everyone is an artist and creator, and a specialiser of sensibility without knowing it. I want each individual, whatever he does in
France, to produce in a national, enthusiastic spirit, no longer for
quantity but for quality. No more over production leading to unemployment or war, but quality superproduction.46
But on the other hand the language of sovereign freedom that has had
most attention was always mediated by marks of external authority. This
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hysterical strategy was obviously understood by his wife, who in an interview conflates Klein‟s artistic precondition to a conflict with his parents and
to the figure of President Eisenhower:
In his consciousness and understanding of art Yves was far ahead
of his time. He was born into a painters‟ family. On top of this there
was the fact that the conflict between his parents about figurative
and abstract art pushed him at an early stage into an ability to bear
conflict and led beyond the avant-garde problematic without losing
the love and resilience of his own spiritual life. ….In his generation of
artists, a global collaboration on earth could be seen for the first time
as a conscious possibility. Thus he could hazard writing a letter to
President Eisenhower of the United States in 1958, when he was
still an unknown artist.
What this quote innocently discloses is Klein‟s self-importance in writing to
the president, a pride his wife obviously shared. Of course Eisenhower
never wrote back, but as Salecl points out often with hysterical (most commonly love) letters, the letter need not be received for it to work, because
the letter is actually addressed to the big Other, here the symbolic president and not the real man.47 What is usually left unmentioned by theorists
is that this letter writing was obsessive. He wrote to other Presidents, the
Pope and the newly formed International agencies based at the United Nations. For example, the artist suggested that there should be a (Klein) Blue
Sea, as there was already, on Klein‟s logic, a Black and Red Sea. He sent
this suggestion in a letter to the Secretary General of the International
Geophysical Arm of the United Nations. He would “carbon copy” many figures on the same letter so that recipients would see the long list of people
Klein had already sent the letter to. The sending was not hypothetical
though and the replies were not forthcoming. It is my contention that this
activity of letter writing be seen as a significant part of Klein‟s output. The
letters were also well expressed in poetic prose, signed and well archived.
This groping for symbolic father figures is entirely consistent with the other
hysterical framing of Klein‟s work. In this case the letters are the best and
most direct example of a calling for the father figure. In the constant repetition and “cc-ing” Klein parodies the act of letter sending. His strange and
clownish demands, such as the aestheticising of the nuclear bomb, show
his strategy of détourning official avenues of communication in the name of
art. This belies Klein‟s wife‟s suggestion that the letters were sent in all
earnestness. But this need not be a paradox. On the level of knowledge
and reason they are irrational but the calling of the father figure is as real
as any letter to Eisenhower. Eisenhower functions as an authority with
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which to correspond regardless of what is sent to him. This is the earnestness in Klein‟s work, that the big Other, although perhaps fictional and ludic, may always be called upon, even without reply.

Klein Blue as Ludic Authority
In 1956 with help from a chemist, Klein was able to construct a binding medium that would keep the dry presence of the actual pigment, without an
obvious oil or acrylic residue. For Klein lines and forms were too connected
to the world and constricting to transcendence, individual particles of pigment expressed through their colour a “total freedom.” What was the limit of
this freedom? The most obvious example of Klein‟s appeal to the “real” law
is in his oft cited patenting of his formula for International Klein Blue (or
I.K.B.).48 This eccentric move is separated out from the actual monochromes that were created with this colour, as a prank. However, if we remember the creation of such copyright and patenting laws in the nineteenth
century, questions such as originality and authorship were directly related
to the theoretical propositions of the aesthetic tradition. By the twentieth
century the autonomy of art and the autonomy of law hid the connection
between the Romantic logic underpinning both. 49 At the moment Kantian
aesthetics allows for the separation of aesthetic judgment from other social
and philosophical spheres the law tried to protect this autonomy; the paradox is obvious. In Klein‟s work this hidden gap, was revisited and highlighted. So where Sidra Sitch defines Klein‟s The Void as “where there are
no names, rules, boundaries, or definitions–this was the obsession that
guided the life and art of Yves Klein,” this is clearly half the tale.50 The Blue
Stamp, used on envelopes for the invitation to Klein‟s Blue Monochrome
Exhibition at Iris Clert in May 1957, is a beautifully simple exemplar of how
he called for the authorities‟ mark to complete his work. 51 Sitch describes
the process:
In addition, a special blue postage stamp appeared in place of the
sanctioned government issue. The stamp clearly pushed the limits of
artistic liberty as well as the legal use of the postal communication
system. By adeptly negotiating with the proper personnel at the post
office (and encouraging them with extra payment), Klein had arranged for his facsimiles (“facsimile” postage perhaps, but “real” art)
to function as valid stamps in the regular mail. He also made sure
that the cancellation markings were placed directly over the stamps
so that their “authenticity” would be indisputable.52
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What is wonderful about the symbolic investment in the “cancellation
marking” is that, in a Kafkaesque travesty, it does not matter that the markings were bought. Klein‟s small monochromes, supplemented by the markings, became a stamp sanctioned by the state. The monochrome in this
way doesn‟t merely push the limits of “artistic liberty” but actually becomes
not art. Having been transformed into the symbolic register by the postal
markings they become, from one view, an effigy of the authorial second
body of French State law.53
Sitch sees the matter from the opposing view in which the works are
“real” art and fake stamps. From this viewpoint the stamp quickly returns to
the Imaginary realm. Sitch continues, “they are also logos, instantaneous
signs, advertisements,” and there is no analysis of the stamp in regard to
their usage as stamps.54 It is here that I would like to return to Mitchell‟s
reading of the visual in terms of his triad of icon, fetish and totem (based as
it is on Lacan‟s triad). Mitchell allows, as we have seen, that there can be a
multiple reading of an object. On one level Sitch is correct; the work links
directly back to the Monochrome paintings on display in 1957. But it is impossible to separate the framing devices, the parergon of this work, which
is the authorising mark. Klein‟s work shows the transformative power of the
law‟s text or mark in shifting an object‟s register; here from a personal
imaginary object to one at the behest of the big Other. Finally there is another move which occurs which is in the realm of trauma. The hysteric calls
to the real big Other, and that is why Klein insists not on a fake mark of authenticity, as we saw in Duchamp and Ernst‟s cheques and rulers, but the
real mark. The mark is a supplement that fills a lack. It can be the lack of
the hysteric who is not recognised fully by the symbolic order. For Lacan art
is defined in its relation to the Thing: art is always organised around a central void that is the impossible-real Thing. Here the Thing is the Real of the
symbolic. So that the art work functions within the gap between the Real
and the symbolic – and here the Real is not the horror of the abject real but
of the Sovereign real. Klein‟s stamp marked properly by the State makes
two sorts of sublimation. It sublimates Klein‟s own lack of recognition and
represents the State which is only ever brought into the social realm
through these rituals of framing and legal theatre.

Law and Repression and the Return of Jouissance
The subject is created by its recognition through the law, without this recognition the subject has no place within the symbolic order. The utopian vision that avant-garde modernism envisions does not exist outside our legal
structures. In this way it could be the mystical and clownish Klein that is the
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realist. Both psychoanalysis and Foucault agree that the desire in the subject is created by its prohibition from the law. As pointed out by Salecl, the
difference in Lacan and Foucault‟s approach is that, “the subject produced
by the law does not simply have a desire … he also has a desire not to
have a desire; he denies his desire. Psychoanalysis includes negation in
the process of the construction of the subject, and this is what Foucault
leaves out.”55 This control of jouissance that even then sometimes shows
itself and its connection to law is another concept that Klein‟s hysteria illuminates. We have already discussed Klein‟s calling for recognition as a
one-way calling, but Klein suggests that this formation of the subject
through the big Other and the big Other‟s formation through the subject is
an ongoing and reciprocal process. Jouissance within the subject is directly
connected to the symbolic castration of the subject.56 Klein‟s oeuvre has
many examples of this joyful repression.
A comparison with the rhetoric surrounding Pollock is interesting here.
In relation to Pollock, Abstract Expression and art informel, Klein wrote, “I
despise artists who empty themselves out onto their paintings, as is often
the case today. How morbid!”57 In Pollock it is all ejaculated jouissance; in
the work of the American Abstract Expressionists it has long been argued
that this is a work of unbridled ego. The painting becomes an arena for the
artist to “act” in, for example, Pollock dances and trails paint in an expression of his “genius self.” Michael Leja has described this return of the ego in
painting as a response to the traumas of World War II, and more generally
what Leja calls “the modern man discourse,” which repressed the modern
man through Fordism, as well as disciplinary society and other horrors.
This work, for Leja, represses the real social traumas through the radical internalisation of art.58 There is nothing in Greenberg‟s Formalist doctrines
that reins in the freedom, or autonomy of the great genius artist. Klein on
the other hand responds to the prohibition of the Superego within the work
through supplementary rituals. Where Klein shows aspects of calling for the
Superego to punish and control, in this case there is possibly a paranoia of
self-punishment. Do we not see this fear of jouissance on a number of occasions? In regard to paint Klein is in absolute opposition to Pollock.
Scared of the paint getting on him, Klein would direct the models, in the anthropometries, to lay the paint onto themselves.59 So where Buchloh would
see an “aristocratic” gesture in Klein‟s wearing of white-tie formal gloves to
the Gallery International show, these gloves can also be seen as a defensive strategy of symbolic sublimation and not merely a strange and
clownish affectation. Klein used the white gloves of the aristocrat as an
emblem of the law, and do not the traffic police conduct traffic like Klein
conducted the models, which protected him from the jouissance of bodily
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contact with the paint?60 Similarly the first event of the anthropometries was
a dinner at Godet‟s apartment, and the sexuality of the intimate scene was
too much for Klein. Sitch suggests, “the event took on an aura of folly and
lascivious entertainment, much to Klein‟s displeasure…such a performance
was an ideal addition to an evening of social pleasure.‟61 In response to the
sexual element in this presentation of the work Klein reinvested the scene
with ritual staging. It seems that this is one reason why the Gallery International event was staged so highly with an orchestra, black tie, white gloves,
and a seated audience.62 Perhaps the most telling example of this response to trauma within his art through a capitulation to the control of the
big Other is Klein‟s destruction of his blood paintings. A total limit case, that
would be very difficult to dismiss as a cynical response, Klein destroyed the
works he did in blood, in 1960, because of the unsettling effect that they
had on him, and because of superstition.63 Klein brings to formalist painting
this aspect of the law. Contra to Buchloh and de Duve, Klein is not disengaged from the political and economic issues, but may in fact be incredibly
astute at uncovering the power of the big Other‟s injunctions, as represented by law, through “clownish” rituals.
The Return of Klein’s Jouissance
Klein‟s greatest achievement is the clownish theatre that, although connected to the legal order and other symbolic controls, highlights that the
particular jouissance of the artist/subject can never be completely ordered.
As Barthes sees jouissance in the readerly text, or the open text, Klein‟s
work shows the open nature of the legal fiction. To return to our earlier image of the Republican Guards, what is rarely mentioned, and to my knowledge has never been theorised, is the fact that the Guards were also
framed by another set of bodyguards. Dressed in black, the Republican
Guards were guarded again by what seemed like professional bodyguards,
however both men were in fact two of Klein‟s Judo friends. By creating another parergon, the Republican Guards are mocked in relation to this new
framing. The Republican Guards symbolic import is diminished and coopted as part of art; this dissolution can never be more than partial, however; the joke is two-fold. On the one hand the Republican Guard were
guarding the Void, a void that talks to the void of the Sovereign but on the
other hand is merely an empty room. The question of whether these symbolic fictions form a legal viewpoint is still correct. The question still arises
as to the legal status of these guards. They are on one hand the real Republican Guards, however they are being used “fraudulently” and through
bribery. They also recall the problem first posed in relation to the court
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cases of Daumier and in the works of Courbet, which is: Can the sovereign‟s body merely be represented or is it always a presence? In other
words, are the Republican Guards actually embodiments of auctoritas and
the Republic or have they been consumed by Klein‟s art, and in the end returned to the Imaginary sphere of art? From the point of view of the reframing of the Republican Guards through another set of guards, the ongoing
process of framing is referenced, and alludes to a constant reappraisal
within art and the law of the connection between the jouissance of the subject and its sublimation through art/law.
Finally the example of the fire works is apt.64 The fireman was there to
douse the flame that emitted from Klein‟s phallic flamethrower, which directly burnt the cardboard. The fireman is a representative of the State, and
is present to make sure that nothing dangerous happens (as insurance and
to follow certain codes concerning the usage of flames). In broader terms
the fireman is the big Other representative that keeps Klein‟s burning
flames in check, in an act of symbolic castration. The final fillip to this scene
is that the fireman was actually a friend of Klein‟s, merely “playing fireman.”65 Klein‟s reassertion of the ludic at the point of an assumption of legal authority is telling. Law itself is shown to be so close so as to be unfounded. The artist‟s jouissance and “freedom” is seen to be inherently
linked to prohibition. It is certainly not a funny détourning because Klein‟s
fake fireman at one point is perfectly earnest. It is dishonest, artificial and
faked but aestheticised and controlled through the authority of Klein himself. The subject – be it Klein, the fireman/friend, or President Eisenhower
himself – is played with, framed, repeated and reframed. The questioning
of Klein is on the gap between the mask and the insignia, the shiny helmet
of the fireman, and the inability of that insignia to fully account for the subject. The subject‟s inability to see themselves in their own mask produces
the ongoing process of questioning that sums up the neuroses of the hysteric and of Klein‟s art. When Klein jumps off the building in Leap into the
Void, 1960, it finds later a resonant note with Derrida‟s claim that justice is
such a leap of faith into the unknown.66 Justice must also try to account for
the singular subject, the singular criminal to be judged, in a way that the ordered static law cannot. Klein‟s Void, especially framed by Klein‟s legal fictions, contracts and rituals, also points to this gap that can never be filled,
between the subject and the symbolic order that tries to order it. All the
clowning rituals of Klein embody this endless searching and limitless play.
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over or near Klein‟s stamps", 110.
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Monstrous Fairytales: Towards an Écriture Queer

Dallas J Baker

Introduction
This paper is an investigation into writing that describes, and in many ways
objectifies and marginalises, the queer. Specifically, the paper looks at the
fairytale, and discusses how such narratives might be rewritten by authors
informed by Queer Theory. This analysis is undertaken to reflect on, theorise, and position the creative writing strategies and practice of queer writers working within the field of fairytale fiction.
A major proposition of this paper is that many fairytales feature what
will be defined as “Monstrous Queer” figures. A further delineation of this
paper is to foreground the moment of narrative closure – the fairytale ending. This is done because fairytale endings routinely involve the Monstrous
Queer being destroyed or punished. This paper is concerned with how
queer writers have undertaken a positive rewriting of these figures of the
Monstrous Queer and how a critical engagement with Queer Theory might
further inform this rewriting. It will be shown that writers of queer fairytales
have utilised the very familiar figures of the fairytale – narrative clichés as it
were – in familiar settings, with familiar plot devices but, significantly, with a
shifted emphasis, a revaluation, that has a considerable deconstructive potency.
To date, Fairytale Studies has not been significantly impacted by
Queer Theory. However, as Jennifer Orme notes, a handful of papers pretext theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au/issue20/baker.pdf
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senting Queer Theory–inspired readings of fairytales have recently been
published.1 This paper contributes to this emerging convergence of Queer
Theory and Fairytale Studies. However, this paper goes beyond queered
readings of texts to theorise the specific queer writing practices employed
in the production of queer fairytale fiction.
This discussion is provoked by the emergence over the last decade or
so of queer rewritings of fairytales, including works such as: Emma
Donoghue‟s Kissing the Witch: Old Tales in New Skins (1997) and William
Holden‟s A Twist of Grim: Erotic Fairytales for Gay Men (2010). There have
also been a number of edited anthologies: Happily Ever After: Erotic fairytales for Men (Michael Ford 1996); Sleeping Beauty, Indeed & Other Lesbian Fairytales (JoSelle Vanderhooft 2009); So Fey: Queer Fairy Fiction
(Steve Berman 2009); as well as the journal Polluto‟s queer/fantasy themed
fourth issue, Queer and Loathing in Wonderland (2008).

Defining Fairytales
Pauline Palmer has noted that many fairytales were traditionally “employed
to acculturate young girls into accepting codes of conventional femininity”
and that the fairytale heroine was “frequently relegated to the conventional
heteropatriarchal role of trophy and object of exchange.”2 Of course, not all
fairytales are aimed at socialising or conditioning girls, some target boys
(eg, The Golden Goose, Jack and the Beanstalk and The Tortoise and the
Hare). We can infer then that fairytales that target boys are employed to
acculturate them into traditional masculine roles such as that of vigorous
competitor for access to women‟s bodies and procreative capacity, and that
of simultaneous master of economies of exchange, gender and power.
Elizabeth Harries defines fairytales as “compact narratives.”3 Ruth Bottigheimer concurs when she argues that short length “is central to defining
a fairytale.”4 Jack Zipes defines fairytales as stories that include magical
motifs, miraculous transformations, a happy (or fairytale) ending and that
feature stock characters and settings.5 Often the fairytale involves a sequence of events leading to the downfall of the narrative‟s antagonist or villain, often depicted as a monster (witch, troll, giant, or beast). Therefore, for
the purposes of this paper, the fairytale will be defined as a short or compact narrative that typically features mythical or fantasy figures such as fairies, goblins, ghosts, witches, trolls, giants or mermaids and usually magic
and/or magical transformation with a narrative trajectory that leads to the
death, punishment or humiliation of the villain or monster.
It has been argued that the traditional fairy story engages in proscriptive discourses that create, describe, maintain and repair gender bounda-
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ries.6 These boundaries form a binary division between what is normal,
most often constructed as masculine and heterosexual, and what is abnormal or abject, constructed as feminine (or effeminate) and as sexually
non-normative (or queer). Furthermore, fairytales are concerned with appropriate sexual behaviours and routinely close with two events: the death
or punishment of the antagonist, and a wedding or heterosexual union.7 In
this context, the paper will describe and consider methods for a positive
(re)writing of the fairytale queer which might be employed by authors of
queer literature, notably queer writers of short fairy stories.
This paper conceptualises ways of engaging with these kinds of fairytale monster narratives not only as a reader but as a writer. In other words,
by theorising the fairytale, particularly at the level of characterisation, queer
theories that inform and invigorate writing practice within that genre will be
described.

Fairytale Figures: The Monstrous Queer
I am concerned here with certain figures – types of one dimensional or
stereotypical characters – common to the fairy story that are constructed as
queer and as somehow monstrous. These figures include ghosts, witches,
freaks and of course fairies themselves.
Ian Reid observes that what really distinguishes shorter narrative
forms like the fairy story from the novel is not length but “the fact that its
leading characters are not of the sort normally found in extensive narratives”; rather, they are described as “outlandish people.”8 Reid includes in
this category of outlandish people midgets, humpbacks and violent individuals.9 Fairy stories, as short narratives, routinely rely on the outlandish,
the unusual and the uncanny. It is clear that the queer, the gender different
and the androgynous also fit into this (abnormal) category. Max Luthi, differentiating between short-story figures and the more fully developed and
psychologised characters of novels, observes, “figures, like those of the
fairy-tale, are not primarily individuals, personalities, characters, but simply
figures: doers and receivers of actions.”10
The actions such figures are allowed are limited. Fairytale figures are
either protagonists or antagonists to the narrative trajectory towards heteronormative fulfilment. For the most part, antagonist (monstrous) figures engage solely in actions constructed as negative and threatening to heteropatriarchal order. They either act against the protagonist and heteronormative narrative trajectory or they are the recipients of punitive actions
by the protagonist and the narrative. These actions predispose the narra-
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tive to punishing these antagonist figures at the moment of narrative closure.
As noted earlier, the antagonist figures at the heart of much fairytale
fiction are often monstrous (witches, giants, beasts) and, in that they resist
or transgress heteronormative gendering and sexuality, can be described
as queer. These monstrous constructions of the queer are routinely positioned in direct conflict and opposition to heteronormative discourse. For
these reasons, I will be employing the term “Monstrous Queer” to describe
these types of characters: figures that are equally monstrous and nonheteronormative.
The Monstrous Queer as Abject
The monster is defined here as a figure that carries signs or marks of abjection as outlined first by Julia Kristeva,11 and later by Barbara Creed and
others.
It is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what
disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite. The
traitor, the liar, the shameless rapist … [A]ny crime, because it
draws attention to the fragility of the law, is abject.12
I am appropriating Kristeva‟s work, primarily that work which implies a form
of writing that demarcates proper and improper behaviour, or in other
words a proscriptive discourse, in a limited way. I am using this Kristevan
analysis primarily to theorise abjection – that which is cast out or expelled
from the physical and/or social body.13 I am employing Kristeva‟s theory of
abjection, which focuses primarily on the novel, in an analysis of the fairytale in much the same way as Creed, who appropriated Kristeva‟s conceptualisation of the abject to inform an analysis of cinema.14
In the quote above, Kristeva infers that abjection – that which is horrific and must be expelled or destroyed – is inscribed on individuals who
commit crimes against established systems, laws, borders or orders, particularly crimes that highlight, or draw attention to, the fragility of those
structures.
What is not overtly stated here is that the borders referenced include
those between sexual and gender norms – norms associated with a Self,
an assumed reader, or the dominant subjectivity of a discourse – and the
abnormal. The abnormal is constructed as other to the presumed reader,
and other to the heteronormative narrative trajectory itself. The presumed
reader is most often heterosexual, most often male.15 This presumption is
considered somehow normal or natural and the abnormal (queer) is there-
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fore constructed as feminine, or in many instances as a feminised male,16
and as unnatural.
Creed articulates this border between the natural and the unnatural,
between norms and the abnormal, when she states that the border is “between human and inhuman, man and beast … or between the normal and
the supernatural, good and evil” and that the abject exists at the border
which “separates those who take up their proper gender roles from those
who do not” or where “the border is between normal and abnormal desire.”17
It has been noted by Creed that the narrative figures most often categorised as breaching this “archaic authority,” as Kristeva calls it, are
women who do not conform to gender or sexual norms. 18 By extension, it is
reasonable to argue that others who transgress these borders and frameworks are the queer, particularly the gender ambiguous. These narrative
(fairytale) figures are marked by certain discourses as, or are associated
with, the abject, arguably because they are identified with the feminine. In
other words, the queer in narrative is presumed to be abject, and thus is a
monstrous figure.
Gloria Anzaldua puts it this way:
Humans fear the supernatural, both the undivine (the animal impulses such as sexuality, the unconscious, the unknown, the alien)
and the divine (the superhuman, the god in us). Culture and religion
seek to protect us from these two forces. The female, by virtue of
creating entities of flesh and blood in her stomach (she bleeds every
month but does not die), by virtue of being in tune with nature‟s cycles, is feared. Because, according to Christianity and most other religions, woman is carnal, animal, closer to the undivine … Woman is
the stranger, the other.19
Likewise, the non-heterosexual male is constructed as abject, as a metaphorical woman, because, in heteropatriarchal parlance, he is like a
woman, or, perhaps more to the point, is a doubling of two worlds, two
(gender) terms: masculine and feminine.20 Creed has argued “whenever
male bodies are represented as monstrous … they assume characteristics
usually associated with the female body.”21 In other words, they bleed, they
sweat, they are soft rather than hard, they behave improperly, they excrete
bodily fluids and are pale.22 She elucidates her argument by writing “it
seems clear that in the process of being constructed as monstrous the
male is feminised.”23 I would go one step further and argue that when
males are constructed as monstrous it is the effeminate male that is chosen
as the template for the monster. The effeminate male is constructed as
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monstrous precisely because he refuses traditional masculinity; because
he is somehow not a man at all. More to the point, the effeminate male is
monstrous in that he signifies an abject (queer) desire; he transgresses the
border between normal and abnormal genders and sexualities.
Ellis Hanson has made connections between the abject, the horrific
monster, and the gay male, especially the gay male with HIV/AIDS. He
writes that gay men are represented as “the embodiment of evil sexuality.”24 Hanson argues that essentialist discourses represent gay men as:
sexually exotic, alien, unnatural, oral, anal, compulsive, violent, protean, polymorphic, polyvocal, polysemous, invisible, soulless, transient, superhumanly mobile, infectious, murderous, suicidal, and a
threat to wife, children, home, and phallus.25
Paulina Palmer has argued that negative stereotypes of women in traditional fairytales (the witch, the wicked stepmother, the hag) are “grossly misogynistic representations of femininity” that can be read as metaphors for
lesbian desire and subjectivity.26 She writes that these non-heteronormative
women are “eccentric and disruptive” subjects “who transgress sexual and
social conventions.”27
The fact that the fairytale monster figure is “eccentric and disruptive”
and acts against the protagonist and heteronormative narrative trajectory
by threatening “wife, children, home, and phallus” is precisely why the fairytale monster is marked as abject, and as queer. Along with being the necessary recipient of punitive actions by the protagonist, these are the limited
actions of the fairytale figure mentioned earlier. Put simply, any figure that
resists heteronormativity must be executed or punished for its monstrous
abnormality; and the abnormal is the queer. As Sue Ellen Case articulates:
“The queer is the taboo-breaker, the monstrous, the uncanny.”28 Case outlines the connections between the monstrous and queer desire even further
when she writes “queer desire punctures the life/death and generative/destructive bipolarities that enclose the heterosexist notion of being.”29
The queer is a threat to the heteronormative subject‟s existence and as
such is monstrous.
The characteristics Hanson and Case outline with regard to the monstrous are also characteristics often used to describe not only narrative figures but actual individuals constructed in discourse as abject: gay men,
lesbian women, the androgynous and transgender, bisexual men and
women and those who defy chromosomal boundaries – the intersex.
As we have already seen, Kristeva argues that “[t]he in-between, the
ambiguous, the composite” give rise to abjection, or are associated with the
abject.30 The queer, particularly the gender ambiguous, fit these descrip-
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tions neatly. Indeed, non-heteronormative genders and sexualities can
themselves be considered abject. In other words, queer and gender ambiguous individuals resemble – in that they share certain aberrant characteristics – the abject figures of discourse that much of Kristeva‟s work attempts to define.
As Judith Halberstam has pointed out, the representation of the monstrous, that which “scares and appals,” varies from one historical period to
another as do the traits, the marks of abjection, that combine as monstrosity.31 Halberstam also argues that the “preferred interpretations of monstrosity” change over time.32 I would posit that for some time the monster
has often signified, among other things, the anxiety felt by heterosexual
men and women at the increasing visibility of homosexual desire. This
anxiety has increased exponentially since the advent of the Gay and Lesbian Liberation Movement at the time of the Stonewall Riots in 1969. Thus,
we can see the monster of much discourse as a similitude of actual lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and intersex people. The monster is a
(mis)representation of those who transgress social and gender boundaries.
To summarise, the Monstrous Queer is an abject narrative figure that
resists and transgresses heteronormative genders and sexualities and that,
in traditional fairytales, is allowed a limited range of actions; namely actions
that hinder the heteronormative protagonist and narrative trajectory. The
Monstrous Queer is also the necessary recipient of punitive actions by the
heteronormative protagonist for having breached the archaic laws governing the boundaries between normative and abnormal genders, sexualities
and desires. The Monstrous Queer of fairytale and other narratives is also
a similitude for non-heteronormative individuals (queers) and for nonheteronormative sexuality itself.
Death of the Monster: Monstrous Death as a (Heteronormative) Happy
Ending
As noted in the introduction, this paper foregrounds the moment of narrative closure, or the fairytale ending. This moment of narrative closure is the
point at which the Monstrous Queer is destroyed, limited, or punished. The
Monstrous Queer who, as a figure of discourse, disturbs and denies culturally prescribed norms, is an entity whose story often culminates with death
or exclusion. The final scene of a narrative is the moment at which the
Monstrous Queer, who has threatened to destabilise the narrative order, is
sadistically dealt with, excised, exterminated. Such extermination, entrapment or enfoldment at the moment of closure limits the reading possibilities
for non-heteronormative individuals and encourages a kind of masochistic
reading for queer-identified readers who are constructed as alike the mon-
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ster (the Monstrous Queer) of the narrative. The execution or punishment
of the Monstrous Queer routinely precedes a heterosexual union or reunion
(often in the form of a wedding) and thus this punishment can be seen as a
necessary precursor to heterosexual fulfilment. To put it bluntly, the death
of the Monstrous Queer is precisely what constitutes a heteronormative
happy ending. This moment of closure then, becomes a site of contestation
between cultural norms and those outside them, those whose sexuality,
gender, or physicality resist conformity to such norms.
A very cursory review of the narrative endpoint of a number of fairy
stories is sufficient to reveal that the figure of the Monstrous Queer is routinely and repetitively executed, exiled or subjected to other forms of punishment by story‟s end. In at least one of the extant versions of Sleeping
Beauty – that published in 1697 by Charles Perrault – the Monstrous
Queer, this time in the form of an ogress, is consumed by vipers.33 In Snow
White (published in 1857 by the Grimm Brothers) the Monstrous Queer
takes the form of a stepmother and witch.34 As punishment for the witch‟s
wickedness, her antagonism to the heterosexual union of Snow White and
the prince, the witch is forced to step into a pair of heated iron shoes. The
scene of the witch‟s punishment is, significantly, Snow White‟s wedding.
Wearing the white hot shoes, the witch is forced to dance to death. In an
earlier version of Jack and the Beanstalk,35 a tale filled with phallic imagery
published anonymously in London by Benjamin Tabart in 1807,36 the protagonist, Jack, murders the giant (queer and monstrous due to his aberrant
size and cannibalistic tendencies) in order to keep secret the fact that he
has stolen the dowry to acquire a beautiful bride. Bruno Betterlheim notes
that Jack and the Beanstalk is “a story which asserts the desirability of social and sexual self-assertion in the pubertal boy and the foolishness of a
mother who belittles this.”37 In other words, Jack and the Beanstalk acculturates boys to assert their heterosexual subjectivities. The trial through
which this is achieved is the murder of the Monstrous Queer.
In a number of versions of The Little Mermaid, the Sea-Witch is variously drowned, impaled or stabbed to death. It is intriguing that in the animated version of The Little Mermaid (1989), the Sea-Witch is modelled on
outrageous drag performer Divine.38 Through intertextual reference, this relationship between Divine and the Sea-Witch connects the paradigms of
the effeminate male and the Monstrous Queer. In The Light Princess, written in 1864 by George McDonald, a spinster aunt curses a princess so that
she cannot marry.39 By narrative close, a prince has discovered that by
making the princess cry (show weakness) the curse is broken. The wicked
aunt drowns as the prince and princess are wed. It is interesting to note
that all of these stories feature a villain (Monstrous Queer) who is pre-
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sented as an antagonist and obstacle to heterosexual union between the
male and female protagonists of the story.
In Little Red Riding Hood (also published in 1697 by Perrault), the
cross-dressing Big Bad Wolf is hacked to death by a woodsman and then,
to add insult to injury, drowned. Another wolf, in the Grimm fairytale The
Wolf and the Seven Young Kids, masquerades as the kids‟ mother in order
to be let into their house where he proceeded to eat them. This wolf is eviscerated and his stomach filled with stones and sown up again after which
he falls in a well and drowns. It seems that these wolves‟ tendencies towards gender bending are dangerous indeed. In Hansel and Gretel (first
published by the Grimm Brothers in 1912), another Monstrous Queer witch
is featured. She is burnt to death in a kitchen oven. In the Norwegian fairytale Three Billy Goats Gruff (published by Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and
Jørgen Moe in 1844) the Monstrous Queer, a troll with a talent for language
and a queer penchant for rhymes, is cast over a bridge and left to drown.40
In Rumpelstiltskin (another published in 1812 by the Grimm Brothers) the
queer figure is a faerie able to weave straw into gold. In the unsanitised
version of this tale, Rumpelstiltskin meets his end by tearing himself in two!
Needless to say, this kills him. In the Brothers Grimm fairy story The Two
Brothers, a bullet-proof witch can only be dispatched by silver bullets hastily fashioned out of the hero‟s silver coat buttons.
Other stories, though perhaps fairytale fusions with fantasy or Gothic
styles, also feature a litany of violence against the Monstrous Queer. In J M
Barrie‟s Peter Pan, the foppish Captain Hook is summarily fed to a crocodile.41 In George Oliver‟s The Beckoning Fair One, a kind of Gothic fairytale, a female phantom possesses the protagonist and compels him to
murder the woman who loves him and nearly starve himself to death.42 The
short story Le Grande Bretèche by Honoré de Balzac also features a foppish male, though this one a foreign (Spanish) count. As a compact story
concerned with marriage and sexual behaviour, it meets part of the definition of a fairytale, though is also decidedly Gothic. The magic in this tale is
divine magic, in the form of a divine retribution that turns a disobedient wife
into a living phantom. The effeminate count is being held a prisoner in
France during Napoleon‟s reign and the wife helps him to escape and hides
him in her closet. This act is one of both treason and marital disobedience.
The count of Le Grande Bretèche – a pale, thin man with an unnatural shyness and priest-like demeanour – is bricked into the closet by the wife‟s
angry husband and allowed to starve to death. The reason for the count‟s
punishment seems to be related more to his appearance than for any suspected adultery; he is, after all, “priest like,” which connotes celibacy and a
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lack of masculine virility. The way the count is described illustrates his
queerness:
Ah! He was a handsome young fellow … He was not more than five
feet two or three in height, but so well made; and he had little hands
that he kept so beautifully! Ah! You should have seen them. He had
as many brushes for his hands as a woman has for her toilet. He
had thick, black hair, a flame in his eye, a somewhat coppery complexion, but which I admired all the same. He wore the finest linen I
have ever seen, though I have had princesses to lodge here.43
Whatever shape the Monstrous Queer takes – whether witch or fop, troll or
ghost – it is routinely executed or excised from narrative, and the methods
are predictably violent: drowning, stabbing, staking, suffocation and starvation, burning, dismemberment and shooting with silver bullets.
A number of Queer Theorists have focused on possibilities for multiple
and pleasurable readings of the monster figure. To support the notion that
queer readers can enjoy these Monstrous Queer figures, these theorists
have avoided analysis of the moment of closure at which the monster is
destroyed, restrained or exiled.44 Such analyses, by failing to significantly
address this key narrative element, fail to imagine other trajectories, other
possibilities, for the Monstrous Queer figure. By highlighting the sadistic
exclusion or excision of the Monstrous Queer at the moment of enclosure,
it becomes clear that new trajectories, new articulations, of the Monstrous
Queer, are required if queer readers and writers are to find an unambiguous pleasure in these narrative figurations.
Writing – Disseminating the Real
[T]he frequency of defilement rites in societies without writing leads
one to think that such cathartic rites function like a “writing of the
real”. They parcel out, demarcate, delineate an order, a framework,
a sociality without having any other signification than the one inhering in that very parcelling and the order thus concatenated. One
might ask, proceeding in reverse, if all writing is not a second level
rite, at the level of language, that is, which causes one to be reminded, through the linguistic signs themselves, of the demarcations
that precondition them and go beyond them. Indeed writing causes
the subject who ventures in it to confront an archaic authority. 45
In the excerpt above, Kristeva implies that writing, in cultures where writing
exists, acts to describe and disseminate an order, a framework, which
could be called “a writing of the real”; or a systematic discourse that posi-
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tions borders and establishes and reinforces taboos.46 Kristeva argues that
this discourse is akin to defilement rites (ceremonies) that clearly articulate
the abject, how the abject is to be viewed, and how transgressions –
movements into abjection – can be purified or managed.47 Kristeva infers
that writing, as a second-level defilement rite, acts as a normalising discourse that marginalises difference and insists on conformity to sociocultural rules. She indicates that this kind of writing also guards against defilement or transgression – meaning transgression of the perceived order or
authority – by prohibiting certain behaviours.
Having described writing as a process which disseminates and reinforces boundaries, laws, and taboos, Kristeva has nominated writing as a
discourse which is concerned with the abject – or that which must be expelled or excluded – and a discourse that is concerned with the characteristics of the monstrous and the processes that expel or destroy the Queer
Monster. To put it simply, Kristeva defines all writing as scripture. Kristeva
is of course primarily talking about the novel; however, these theories of
abjection can be transferred to other genres and mediums, much as Creed
has transferred it to the study of abjection and the “monstrous feminine” in
horror cinema – the blurred boundaries between the narrativity of the novel
and other kinds of writing enabling this transposition. The Monstrous Queer
seems itself to be a transposition – a position that cuts across boundaries,
exists in many (narrative) realms – and so Kristevan analysis, appropriated
in a quite transcribed way, can facilitate a re-reading of the Monstrous
Queer in fairytales.
Changing tack a little and returning to a point made earlier, I would argue that through an analysis of written representations of abjection, or the
Monstrous Queer figure, in certain fairy stories the Monstrous Queer of discourse can be recognised as a similitude – or representative likeness – of
actual beings who are non-heteronormative or gender ambiguous. These
narratives of entertainment, as we presume them to be, can be seen as
scriptural outpourings, as Kristeva defines them – indictments of, and proscriptions against, the perceived evil of the Monstrous Queer.
Although it has recently been argued that fairytales are a literary construction and do not necessarily have their genesis in folklore or oral storytelling,48 the truncated form of the fairytale and its focus on magic and fantastic figures shows, at the very least, linkages between the motifs of fairytales and myth or superstition. Indeed, the project of fairytale authors such
as the Grimm brothers might have been to create a literary equivalent to
the highly engaging myths and ghost stories told and retold in domestic and
social settings as precursors to urban legends. These similarities illuminate
the construction of the queer as a discursive monster. Charles E May has
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argued that the short story is a form “that embodies and recapitulates
mythic perception, and whose characteristics are … concentration rather
than distribution.”49 It is easy to argue that certain fairy stories are influenced – in terms of their motifs and narrative trajectory – by the proscriptive
discourses, known in anthropology as myth or folklore, that are passed
down in an oral tradition within certain cultures. May supports this when he
states that “the short story … is the structural core of all fiction in its derivation from folklore and myth.”50
The leading figures of myth are indeed figures, not characters, in that
they have limited characterisation and exist for the most part to enunciate
morality, to define what is good and what is bad. Many of the literary fairy
stories have their beginnings as an attempt to replicate the pleasurable affects of oral stories circulated in close-knit communities and families.51
These sorts of unreconstructed stories – given that their primary concerns
are the dissemination of a code of behaviour and a set of norms that locates those who breach these codes as abject, as monster – are clearly
cautionary tales. These cautionary tales are primarily concerned with the
exclusion of the abject; in this context the Monstrous Queer.
Given the above, how might writers who identify with certain characteristics nominated as abject (whether that is gender ambiguity or nonheterosexual sexual preference), rewrite certain figures of the fairytale in a
way that privileges difference, or foregrounds in a positive way, the Monstrous Queer figure, the embodiment of abjection? I would argue that engaging the philosophy of Hélène Cixous, particularly her conceptualisation
of écriture féminine as a kind of discourse that can evade the limits of traditional ways of writing – traditional that is, in a constrictive and proscriptive
way – offers many radical possibilities for such a rewriting. I am drawing
particularly heavily on Cixous‟s notion of écriture féminine as a writing that
leaves behind the kind of “writing as dissemination,” or writing as proscriptive discourse, that has typified much literature in the last century or two. 52
Cixous sees writing as not merely proscriptive discourse, a discourse
that attempts to limit the Other, but also, perhaps paradoxically, as a way
for the Other to be enunciated without limits.53 She acknowledges a space
in between writing and proscription. It is this space that allows subversive
possibilities. For Cixous, this subversive possibility within writing is realised
by acknowledging that writing, by describing the norm, the “One” or dominant subjectivity and its territory, also describes the Other and through this
description brings it out into the light, makes known the existence of other
positions, resistant positions or subjectivities. She writes:
To admit writing is precisely working in the in-between, inspecting
the process of the same and of the other without which nothing can
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live, undoing the work of death – to admit this is first to want the two,
as well as both, the ensemble of one and the other, not fixed in sequence of struggle and expulsion or some other form of death but infinitely dynamatized by an incessant process of exchange from one
subject to another.54
Cixous conceptualises écriture féminine as a discourse that is not limited to
a repetition of binary terms but, rather, a discourse which is open to terms
that sit outside of binaries and refuse solidification.55 Cixous calls this sort
of writing as “Other bisexual” or “feminine” and sets it up in opposition to
traditional (heteronormative) discourses.56 As Toril Moi describes:
For Cixous, feminine texts are texts that “work on the difference” …
strive in the direction of difference, struggle to undermine the dominant phallogocentric logic, split open the closure of the binary opposition and revel in the pleasures of open-ended textuality.57
Furthermore, Moi explains that Cixous defines much writing as trapped in
patriarchal binary thought58 and that Cixous, in the vein of Derrida, argues
that terms such as “man” only acquire meaning in relationship to other
terms such as “woman,” or in the absence of other terms.59 Within this system the terms that are more closely related to the term “man” subordinate
all other terms. She adds to this by arguing that for one term to acquire
meaning it must destroy the other.60 The other term, more simply “the
Other,” must be destroyed for the dominant system to come into meaning,
to find purpose, to have a sense of itself and its boundaries. Thus the violent excision of the Monstrous Queer that occurs at narrative close, for the
Monstrous Queer is most certainly other to heteropatriarchal discourse.
The discourse that engages in this process of destruction of the Monstrous Queer, the script of exclusion, is known to Cixous and Derrida as
Speech, which implies a proximity to a self as opposed to an other. Speech
is in opposition to language/writing, which is more open, and opposed to
écriture féminine, the discourse of plurality. Put simply, Speech is dominant
discourse. Moi argues that Cixous “sets multiple, heterogeneous différance” against “any binary scheme of thought.”61 In Speech, the other is
always at a distance, indeed deliberately put at a distance, and is always
somewhat unknown, and therefore two dimensional and limited in its traits.
It is a figure, not a character, and certainly not a fully-fledged being equivalent to the Self. Speech can only describe the other in reference to this
process of extinguishment, the process of ejection and enclosure, and so
can never give the other equal space. In the same sense, the Monstrous
Queer never survives the narrative trajectory of the traditional fairytale
which is also a form of “patriarchal binary thought.”
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Connections between Derrida‟s and Cixous‟s uses of the term and the
notion of the figure are immediately apparent. These connections occur between the other at the level of grammar and language and the Monstrous
Queer at the level of figure or character. For me a term is a figure, or more
precisely a figure is a further enunciation of terms. In this sense, we can
see language as a kind of implement used to quarantine the Monstrous
Queer – to subjugate it to the narrative trajectory leading towards an antiqueer ending.
Following on from the demarcation of a figure as different from a fully
developed character, it is evident that a character carries a complex array
of terms; complex in that the character can express terms (or traits) that are
constructed as being in conflict. The figure, on the other hand, is most likely
written as carrying terms which are less complicated. A protagonist figure,
the hero – the representative of heteronormative order – rarely carries
terms that bring this role into conflict. The hero is always good, always well
behaved, always heterosexual, and always discretely gendered as male or
female. In contrast, the Monstrous Queer figure carries terms that are constructed as always bad, always a threat, always improper, badly behaved
or unclean and is routinely constructed as gender ambiguous.
Paradoxically, it is also often the notion of ambiguity, a refusal to occupy one or other position – good or bad, self or other, normal or abnormal
– that defines the Monstrous Queer as most abject. The Monstrous Queer
is often abject precisely because it carries a conflation of terms or a fusion
– such as man/woman (androgyny). In many fairy stories a breach of minor
terms, for instance active/passive, is interpreted as acceptable if this
breach doesn‟t threaten heteronormativity. However, any breach of major
terms (principally the terms man/woman) is constructed as reprehensible. It
is this conflation of terms, this collapse of binaries and boundaries, that
elicits a violent response within the narrative that collapses the narrative
trajectories of the Monstrous Queer so that the only possibilities are death,
imprisonment, disfigurement or exile.
The Monstrous Queer is an enunciation of terms, and so to free the
Monstrous Queer from a terrible narrative end it must be liberated from the
limiting movement of heteronormative narrative (of Speech). It seems then
that the pernicious binary oppositions that corrupt narrative are the problem. The displacement of the Monstrous Queer follows directly from this
narratological conflict between subject and object, and it appears that the
figure needs rewriting at the level of story and of binary oppositions – the
Monstrous Queer needs to be allowed to be a conflation of terms, a plural
third term.
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The “Other bisexual” writing advocated by Cixous allows the Monstrous Queer to be a conflation or hybridity of terms – to be ambiguous and
open in terms of gender and sexuality – and splits open “the closure of the
binary opposition and revels in the pleasures of open-ended textuality.”62
This form of discourse can be seen as a template for a kind of writing employed by authors attempting to rewrite and revalue abject representations
of the queer that could be called, in this instance, écriture queer.63
Écriture Queer – Rewriting
There is a long history of rewriting of fairytales.64 Most notably, feminist
writers have appropriated fairytales to “explore possibilities of liberating
women from the passiveness of many classical tales from Perrault, to the
Brothers Grimm, to Hans Christian Andersen.”65 Crowley and Pennington
briefly outline this history when they write:
We are familiar with numerous fairytale retellings and reappropriations, some of which have themselves become classics: Anne Sexton‟s poetic reimaginings in Transformations, Angela Carter‟s selfdescribed “moral pornography” in The Bloody Chamber, Margaret
Atwood in Bluebeard’s Egg and The Robber Bride, and A. S. Byatt in
Possession, The Djinn and the Nightingale and The Children’s Book.
One should not forget the important anthologies that collect fairy
tales by women writers, particularly Jack Zipes‟ Don’t Bet on the
Prince and The Trial and Tribulations of Little Red Riding Hood.66
Jack Zipes has noted that feminist revisions of fairytales are created out of
“dissatisfaction with the dominant male discourse of traditional fairy tales”
and that “the feminist fairy tale conceives a different view of the world and
speaks in a voice that has been customarily silenced.”67
Amy Shuman contends that any rewriting of traditional fairytales must
“negotiate between the world the authority describes and the world we describe”68 and “analyse the ways in which boundaries are maintained, reproduced, transgressed, or shifted.”69 This is certainly what queer rewritings of
fairytales are doing. Cristina Bacchilega argues that feminist reworking of
fairytales must entail “substantive though diverse questioning of both narrative construction and assumptions about gender.” She argues further that:
Postmodern revision is often two-fold, seeking to expose, make visible, the fairy tale‟s complicity with “exhausted” narrative and gender
ideologies, and, by working from the fairy tales‟ multiple versions,
seeking to expose, bring out, what the institutionalization of such
tales for children has forgotten or left unexploited.70
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It is clear that queer writers of fairytale fiction – also with a different view of
the world and a voice that is routinely silenced – seek to expose the traditional fairytale‟s complicity with gender ideologies and, therefore, have a
strong affinity with the feminist project of the revision of fairytales.
Queer Rewritings
I described earlier the process of patriarchal binary thought, in which
Speech can only describe the other in reference to a process of the extinguishment of it, the process of ejection and exclusion (abjection). The
process of abjection can never give the Monstrous Queer equal space.
Heteronormative discourse would be silenced if the Monstrous Queer were
to be given equal space and equal voice, because the presumption of self,
as fixed with specific (heterosexual) qualities (as true), would itself be extinguished. As Toril Moi insists, writing “that presumes self located truth
embeds within itself patriarchal binary thought, which pretends to be natural, and which flows directly from the presumption of self-presence as
truth.”71
At this point – at the collapse of self-presence as truth – the spectre of
death, of loss of identity, arises and the other suddenly looks just like a
corpse – pale, fluid, wet, bleeding – because the other threatens to dissolve
the self, to bleed subjectivities into each other. The other pales, blurs and
corrupts boundaries. With regard to traditional fairytales, this means that
the other takes the form of the abject Monstrous Queer. Therefore, I would
argue that it is precisely the characteristics of the fairytale monster (the clichés that are core to discourses of abjection) that will enable a writing that
reclaims, revalues and refigures the Monstrous Queer figure of the fairytale.
Indeed, as Molly Hite argues, “Clichés tend to have unanticipated potency in relevant contexts, and certainly the notion of telling the other side
of the story in many ways describes the enterprise of feminist criticism”;
“changes in emphasis and value can articulate the „other side‟ of a culturally mandated story, exposing the limits it inscribes in the process of affirming a dominant ideology.”72 To put it another way, the utilisation of familiar
figures – stereotypes as it were – in familiar settings, with familiar plot devices but with a shifted emphasis, a revaluation, can have a deconstructive
potency that is beyond what one would anticipate for such a, seemingly,
simple undertaking. It seems clear that queer appropriations of the fairystory, and the rewriting of same, is a relevant context that promises some
considerable potency.
Hite argues further that this kind of rewriting, this mixture of appropriation and écriture féminine, is a preferred method to those articulated within
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postmodernism. She writes that, though experimental fictions by women
share with postmodernism certain “decentring and disseminating strategies,” these experimental narratives are arrived at “by an entirely different
route, which involves emphasising conventionally marginal characters and
themes, in this way re-centering the value structure of the narrative.”73 This
different route privileges a politics of representation which, under the influence of postmodernism, has been largely abandoned, despite the fact that
misrepresentation of marginal groups in discourse continues to be the norm
rather than the exception.
In the context of a queer rewriting of fairytales, I would argue that the
best resistance to normalising discourses is an inscription into reworked
fairytales of the very traits of the figure of the Monstrous Queer, such as
paleness, a nocturnal nature, bleeding, sweating, unnaturalness, sexual difference, physical difference, androgyny, effeminacy, indeterminate identity,
improper behaviour and sex/gender openness. However, this reworking of
fairytales would involve creating a significantly different emphasis and a revaluing of the monstrous figure. This reproduction and dissemination of the
Monstrous Queer in new fairytales can evoke instability in the (hetero) narrative system that threatens to destroy it at the moment of narrative enclosure. This is precisely because the most widely disseminated norms, the
culturally accepted and acceptable terms put into place by patriarchal binary thought, are perceived as stable, singular and true. When other terms
are circulated, a multiplicity – a plurality – arises that speaks of the fiction of
the normal, the fixed, the clean, the proper and the righteous.
To put it very simply, to construct a fairy story from the perspective of
the Monstrous Queer – that emphasises the queer figure‟s struggle against
conformity to heteronormativity – has the potential to create a discourse
that values rather than excludes difference, in other words an écriture
queer.
The binaries embedded in our culture are infamous: man/woman, human/animal,
activity/passivity,
life/death,
natural/unnatural,
normal/abnormal. If the normal threatens to become abnormal, or the unnatural natural, the other equal rather than subordinate, the binaries cease to
operate in any powerful way and (heteropatriarchal) subjectivity destabilises, or at least seems less “real” than it did before.
Discourses of abjection acknowledge that the abject has power over
heteronormative subjectivity, and it is precisely this power that makes the
Monstrous Queer so dangerous, that provokes the attempt to destroy it. In
particular, the refusal of gender norms and the enactment of what Judith
Butler calls “gender insubordination” threatens the very existence of the
Self as constructed in hetero-narratives. Olu Jenzen illustrates this point
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when he writes that Butler “demonstrates in her writings how the binary
gender system, and indeed heterosexuality, forms a precondition for one‟s
identity.”74 Butler herself writes that “the very notion of the subject” is “intelligible only through its appearance as gendered.”75 The Monstrous Queer
that strays “outside of established gender” puts the heteronormative subject‟s “very existence into question.”76
In the process of rewriting, queer authors would be well advised to
simply leave open the breaches that the Monstrous Queer figure signifies;
the eruptions, the splits and tears in self (subjectivities) and realities. This
is, of course, the agenda of much queer literature, to keep open the breach
between terms and agitate and abrade the borders between them so that
these borders collapse or reform. If the figure of the Monstrous Queer –
written in ways that the Monstrous Queer has always been written, with
those familiar differences, those deformities, those queer predilections –
resists heteronormative conformity, remains alive at closure and has a narrative trajectory other than death, exile or imprisonment, then a multitude of
reading possibilities opens up.
To illustrate this point, referring to lesbian rewritings of fairytales by
Emma Donoghue and others, Pauline Palmer writes:
By parodically reworking in their … stories the grotesquely misogynistic representations of femininity such as the witch, the mermaid
and the giantess that fairy tales inscribe, they likewise engage in an
attempt to renegotiate and resignify the boundaries of the abject,
thus helping to redeem the lesbian from the image of the “monstrous
feminine” which homophobic culture projects upon her.77
Indeed if the Monstrous Queer is not only alive at closure but also central to
the narrative‟s movement rather than tangential to it, or a threat to it, or a
pause to facilitate the horrific gaze, then the system which hunts it out everywhere else is contained. The Speech of patriarchal binary thought – the
dominant voice – is fractured, and multiple voices arise. This is no great literary feat, nor is it theoretically new as it has been the project of Feminist
writers for decades,78 but the impact on those persons who identify with the
qualities of the Monstrous Queer can be great.
Imagine The Little Mermaid ending with lesbian jouissance between
the mermaid and the Sea-Witch rather than another princely wedding.
Imagine Jack and the giant yearning for an embrace rather than wanting to
kill each other. Imagine Captain Hook and Peter Pan engaged in a rapturous tryst that lasts for an eternity in a queered Neverland. Imagine, under
the light of a full moon, a pack of burly werewolves who, rather than being
shot by silver bullets, dance in ecstatic frenzy beneath a silver disco ball.
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Imagine that the Big Bad Wolf is not hacked to death but rather teaches Little Red Riding Hood the delights of cross-dressing.
This is precisely what queer writers such as Emma Donoghue, 79 William Holden80 and those included in Sleeping Beauty Indeed, and Other
Lesbian Fairytales (2009) and So Fey: Queer Fairy Fiction (2009) have
done. In terms of characterisation at least, these rewritings have been undertaken in these suggested generically familiar ways. Although not all of
these rewritings include recognisable monsters, they all include abject figures occupying the space of outsider – the abjected and marginalised
queer – that, though perhaps not as explicitly monstrous as a witch, hag or
troll, are nevertheless figures subjected to narrative excision and destruction in dominant discourse.
Emma Donoghue‟s Kissing the Witch includes lesbian recasting of a
number of popular fairytales. In one story, Cinderella runs off with her fairy
godmother, in another Sleeping Beauty‟s awakening is purely erotic rather
than romantic. In A Twist of Grimm, William Holden rewrites The Elves, a
story published by the Grimm brothers about naked elves helping a cobbler
to make shoes and become prosperous. Holden‟s version of the story,
Wicked Little Tongues, is a tale of homosexual awakening in which the naked elves enchant the shoes in a way that brings forward repressed desire
in both the maker and the wearer. The result is an untraditional fairytale
ending in which the shoemaker discovers the pleasure of “gay” sex, separates from his wife and takes up with a handsome Lord. In The Prince and
His Companion, Holden retells The Riddle, originally a Grimm fairytale
about a young prince winning a bride by presenting her with an unsolvable
riddle. The riddle itself is the result of a narrow escape from a witch. In The
Prince and His Companion, the Prince fakes a marriage to the bride and
secretly commits himself to his male servant. The bride, complicit in the
trickery, also has a same-sex lover. Holden‟s Wicked Little Tongues and
The Prince and His Companion upend the traditional narrative trajectories
of The Elves and The Riddle respectively. Rather than narratives in which
women are objects of a sexual exchange that culminates in heteronormative marriage, Holden produces narratives in which marriage and compulsory heterosexuality are displaced in favour of queer desire.
Many of the stories in the anthologies listed above routinely utilise
stock scenes of the fairy story genre, stereotypical plot devices, recognisable settings and familiar figures to usurp and appropriate the writing that
came before it. Many of these stories have, of course, been queered by
giving them an explicit sexual (and often fetishistic) tone. As an example,
take Dave Migman‟s Alice in the Palace (included in Queer and Loathing in
Wonderland) which is a hallucinatory adventure through an orgy with the
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White Rabbit, Mad Hatter (and many other figures) in which notions of identity and gender are troubled and complicated.81 Rewritings of this kind have
been done, in part, to reclaim proscriptive discourses that have been widely
circulated – discourses of the freakish, the different, the androgynous, the
spectral, the sissy, the effeminate, the monstrous – and, in at least a nominal way, diffuse their (heteropatriarchal) voices.
In particular, the stories from Polluto‟s Queer and Loathing in Wonderland rely heavily on radically revalued stock scenes and figures. One such
story is Deb Hoag‟s Queer and Loathing on the Yellow Brick Road which
features Dorothy (of Wizard of Oz fame) cutting off her braids and discarding her gender appropriate gingham frock for “glitter eyeliner, spandex and
blood-red acrylic nails” as the prelude to leading a Munchkin rebellion
against an alcoholic Glinda (the good witch of the West). 82 In this way,
Hoag has appropriated and queered a highly familiar text in ways that privilege ambiguity and complexity rather than heteronormativity. Other stories
that queer traditional fairytales are Catherynne M Valente‟s Bones Like
Sugar – which is an explicitly subversive lesbian retelling of Hansel and
Gretel – and Sleeping Beauty, Indeed by Regan M Wann, a queered retake
on the tale of Sleeping Beauty (both in Sleeping Beauty, Indeed & Other
Lesbian Fairytales). These retellings of fairy stories constitute an emerging
field of queer appropriations and rewritings being undertaken by many writers in English across the globe. As a body of work these individual rewritings gain some considerable significance.
This rewriting, this reclamation and appropriation, can be considered
to be the unfolding of another fairytale paradigm, a genre specific form of
écriture queer. This kind of rewriting, this écriture queer, can re-imagine
writing and can transcend discursive norms. Furthermore, because it can
and will creep into other forms of discourse – academic, social, cultural –
écriture queer can destabilise, fracture, and multiply positions of speech, of
language, of thought, leading to a radical discursive openness.
Admittedly, these kinds of attempts to cut a new course in other queer
directions, away from dominant discourse, are often constrained by an inevitable backlash in favour of heteronormative narrativity. 83 Yet – simply
because it exists – this queer reading and writing (écriture queer) makes a
lie of the notion of normal, of abnormal even, and makes a lie of all of the
constructions around what is good and proper in terms of sex, gender and
sexuality. An écriture queer can deconstruct the notion that certain positions are fixed, that certain behaviours and, even identities, are “right” and
“natural” and that others are not. This is important simply because dominant heteronormative discourse continues to be widely disseminated. In re-
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sponse, there must also be a continual reconstitution of the language of difference.

Conclusion
Sexuality and textuality both depend on difference.84
The antagonist of many fairytales is a closed figure, an abject or queer figure, what I have defined as the Monstrous Queer. These figures have a
limited number of traits, and only these traits. In privileged hetero-dominant
readings of certain fairytales, the Monstrous Queer is easily read as a
threat to heteropatriarchal order, and as a scapegoat which must be destroyed or exiled so that the order indicated by the hetero-narrative can be
maintained. This violent excision of the Monstrous Queer from fairytale narratives generally occurs at narrative end.
Furthermore, the fairytale is a suitable genre for the work of appropriation and reclamation of discourses of the Monstrous Queer that a writer of
difference – a writer who identifies with many of the traits of the Monstrous
Queer, traits considered aberrant – is compelled to undertake.
Adoption of familiar styles, settings, scenes, and indeed figures – deploying a paradigmatic shift (or revaluation) by refusing to end these narratives, or even begin them, in heteronormative ways – facilitates this rewriting. This form of writing/discourse can be described as écriture queer and
allows the figure of the Monstrous Queer to be a plural hybridity of terms, to
be ambiguous and open in terms of gender and sexuality. Écriture queer
splits open closed binary oppositions and revels in “the pleasures of openended textuality.”85 Furthermore, écriture queer can be seen as a kind of
writing perfect for use by authors attempting to rewrite and revalue abject
representations of the queer as monster.
This appropriation of the fairytale sits within a wider movement in
queer literature to rewrite the history – and more importantly the folklore,
the myth – of the queer. However, this endeavour is not merely theoretical,
but cuts to the core of the nature of subjectivity. An individual‟s relationship
with discourse is heavily implicated – by the processes of interpolation in
terms of meaning-making – with the formation and performance of identity,
and so a critical rethinking of our relationships to discourse, our reading
and writing, is something that is quite crucial. In this sense, écriture queer
can be seen as a triple threat: an aesthetic movement, a cultural and sociopolitical engagement and, perhaps most significantly, an ethics of the self,86
a queer self-making process.
Finally, this intervention into discourse is part of an ongoing politics of
representation that is crucial to any kind of queer social activism and, per-
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haps of equal importance, is also part of the reflective practice of queer
writers working within the fairytale genre that is crucial to refining the way
this kind of writing is conceptualised and undertaken. This reflective practice is also an immensely pleasurable journey for queer readers and writers
of fairytale fiction.
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The Times They Are A-Changin’: The Passage of Time as an Agent
of Change in Zack Snyder’s Film Adaptation of Watchmen

Daniel Wood

Since its original publication in the late 1980s, Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons‟ Watchmen has been hailed as a masterpiece – “the Ulysses of
graphic novels.”1 Serialised monthly in comic-book form throughout 1986
and 1987 before its dozen episodes were collected into a single volume, 2
Watchmen, like most of the work in the comic-book medium, is fundamentally a superhero story, albeit one with a postmodern streak that upends
and inverts the entire concept of the superhero. Opening with the murder of
a vigilante known as the Comedian, the story at first takes the form of a detective mystery as the members of the eponymous Watchmen – the superhero team of which the Comedian was once a member – attempt to identify
the killer of their former ally. But soon the story turns the tables on the heroes themselves, exposing them as corrupt abusers of power so closely
aligned with the United States Government that they willingly accrue popular support for its military incursions in Southeast Asia and Latin America,
and then fall entirely out of favour with the Government as their vigilantism
begins to foment popular unrest verging on anarchy. Despite the sensationalist narrative, however, the comparison to James Joyce‟s Ulysses is a
justifiable one insofar as the formal aspects of Watchmen have entirely rewritten the rules and norms of the comic-book medium. With a formal structure that opens up a “near-infinite recursiveness of text [and] of metatext,”3
text theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
www.colloquy.monash.edu.au/issue20/wood.pdf
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Watchmen is, in the judgment of Time critic Lev Grossman, “[t]old with ruthless psychological realism, in fugal, overlapping plotlines and gorgeous,
cinematic panels rich with repeating motifs,” which combine to make it “a
heart-pounding, heartbreaking read and a watershed in the evolution of a
young medium.”4 Indeed, Time even went so far as to select Watchmen as
the only graphic novel to appear on its list of the top one hundred novels
since 1923,5 declaring it “a landmark in the graphic novel medium [that]
would be a masterpiece in any.”6
Of course, as well as acquiring an air of literary credibility and critical
reverence atypical for a story about comic-book superheroes, Watchmen
has also acquired a more “stereotypical” army of fans whose ongoing appreciation of the original comic-book series has kept it alive and in print for
the twenty-five years since it first appeared. One other thing those fans
kept alive was a yearning to see the series adapted for the cinema – a
yearning that was fulfilled when the director Zack Snyder, himself an ardent
fan of Watchmen,7 released his long-anticipated film adaptation in early
2009.8 In making the film, however, Snyder met with several dilemmas. On
the one hand, precisely because he was a fan of the original comic-book
series, he was determined to leave as much of it as possible unaltered in
the process of adaptation, reproducing “key panels from the comic… with
apparently obsessive precision”9 – a precision that occasionally entails
“slavish[ness] to the original text.”10 On the other hand, the events of the
late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries have largely outdated the political concerns of the original text, so that the contemporary vitality of Snyder‟s film necessitated and came to depend upon certain alterations to its
source material. And yet, however necessary and limited those alterations
may have been, they in turn posed a number of new problems to the overall narrative – the awkward handling of which, especially in the film‟s radically altered climax, drew a decidedly mixed response from fans and critics
alike.11
As a result, only a little over a year after its cinematic release, Snyder‟s Watchmen is teetering on the edge of cinematic obscurity – a fate that
puts the film sharply at odds with the decades-long flourishing of the comicbook series that inspired it. Of course, since it lacks much of the complexity
and subtlety of Moore and Gibbons‟ Watchmen, obscurity may well be exactly what it deserves. Nevertheless, Snyder faced a number of very
unique challenges in adapting Watchmen for the screen and devised a
number of equally unique and occasionally quite subtle ways of attempting
to overcome them. As such, as Stuart Moulthrop writes, the film adaptation
of Watchmen deserves critical consideration with as close a focus on the
nature and purpose of “its significant departures from Moore and Gibbons
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as [on its] ability to translate their conception to the IMAX Experience.”12 In
other words, whatever aesthetic and cultural value Snyder‟s film may or
may not possess, his responses to the challenges of adaptation are worthy
of serious analysis – not least because his source material has received attention from serious critics writing for a broad readership while Snyder‟s
film adaptation has received almost none. In her Theory of Adaptation,
Linda Hutcheon argues that “the act of adaptation always involves both
(re)interpretation and then (re-)creation”13 which makes it simultaneously
“[an] act of appropriation [and of] salvaging.”14 This is to say that, by definition, a film adaptation of another text both entails the appropriation of its
source material in the creation of a new text and requires the salvaging of
the new text from the complications that arise as a consequence of appropriation. The present article suggests that even if Zack Snyder did a poor
job of adapting “the Ulysses of graphic novels,” the sheer complexity of the
process of adaptation means that his adaptation strategies are deserving of
examination. How does he attempt to appropriate the Watchmen comicbook series for the cinema, and by what means does he attempt to salvage
the resultant cinematic text from complications caused by appropriation?

Adaptation
An interval of some twenty-three years separates the initial publication of
Watchmen in comic-book form and the release of its film adaptation. In
many respects, the film hews closely to its source material: Stuart
Moulthrop describes it as “remarkable for its frame-to-panel fidelity,”15
which, as Rjurik Davidson writes, “at times [entails] reproducing [the comicbook series] as if it had been used as a storyboard.”16 Obviously, though,
as must be done in any film adaptation of a literary text, Zack Snyder made
several alterations to the original in order to translate its narrative into a
cinematic medium. But the most substantial alterations to the original are
neither those that twist its narrative to suit the requirements of Snyder‟s
medium nor even those made to reflect his personal preferences: they are
instead those wrought, and required, by the passage of time, by the twentythree years separating the adaptation from the original. The comic-book series and the film both tell the same tale of tensions between superheroes
and the US Government at the height of the Cold War, and both ground
this tale in a realistic world-historical socio-political context whose emphasis on the dynamics of geopolitical power and institutional authority serves
to counterbalance the fantasy of the superhero genre. The adaptation does
differ from the original in its narrative climax, and the significance of its differences will be discussed here; but even so, supposing that there were no
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such differences at all, the comic-book series and its film adaptation would
still inevitably tell different tales given the differing circumstances of their
respective eras of production.
Set in late 1985 and completing its serial publication some eighteen
months later, Moore and Gibbons‟ Watchmen told a story whose temporal
setting was approximately contemporaneous to its time of publication and
thus addressed and expressed social and political concerns then prevalent.
Snyder‟s Watchmen, however, preserves Moore and Gibbons‟ mid-1980s
setting even though it was released in early 2009. As such, the concerns it
addresses have been so outdated by later events that the film would seem
to lack any meaningful contemporary relevance. The Cold War – so essential to the narrative of Watchmen – is over. The arms race has been run;
the hands of the Doomsday Clock have ticked back a notch. So, notwithstanding the fact that Snyder freely makes several departures from the
work of Moore and Gibbons, his Watchmen would be substantially different
from theirs even if he adhered to his source material with absolute and unwavering fidelity. After all, whereas their Watchmen only briefly used the
device of an alternate history narrative in order to open a much broader
narrative that depicted what was, in the 1980s, an alternate reality, Snyder‟s Watchmen tells an alternative history narrative in its entirety, from the
opening credits to the final reel.17 This simple but inescapable difference
between the original and the adaptation would of course destabilise the salience of Moore and Gibbons‟ socio-political commentary in any adaptation
produced outside the original historical context of the comic-book series.
So destabilised, Snyder‟s film would appear to be little more than a purely
retrospective and therefore comparatively trivial look back at Cold War
paranoia – a speculative but ultimately toothless story of Mutual Assured
Destruction built around the gimmick of having superheroes embroiled in
the upheavals of the day.18
Snyder clearly knows that he must at least recognise this problem, if
not resolve it outright, before he can get his narrative properly underway:
hence his deliberate and early emphasis on the motif of passing time. It is
true, as Douglas Wolk has detailed, that Moore and Gibbons make a motif
of passing time in their comic-book series as well. Citing their introduction
of the Minutemen, a superhero team that predated the Watchmen, 19 Wolk
points out that “[b]oth the minute and the watch are part of the book‟s
theme of time, its measurement, its effect, and its terminus.” He continues:
One major character, the son of a watchmaker, has come unmoored
in time, and he‟s free of temporal causality and the morality that
goes along with it … [and] [t]he most prominent visual motif of the
book, an arrow or line pointing just left of the top of a circular shape,
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alludes to a clock poised at a few minutes to midnight – specifically,
20
to the “doomsday clock” of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.
“Even the storytelling techniques and page format Gibbons uses for
Watchmen practically tick,” Wolk adds. “His line art is understated, even
muted, with no sense of motion [so that] each panel shows a discrete, infinitely thin slice of time.”21 In much the same way, Snyder manipulates time
in his film via a frequent use of extreme slow motion punctuated by a sudden and almost impulsive speeding-up of the action; but more than that,
Snyder explicitly calls attention to his preservation of Moore and Gibbons‟
motif of passing time by twice foregrounding that motif in the opening moments of his film. In particular, when he depicts the transition from the Minutemen to the Watchmen against the backdrop of the turbulent political
situation in the America of the mid-1960s, he sets this transitional montage
to the tune of Bob Dylan‟s “The Times They Are A-Changin‟.” Reviewing
the film in The New Yorker, a skeptical Anthony Lane singled out this tune
for complaint: “Must we have [that song] in the background? How long did it
take the producers to arrive at that imaginative choice?”22 In fact, though,
this particular song in that particular context not only testifies to the generational evolution unfolding on-screen but also conveys self-referential metatextual meaning about the nature of the film adaptation itself to the viewers
who watch that evolution unfold. (Although the songs of Bob Dylan also
appear in the original comic-book series, only “Desolation Row” and “All
Along the Watchtower” are actually quoted, indicating that Snyder specifically selected “The Times They Are A-Changin‟” for inclusion in this sequence.) Additionally, but more subtly, in the opening scene depicting the
murder of the Comedian, the victim acknowledges the strength of his assailant and the inevitability of his own murder with the fatalistic words: “Just
a matter of time, I suppose.” As the first words spoken by any of the central
characters in the film – and as words that, crucially, are not spoken in the
corresponding scene in the comic-book series23 – their foregrounding might
be justifiably interpreted as tantamount to an acknowledgement on Snyder‟s part that the passage of time has handicapped his film before it can
even begin.
Alternatively, of course, these words and the inclusion of “The Times
They Are A-Changin‟‟‟ might be just as easily understood as nothing more
than aesthetic felicities that Snyder found instinctively appropriate to his
narrative – throwaway details placed in the film with little thought, deliberation, or purpose. However, given that they appear at the very beginning of
the film and back-to-back in succession, they more likely constitute Snyder‟s way of openly but unobtrusively telling his audience that he knows,
firstly, that times have changed between the original publication of Watch-
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men and the release of his film adaptation and, secondly, that his film must
somehow accommodate the changes wrought by passing time if it is to
possess a contemporary salience equal to that of the comic-book series.
As adaptation theorist Pascal Lefèvre writes: “Few [film] adaptations respect meticulously the storyline of a particular comic” because “[e]very real
artisan of cinema knows that this medium has its own laws and rules. A direct adaptation is seldom a good choice: some elements may work wonderfully in a comic, but cannot function in the context of a film.” 24 In the case of
Watchmen, though, a director who did seek to make a „direct adaptation‟
found his efforts upset by events in the world outside the film – so that, as
viewers, we have a reason and perhaps even a duty to pay attention to the
somehow of his attempts to salvage his narrative from contemporary irrelevance by accommodating the changes wrought by passing time, 25 the
strategies through which he invests a film set in a bygone era with relevance for audiences in the present day. It is not possible, here, to advance
a complete or even a comprehensive view of these strategies, but, in the
interests of opening a scholarly discussion on this subject and extending
the fledgling scholarly literature concerning Snyder‟s Watchmen more
broadly, what follows are some preliminary notes on one such strategy in
particular and a consideration of the textual implications it holds for the remainder of the film.

Appropriation
“At the moment,” said Alan Moore during the original serial publication of
Watchmen,
a certain part of [Ronald] Reagan‟s America isn‟t scared. [These
people] think they‟re invulnerable. There‟s this incredible up mood
that leads at its worst excesses to things like the Libyan bombing
and things like that, and they worry me and frighten me. The power
elite of America and an awful lot of the people who vote for them
[believe] that they can do whatever they want because they‟re invulnerable, they‟re not afraid, and they can gloss over the terror of the
nuclear stockpiles, the world situation and all that and just think,
26
“Hey, we‟re doing all right, we‟re okay.” That‟s unhealthy.
Leaving aside the question of whether or not there is any validity to Moore‟s
criticism of Reagan and Reaganism, it must be said that the essence of
that criticism is crucial to any study of Watchmen. Moore was incensed with
the ethic of Reaganism insofar as it entailed taking a brusque, brash, “big
stick” approach to politics in both the international and the domestic
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spheres – a flexing of American muscle abroad that engendered widespread concessions to authority at home – and Watchmen is essentially a
graphic dramatisation of Moore‟s critical worldview. That, however, is exactly the problem Snyder faced in filming Watchmen. With the Reagan Administration and Reagan himself both now artifacts of history, no twentyfirst century Watchmen adaptation could simultaneously preserve the mid1980s concerns of the original and possess critical relevance for its own
time. Or, at least, it could not do so without somehow extending and expanding upon Alan Moore‟s criticism of the ethic of Reaganism by gesturing
towards the causal relationship between that socio-political ethic and the
social and political problems of the modern day.
Ironically, for all his famous refusal to become directly involved in any
cinematic adaptations of any of his works, it was Alan Moore himself who
identified the means by which Zack Snyder could make a Watchmen film
that extends the criticism of the original into the present. In 2004, shortly after the death of Ronald Reagan and in the midst of a presidential campaign
overshadowed by the so-called “War on Terror,” Moore gave an interview
in which he explicitly identified Reagan as “the architect of much of the
world‟s present misery … [who] created Saddam Hussein and Osama bin
Laden, or at least set in motion the policies that would create these creatures.”27 Very simply, then, the obvious way to identify Snyder‟s strategies
for making his film contemporarily relevant would be to identify the several
references it makes to the War on Terror in the course of dramatising a
critical position ostensibly concerned with the ethic of Reaganism. “[T]he
Watchmen film,” Stuart Moulthrop argues, “proceeds from, and reproduces,
a distinctly post-9/11 ideology,”28 but in what ways exactly does it anticipate
the post-9/11 War on Terror from the vantage point of a narrative set wholly
in the late 1980s? At what points in his film does Zack Snyder faithfully replicate Alan Moore‟s original criticism of the ethic of Reaganism while also
tweaking aspects of the narrative in a way that looks ahead to the War on
Terror and thus positions Reaganism as the cause of the present conflict?
Most noticeably, the film opens with, and repeatedly returns to, the
televised Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in late 1985. This event not only
recalls the more recent US-led invasion of Afghanistan but also reminds us
that the United States responded to the Soviet invasion by funding and
training the mujahideen who would later sponsor the terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001 – the impetus for the more recent invasion. In addition, when the villain of the story,
Adrian Veidt, expresses a yearning for world peace by bemoaning the preponderance of international wars fought over dwindling oil supplies, the film
repeatedly recalls the criticisms levelled at the Bush Administration in the
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build-up to the US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. By implicating Afghanistan
and Iraq in his adaptation of Watchmen, Zack Snyder effectively updates
Alan Moore‟s original criticisms of Reaganism by co-opting Moore‟s more
recent intimation that the key antagonists in the War on Terror are
Reagan‟s inadvertent political offspring. Thereafter, Snyder invests that intimation with a greater degree of certainty in the film when he makes a third
and more emphatic connection between Reaganism and the War on Terror
by literally depicting the still-standing Twin Towers of the World Trade Center as the destination of those individuals who put the ethic of Reaganism
into practice.
In general, Snyder‟s use of the Twin Towers entails a brazen manipulation of the buildings themselves as well as the sentiment attached to
them, and for that reason he has attracted close and largely unfavorable
scrutiny from his more scholarly viewers. Scott Kaufman, for instance, calls
attention to the scene in which the Comedian is buried in a New York
cemetery while the remaining Watchmen unite around his grave: 29
[Snyder] shoehorn[s] the Twin Towers (formerly located in Lower
Manhattan) into what had been in the [comic-book] a shot of the
Chrysler Building in Midtown Manhattan. … [He] moves the Twin
Towers in order to keep them in-frame both in the establishing shot
30
and the long-shot of the priest approaching the grave.
Moreover, Kaufman adds, “this undue attention to the Towers continues
throughout the film. When Dan Dreiberg first arrives at Adrian Veidt‟s office,
the Towers are clearly visible through the window. One of the ubiquitous
Veidt Industries blimps creeps from the left side of the screen to the right
and is seemingly aimed directly at the Twin Towers.”31 For Kaufman, such
manipulation of the Towers is gratuitous and therefore inappropriate. “If
Snyder had done something meaningful with [the] World Trade Center that
would be one thing,” he writes. “Sticking [the Towers] in as many shots as
possible is little more than an undignified grasp at an unearned gravitas.”32
In fact, Snyder does do something meaningful with the World Trade Center:
not in every shot that shows them, of course, but certainly in one crucial
shot which is invested with obvious cultural significance arising from the
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, as well as additional textual significance derived from the events of the narrative that build up to this shot.
The shot in question shows an airborne vehicle thrusting upwards into
the sky from a departure point beneath the surface of New York‟s East
River. There are two passengers inside the vehicle, bound for Adrian
Veidt‟s Antarctic hideaway. Alongside the psychopathic vigilante Rorschach
is the comparatively benevolent Dan Dreiberg, a one-time superhero
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known as Nite Owl. The airborne vehicle is a small airship in the shape of
an owl that belongs to Dreiberg. Importantly, both of these men have, before now, revealed themselves as believers in and practitioners of the „big
stick‟ approach to problem resolution – indeed, that much is implicit in the
very concept of the superhero as an agent of vigilante justice33 – and so, in
different ways and to different degrees, they both stand as representatives
of the ethic of Reaganism. As the airship rises from the water, the Twin
Towers loom in the background, and as it zooms off into the distance, it
appears to be aimed straight at the Towers and flying directly towards
them. Notably, in the corresponding scene in the comic-book series,34 the
Twin Towers are nowhere to be found: here as elsewhere, Snyder specifically inserts them.
But there is more to this scene than can be seen with the eye or retrospectively described, given that it draws on what has previously been disclosed about the airship. Concealed in Dan Dreiberg‟s makeshift basement
in the New York subway, the airship remains unnamed for viewers of the
film until Dreiberg‟s lover, Laurie Jupiter, asks him about its provenance.
Dreiberg identifies the oversized owl by the nickname “Archie” – then he
specifies, firstly, that “Archie” is short for its full name, “Archimedes,” and
secondly, that Archimedes takes its name not from the famous ancient
mathematician, but from the pet owl belonging to the wizard Merlyn in the
Disney film adaptation of T H White‟s The Sword in the Stone.35 Although it
may seem trivial at first, this detail acquires greater significance insofar as
Merlyn enjoys a very unique experience of passing time and that Archimedes plays an important role in that experience.36 In The Sword in the
Stone, Merlyn explains that he experiences the future first and has therefore spent his life moving backwards through time, into the past, while everyone around him moves from the past into the future. Merlyn thus relies on
his memories of the future in order to negotiate his encounters with the individuals he meets in the present. In the process, he is accompanied by the
owl Archimedes, who serves as something like Merlyn‟s anchor to those
who are swept up in the opposite temporal flow, or as an interlocutor with
those who experience time as the rest of us do. Archimedes, in other
words, follows the reverse-chronological Merlyn through the world but himself experiences time in the usual way, moving into the future from the past.
As a result, the relationship between Merlyn and those around him
mirrors the relationship between the viewers of Snyder‟s film and the film itself: when we watch a contemporary film set in 1985, we, like Merlyn, are
located in „the future‟ but we step backwards in time to experience an aspect of the past, while the characters in the film move forward in time, presumably towards our present moment. In Archie‟s rise from the East River,
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then, we might understand the airship heading for the Twin Towers as an
interlocutor between the allegorical historicity of the film and the film‟s
viewers, just as White‟s Archimedes acts as an interlocutor with those who
move forward in time around Merlyn. Snyder‟s use of Archie is here akin to
White‟s use of Archimedes as a means of connecting those viewers who
know what is destined to happen to the Twin Towers with those characters
who are unwittingly making it happen. Accompanying those viewers who
move backwards in time as they watch the film, Archie identifies for them
those aspects of the past that influenced the conditions of the future they
have temporarily left behind. In its flight towards the World Trade Center
with Rorschach and Dreiberg as passengers, Archie unites past and present in a single shot that shows the vigilantes who wield the “big stick” of
Reaganism aimed straight at the Twin Towers whose collapse ignited the
present-day War on Terror and was, for Alan Moore, one of the inadvertent
consequences of the triumph of Reaganism. So, whereas the comic-book
series uses an alternate present to issue a warning about a prospective future, the film implies an indictment of the recent past based on an awareness of how that past has led us to our troubled present.

Salvaging
In unpacking the cultural and textual significance of Snyder‟s mise-enscène in this shot as well as in the opening moments of his film, I do not
mean to suggest that his ability to invest the film with such significance –
and thus to reclaim some of the salience of Moore‟s socio-political criticisms – is proof of his sophistication as a filmmaker. I mean only to identify
the strategies through by which he seeks to prevent the passage of time
from casting his film into immediate irrelevance, regardless of the sophistication of those strategies and the extent of their success. In turn, however,
those strategies present the film with new dilemmas – particularly in that a
criticism of the „big stick‟ ethic of Reaganism cannot just be abandoned and
left untethered to the narrative once it has been raised. How, then, does
Snyder appropriate other aspects of the comic-book series in order to
augment this criticism and integrate it into the narrative of the film, and to
thereby salvage the film as a whole? An answer can be found in the climax.
In the comic-book series, Dan Dreiberg and Rorschach arrive at
Adrian Veidt‟s Antarctic hideaway too late to prevent Veidt from committing
mass murder: Veidt has already successfully orchestrated a massacre, so
Dreiberg and Rorschach are left to merely listen to him explain how and
why he did it. Veidt reveals that he managed to genetically engineer an
alien life-form which he set loose in New York, where it triggered a sort of
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“psychic atom bomb” that claimed millions of lives. But despite the catastrophic human toll, the faux alien attack proves beneficial to mankind in
general – as Veidt supposed it would. “His expectation,” as Aeon Skoble
writes, is “that the sudden appearance of an alien foe threatening human
life will bring together all the otherwise warring nations in peaceful collaboration against this new common enemy.”37 Accordingly, the people of Earth
unite in common purpose to defend themselves against any further alien
threats that may arise in future. By giving the United States and the Soviet
Union just cause to broker a détente, Adrian Veidt effectively brings about
world peace.
In the film, on the other hand, Veidt‟s decimation of innocents is carried out not by an artificial extraterrestrial but by a man named Jon Osterman. As the sixth member of the disbanded Watchmen, Osterman is the
only one to possess actual superhuman abilities; the others are all selfmade vigilantes. Formerly an American scientist working on nuclear weapons testing during World War II, an equipment malfunction bombarded him
with radiation: he was blown apart, entirely atomised, and declared dead.
Somehow, though, his consciousness survived the blast, lingering in the
ether until it grew strong enough to rebuild his body one atom at a time – in
the process of which it allowed him to imbue himself with the ability to
enlarge his body to the size of a building or shrink to the size of a subatomic particle, as well as to make multiple copies of himself, to teleport to
any location, and to travel back and forth through time. In the film, as distinct from the comic-book series, it is Osterman who detonates what is essentially an atomic bomb on a helpless world populace when Adrian Veidt
dupes him into doing so. Moreover, Osterman‟s unwitting attack is not confined to New York but destroys dozens of cities around the world, and so
the people of Earth unite against a common enemy when they find themselves apparently at the mercy of this infuriated and indestructible deity.
Surprisingly, not all scholarly critics of Watchmen have been willing to
admit that this radical difference between the original and the adaptation is
in any way significant. Sharon Packer, for instance, insists that, despite
their climactic differences, “the film and the [comic-book series] are strikingly similar.”38 She implies that the conclusions she draws from her reading of the film could just as easily apply to the comic-book series. In doing
so, however, she dismisses – without responding to – the skepticism and
even the hostility of devoted fans of the comic-book series who have engaged in over a decade‟s worth of close reading and found the alterations
to the climax in Zack Snyder‟s film to entail profound repercussions for the
film overall. In particular, as the administrator of the hugely popular „geek
film‟ website Ain’t It Cool News, “über-fan” Harry Knowles had been moni-
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toring the progress of the Watchmen adaptation for thirteen years. After
seeing it, he asked himself: “What doesn‟t work for me?” He answered:
The new ending. I just don‟t like it as much as the ending of the
[comic] books. As the movie nears its ending, it felt like it was rushing to an established conclusion. It‟s more than the [absence of the
alien]. It‟s that… it makes [Jon Osterman] the big scary guillotine instead of alternate dimensional attacks. … I always got that the localized event in New York felt small in a post-9-11 adaptation of this
material [so that the global scale of the attack in the film is understandable], but honestly – having the [alien] happen on the scale of
this event – would have been fine. NOW – does this ending change
[or] RUIN the film for me. No. But it will always be one of the reasons
I‟ll push people to reading the book. There‟s just a reality to adaptations. You lose things.39
Fans of the comic-book series on other “geek film” websites issued very
similar criticisms,40 and Zack Snyder himself conceded their validity.41
Meanwhile, at least part of Scott Kaufman‟s more articulate dislike of the
film seems to stem from his deep appreciation of the ways in which Alan
Moore subtly establishes Jon Osterman as an avatar of the reader of the
comic-book series rather than as a character to be manipulated in the
course of the narrative.42 And since Douglas Wolk,43 Brandy Blake,44 and,
most recently, David Barnes,45 have each expressed a similar appreciation
of this technique, it is reasonable to assume that their responses to the climax of the film would be somewhat similar to Kaufman‟s response.
Whether viewers come to the film as scholarly critics or as fans of the
comic-book series, most of them seem to arrive at the same conclusion:
Snyder‟s rewritten climax violates the letter and the spirit of Moore and
Gibbons‟ climax, and therefore pales by comparison.
Consider, though, not only the surface differences between the faux
alien attack and Osterman‟s unwitting attack but also the differences in
their respective implications. For an alien attack to inspire the people of the
world to reconcile their differences, by implication it must first inspire a
worldwide reassessment of loyalties; it brings mankind to a point of unity by
forcing human beings across the world to see their species as one under
attack by another species and to agree to dismiss intra-species disputes in
order to preserve the species as a whole. However, for the Osterman attack to inspire a similar reconciliation, it need not at all impel a reassessment of loyalties because it dramatically replaces inter-species conflict with
the total subjugation of an entire people by a godlike overlord wielding absolute power. In both the comic-book series and the film, Osterman is fi-
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nally persuaded by Veidt to abandon Earth altogether and to find himself a
home elsewhere in the galaxy, but in the film, as Stuart Moulthrop observes, “[he] is not merely tricked into exile; he is stripped of his charisma
as the condition for a new world order. … In both comic and film, [he] remains at large, whereabouts unknown; but in the film, this absence constitutes an impending threat. … [A]ny future geopolitics must [therefore] account for his possible return” because “the world will always live in fear of
[his] judgment.”46 In the film, then, the people of the world have no incentive
to recognise anything so internal and introspective as common humanity:
they need only recognise the external omnipresence of a common enemy
forever threatening further strikes with a „big stick‟ clenched in his fist –
which is to say that Osterman‟s actions in the climax of the film augment
the strategies by which Zack Snyder attempts to preserve Alan Moore‟s
socio-political criticisms at earlier moments. Rather than leaving prior alterations to the comic-book series as free-floating adjustments or addenda,
Snyder also alters the climax of the film in a way that makes his prior alterations point towards it – and so, in a sense, those prior alterations preemptively rationalise his climactic alterations. Buried amidst an avalanche
of Watchmen fan comments, one writer on Ain’t It Cool News noted something similar to this, although with less favour than it has been noted here:
[L]eaving out the [alien] does [ruin] the ending. … [T]he [alien] unites
humanity against a common, EXTERNAL foe. If the disasters are
blamed on [Osterman] (who represents perhaps a future evolution of
man, a „perfect‟ being) – what exactly is mankind supposed to unite
against? SCIENCE? THE FUTURE? It‟s fucked up and misses a big
point.47
Those words are close to the mark, but they do not quite hit it. Far from entirely missing the point, the replacement of the “external” alien foe with the
“internal” foe of Osterman simply makes a different point – a point in line
with the more contemporary socio-political criticisms of the film and thus attuned to Snyder‟s attempts to accommodate the changes that the passage
of time has wrought on Watchmen. By substituting Veidt‟s faux alien for Jon
Osterman, Snyder finds a way of overcoming mere gestures towards the
inherent oppressiveness of the “big stick” approach to problem resolution
and instead foregrounds the very oppressiveness of that approach so that it
stands as the final note of his film.
Snyder, then, concludes the film by substantially underscoring the indictment of the political past that he was compelled to advance because of
the passage of time, and the consequent possibility that his film would lack
the political relevance of the original Watchmen when it hit cinema screens.
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While critics and fans alike, and cinematic audiences in general, might accuse his film of lacking the aesthetic sophistication and political salience of
his source material, those who make such accusations should bear in mind
that the passage of time required alterations to the source material and
that, although the alterations to the climax were not among those requirements, the rewritten climax does still serve a purpose within the context of
the earlier alterations. As such, we cannot justifiably interpret any of these
alterations as products solely of the independent agency of the filmmaker.
On the contrary, they are products of the historical events that subsumed
Zack Snyder‟s independent agency – and, if we are to place responsibility
for them anywhere at all, we must place it largely on the twenty-three years
that preceded the film he made.
Melbourne University
wooddj@unimelb.edu.au
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The Hearing Trumpet:
Leonora Carrington’s Feminist Magical Realism

Gabriel García Ochoa

In the last two decades Leonora Carrington‟s novel The Hearing Trumpet
(henceforth referred to as THT) has received more attention within academic circles than it ever did at the time of its publication in 1974. Natalya
Lusty, Susan Suleiman, and Gloria Feman Orenstein have discussed in
much detail the novel‟s strong feminist ethos, as well as its subversion of
Surrealist tropes. There is a tendency within scholarship and criticism of
THT toward classifying Carrington‟s text as “Surrealist”1; in most cases it is
referred to as a novel that is subversive of Surrealist tenets, 2 but one that
remains nonetheless an instance of Surrealist literature. The influence that
the Surrealist movement had on Carrington‟s work is undeniable and, in the
case of THT, a prominent, most interesting feature of the novel. But by
classifying THT solely as a Surrealist work, it is easy to disregard a number
of equally important metaphysical, psychoanalytical and philosophical influences present in Carrington‟s novel. Therefore, here I would like to take a
different approach and argue that THT can be considered an early example
of feminist magical realism. By adopting this nomenclature, I intend to acknowledge the presence in Carrington‟s text of hitherto unexplored elements of what would contemporarily be referred to as magic realist literature, but without ignoring the strong influence of Surrealism in the novel.
Regarding the latter, I will draw attention to the ways in which Carrington
text theory critique 20 (2010). © Monash University.
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adapts important elements of Surrealist thought to express her strong feminist ethos, in particular the Surrealist tradition of female objectification, and
the archetypal figure of the femme enfant. I will also trace the origins of
magic realism in relation to the Surrealist movement, examining how the
Surrealist marvellous is adapted in Carrington‟s novel, and how this adaptation resembles Alejo Carpentier‟s own. Moreover, using Wendy Faris‟s
research on the constituent features of magic realist literature, I shall identify such magic realist elements in THT. To finalise, I will discuss elements
of Jungian psychology in THT, in particular allusions to the alchemical imagery employed by Jung in two of his works – Alchemical Studies and Psychology and Alchemy – with the intention of further evidencing some of the
multiple influences that permeate Carrington‟s work. The analysis of Jung‟s
alchemical imagery in Carrington‟s novel will be of particular importance for
it will draw attention to an element of THT that has until now remained unexplored, as well as demonstrating how Carrington‟s use of Jungian psychology further strengthens the magical realist inclinations of her text. It is
in this manner that I will argue that THT can be considered an early example of feminist magical realism.
Surrealist elements might be expected in THT given Carrington‟s close
association with the movement. I will argue that the most prominent
amongst these is Carrington‟s penchant for subversion. As André Breton
expressly mentions in the Second Manifesto of Surrealism, one of the Surrealist‟s primary aims was “to lay waste to the ideas of family, country, [and]
religion,”3 to subvert as many social structures as the movement possibly
could. In THT Carrington evidences this Surrealist penchant for subversion,
but she does so in an unusual manner. Much of the interest of THT lies in
the way in which Carrington adapts this subversive stance of Surrealism to
express her own feminist views, and in doing so ironically subverts a number of Surrealist tenets, namely, the Surrealist tradition of female objectification and the archetype of the femme enfant.
Surrealism aimed to undermine patriarchal structures, but in doing so
it created patriarchal structures of its own. In her book Sexual Politics, Kate
Millett discusses how male Surrealist artists often objectified women in their
creative work.4 Her arguments are supported by Suleiman, who stresses
that “the founding Surrealist[s] … are writing from an exclusively male subject position,”5 and Xavière Gauthier, who asserts that the Surrealists were
always “ready to reduce women to an object of contemplation and consumption.”6 The “femme enfant or woman-child” was one of the Surrealists‟
primary archetypes of female objectification.7 The idea of the femme enfant
was conceived early in the movement, appearing first in L’Ecriture automatique,8 where it described a muse figure that acted as an intermediary
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between the male artist and creativity. She was represented as a young
woman in the adolescent stage between childhood and womanhood, who
due to her youth and inexperience had “a pure and direct connection with
her own unconscious, that allow[ed] her to serve as a guide for man” in his
search for inspiration.9 In THT Carrington actively subverts the figure of the
femme enfant through direct references to arguably the most famous
femme enfant of all: Nadja.
In Breton‟s Nadja,10 the author gives an account of his amorous relationship with a schizophrenic woman. The Surrealists considered madness,
along with the beauty and innocence of the femme enfant, a positive attribute, a nexus of creativity and the divine due to the “transformative power of
[such an] ecstatic state.”11 Breton referred to this as l’amour fou, mad
love.12 As a consequence of her mental instability and youth, Nadja embodied the beauty, purity and naivety of the femme enfant as well as the Surrealist praise for mad love. According to Bonnie Lander, this concept,
places the female as a “mediatrix” between the male figure and divinity –
the Surrealist idea of the muse.13 Breton uses Nadja as a vehicle of inspiration by playing the role of “scribe” to her mad love, 14 with an absolute disregard for Nadja as a person. As Walter Benjamin argues, “The Lady, in esoteric love, matters least. So too for Breton. He is closer to the things that
Nadja is close to than to her.”15 Nadja was a very influential text within the
Surrealist movement, described by Teresa del Conde as “el texto instaurador de la narrativa surreal”16 (the text that established Surrealist narrative),
and it presents an accurate example of how Surrealism objectified women
through the tropes of the vision romance and the figure of the femme enfant. As Katharine Conley states, it is “the most powerful and the most
negative representative of Woman in Surrealism.”17
In her novella Down Below,18 Carrington had already begun a reinscription of the Surrealist tradition of female objectification, adopting a
position of female subjectivity by writing from the perspective of the Goddess, the mediatrix, and the “mad woman.” According to Whitney
Chadwick, Carrington, as Max Ernst‟s young partner, had also personified
the figure of the femme enfant, thus bringing together both of these Surrealist archetypes – mad woman and femme enfant – similar to the way in
which Nadja did, but from a perspective of female emancipation.19 René
Riese Hubert describes Down Below as “a re-writing of [Breton‟s] Nadja”
from a feminist perspective,20 one in which Carrington subverts the Surrealists‟ notion of female objectification by becoming both the subject of her visionary quest and portraying “Woman as a seeker after spiritual enlightenment.”21 Lander states that Down Below “challenges Breton‟s Nadja by engaging the same tropes [as him] … in order to show how those tropes
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serve Surrealism‟s masculinist agenda.”22 A continuation of Carrington‟s
feminist ideology and her adaptation of such tropes can be clearly perceived in THT.
It is women in THT who in pursuit of self-knowledge endure the “dark
night of the soul”23 typical of the vision romance, not men. Orenstein refers
to THT as a feminist recasting of the Grail Quest24; she is supported by
Lusty in this view, who asserts that the novel is about women who “steal
the Grail from a male hierarchical Christian tradition and restore it … to a
female pagan tradition.”25 By turning women into the subjects of her story,
Carrington subverts the Surrealist tradition of feminine objectification, thus
continuing the critique on the Surrealist movement that she had commenced in Down Below. The Abbess‟s entrance into the “dreaded Vault …
of the Arcanum”26 to retrieve the Grail, and Marian‟s descent into “Hell”
(136-7) to encounter “herself” are perfect examples of this. As Lusty argues, a further adaptation of Surrealist ideology is Carrington‟s satire of the
femme enfant, who is replaced in the novel by the image of the crone. 27 In
THT it is not only women but elderly women who undergo a visionary quest
and establish a link with divinity – not adolescent ingénues. Unlike Nadja,
the elderly women of THT have nothing in common with the femme enfant
who mediates between creativity and the male figure‟s search for knowledge; instead, they become both the seeking subject and the “mediatrix”28
to the divine, much like Carrington herself in Down Below. But not all the
crones in THT are heroines: an additional way in which Carrington‟s novel
undermines the figure of the femme enfant, and the Surrealist idea of mad
love, is through the relationship between the characters of Natacha Gonzalez and Dr Gambit, which is clearly reminiscent of that between Nadja
and Breton.
Natacha is one of the inmates at Lightsome Hall. She is Dr Gambit‟s
most esteemed disciple in his teachings of The Work, for she is a “visionary
… the Pure Vessel through which powers are made manifest” (38), and the
only one amongst the elderly ladies who “gives the Messages from the
great unseen” (39). The character of Natacha is a clear satire of Breton‟s
Nadja, and consequently the Surrealist tropes of both the femme enfant
and mad love. There is an obvious similarity between the characters‟
names, and both women seem to serve as a nexus between men
(Breton/Dr Gambit) and the divine. But Natacha, unlike Nadja, is represented by Carrington as a fraud:
Natacha Gonzalez stinks … I call her Saint Rasputina … Rasputina
would sell her mother to the white slave traders to get a bit of publicity. She has a power complex like Hitler … she invents cosy chats
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with saints as tall as telegraph poles … It is a jolly good thing for
humanity that she is shut up in a home for senile females. (63)
Throughout the novel Carrington continues to ridicule Natacha‟s supposed connection with the divine: “She hears voices … When she does
that she thinks she is getting a stigmata and starts fattening up for Easter”
(35). Moreover, far from being illuminated, Natacha is a murderess, albeit
an inefficient one, for she accidentally kills Maude Summers with a poisoned cake intended for Georgina Sykes:
The little reconciliation feast that Natacha had offered Georgina near
the kitchen had been a deliberately planned murder. “Suffering cobras!” said Georgina … “The fudge must have been meant for me.”
(106)
In this way, Carrington‟s use of humour to ridicule Natacha, what is referred to in the novel as “Marian‟s manic laughter” (37), is similar to Hélène
Cixous‟s “Laughter of the Medusa” in that it “break[s] up the „truth‟” of the
Surrealist tradition of female objectification.29 Thus, as she did in Down Below, Carrington is able to once more demonstrate her feminist ethos by undermining the Surrealist notion of the femme enfant, portraying Natacha as
a negative female figure, and representing other women in her novel as active subjects who are able to recover the Goddess‟s Holy Grail.
Equally important to the feminist undertones present in THT are certain elements in the novel that could contemporarily be associated with the
literary style of magic realism. The historical, cultural and geographical contexts in which Carrington‟s novel was written can provide some insight as to
why such magic realist elements can be found in Carrington‟s text. Although THT was first published in 1974, as Lusty points out, the exact date
of its writing has not been accurately pinpointed.30 Helen Byatt suggests
31
that it was written in the late 1940s, Suleiman claims that it was written in
32
the early 1950s, and Carrington herself appears unsure of the date.33 It is
certain that the book was written after Carrington settled in Mexico City
(c1942), and quite possibly between the dates suggested by Suleiman and
Byatt. It is interesting to note that by this time numerous events were unfolding, both in Latin America and abroad, that would lead to the development of what is known as magic realist literature: After Franz Roh coined
the term in “Magical Realism: Post Expressionism” in 1925, 34 it was once
again used by Angel Flores in his influential 1955 essay “Magical Realism
in Spanish American Fiction.”35 By the 1950s Jorge Luis Borges had written
“El Arte Narrativo y la Magia” (Narrative Art and Magic),36 and was being
referred to as a “magic realist” writer.37 In 1951 Julio Cortázar, considered
by scholars such as Faris to be an important precursor of Latin American
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magical realism,38 published his famous short story “Axolotl.”39 This was followed by Juan Rulfo‟s equally influential El Llano en Llamas in 1953, and
Pedro Páramo in 1955.40 Additionally, the growing need to define a Latin
American and Caribbean identity, which had become apparent in texts
such as Léon Damas, Léopold Senghor and Aimé Césaire‟s L’Étudiant noir
of 1934,41 had reached its cusp by 1949 with Alejo Carpentier‟s formulation
of the notion of “the marvellous real.”42 In “The Marvellous Real in America,” the essay-like prologue to his novel The Kingdom of this World, Carpentier described Latin America as a continent where events considered
“marvellous” in the eyes of Europe take place on a daily basis.43 In order to
describe this inherently “marvellous” characteristic of Latin America, Carpentier coined the term “the marvellous real.”44 Janet Kaplan makes reference to the strong influence that Mexican mythology and this “magical”
Latin American culture had on Carrington‟s work, stating that she “found [in]
Mexico a fertile atmosphere where magic was part of daily reality … Mexico
proved a vibrant influence on … Carrington.”45 Marina Warner even states
in regard to Carrington‟s work that after she settled in Mexico, “her witchcraft … entered another phase in the surroundings of lo real maravilloso
(the marvellous real).”46 But it is interesting to note that despite the evident
impact that these “marvellous real” or “magic realist” influences had on Carrington‟s work, they have received little attention in previous analyses of
THT.
There are certain elements of “magic” in Carrington‟s THT that are
very similar in style to what Carpentier refers to as the marvellous real and
as a consequence of this, magic realism. This is due to the fact that the origins of magic realism itself can be traced to Surrealism through Carpentier‟s works, in particular his notion of the marvellous real. Carpentier‟s dissociation from the Surrealist movement was a gradual process that
spanned nearly two decades. It began with the movement‟s first schism in
1930, when Carpentier sided with Robert Desnos against Breton; and
came to full fruition in 1949, when the famous prologue to The Kingdom of
this World was published.47 The prologue is regarded by many as one of
the crucial influences of Latin American magic realist literature, to the extent that Emir Rodriguez Monegal describes it as the “prologue to the Latin
American novel” itself.48 Prominent amongst the many devices that Carpentier uses in the prologue to undermine the Surrealist movement, is his formulation of the notion of the marvellous real. Carpentier aimed to propose
a new perception of Latin America, seeking to modify the view that the Surrealists had adopted, which portrayed the continent as an antithesis to
Europe, an exotic land that could serve as an example of alterity, and an alternative to Western culture. According to Carpentier, Latin America was an
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emerging civilisation capable of standing on its own, with a cultural and
mythological richness that could not be matched by Europe. His notion of
the marvellous real seeks to portray these ideas. But it is interesting to note
that the marvellous real of Carpentier is directly based on Breton‟s own
conception of the marvellous as described in the First Manifesto of Surrealism. In regards to the marvellous, Breton states the following:
Let us not mince words: the marvellous is always beautiful, anything
marvellous is beautiful, in fact only the marvellous is beautiful ... The
marvellous is not the same in every period of history: it partakes in
some obscure way of a sort of general revelation only the fragments
49
of which come down to us.
Carpentier‟s definition of the marvellous is very similar to Breton‟s, but it
contains certain important variations:
The marvelous begins to be unmistakably marvelous when it arises
from an unexpected alteration of reality (the miracle), from a privileged revelation of reality, an unaccustomed insight that is singularly
favored by the unexpected richness of reality or an amplification of
the scale and categories of reality, perceived with particular intensity
of an exaltation of the spirit that leads it to a kind of extreme state.
To begin with, the phenomenon of the marvelous presupposes faith.
Those who do not believe in saints cannot cure themselves with mi50
racles.
Rodríguez Monegal rightly argues that the main difference between Breton
and Carpentier‟s definitions is that Carpentier circumscribes the marvellous
within the sphere of reality, of the phenomenal world as conceived by
Western empirical thought, whilst Breton does not impose any limitations
upon it.51 Carpentier‟s particular brand of the marvellous, limited by the real
world, can also be found in magic realist texts. Other characteristics differentiate such magic realist texts from marvellous realist ones, but Carpentier‟s idea of magic as a constituent element of reality can be found in both.
As the following analysis will show, the magical elements evidenced in THT
are very similar in style to Carpentier‟s notion of the marvellous real, and
consequently, magic realism, for they present a seamless union with reality. Given magic realism‟s filiation with Surrealism and the literary, cultural
contexts in which THT was written, it is not hard to perceive how Carrington‟s adaptations of Surrealist motifs in her novel could easily result in a
writing style that evidences elements of magic realist literature.
In Ordinary Enchantments, Magical Realism and the Remystification of
Narrative, Faris speaks of five distinct elements that constitute magic realist
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literature. The first of these elements is an “irreducible element of magic.”52
According to Faris, the irreducible element of magic is “something we cannot explain according to the laws of the universe as they have been formulated in Western empirically based discourse.”53 This is the “magical” aspect of magical realism, which Faris suggests “grows almost imperceptibly
from the real.”54 The gradual growth of the magical element generally does
not appear to be noticed by the narrator, and contributes to the normalisation of magic within the text.
THT offers a clear example of the gradual development of the irreducible element of magic, which commences with the hearing trumpet itself. The inordinate improvement of Marian‟s hearing through the use of her
trumpet can be taken as nothing more than an exaggeration of the device‟s
properties – improbable, but not impossible – but I would suggest it is not;
this could be seen as the first instance of the irreducible element of magic
in the novel. Marian goes from quasi-deafness, “Georgina nudged me and
said something but I could not hear as I had forgotten my trumpet” (34), to
being able to hear “Anna Wertz talking in the distance, [and] a cricket
chirp[ing]” (59). The trumpet is the first in a series of unusual events, the
uncanniness of which continues to grow and develop throughout the novel.
The improvement of Marian‟s hearing is followed by increasingly fantastical
scenarios, such as Marian‟s description of Lightsome Hall‟s architecture:
The main building was … a castle, surrounded by various pavilions
with incongruous shapes. Pixie-like dwellings shaped like toadstools,
Swiss chalets, railway carriages, one or two ordinary bungalows,
something shaped like a boot, another like what I took to be an outsized Egyptian mummy. It was all so very strange that I for one
doubted the accuracy of my observation. (24)
Once Marian has settled in the institution, other fantastical occurrences
take place, such as the uncanny coincidences between Marian and the Abbess‟s portrait (43, 52). This is followed by the unfolding of magical events
in the Abbess‟s story:
[The nuns] saw Rosalinda and the Bishop inhaling Musc de Madelaine and by some process of effleurage becoming so saturated with
the vapours of the ointment that they were surrounded by a pale
blue cloud … and were suspended, levitating over the open crate of
Turkish delight with which they gorged. (79)
There is also the elderly ladies‟ organisation of a coven in which they summon the mystical presence of the Queen Bee:
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We were dancing round and around the pond, waving our arms …
Christabel began to chant … a cloud gathered over the round pond
and we all shrieked in unison … Then it seemed that the cloud
formed itself into an enormous bumble bee as big as a sheep. She
wore a tall iron crown studded with rock crystals, the stars of the
Underworld. (117)
From this point onwards the magical events in the story develop exponentially. The creature Sephira, who has “the body of a human being entirely covered with glittering feathers and armless,” in addition to “six great
wings sprout[ing] from its body” (133-4), is released from a tower when
Marian finds the answer to one of Christabel‟s riddles. This is followed by
Marian‟s descent into “Hell” (137), where she meets herself, and turns into
a “three faced female” (138). Finally, the novel ends with the relocation of
the Earth‟s poles, which sets Lightsome Hall “somewhere in the region
where Lapland used to be” (158). As it can be clearly seen, Carrington‟s
novel displays Faris‟s irreducible magical element, through a gradual, progressive development. In this regard it resembles other magic realist texts,
such as Gabriel García Márquez‟s One Hundred Years of Solitude, where
the novel‟s magical elements increase gradually, from nails that appear to
have a life of their own as they are moved by Melquíades‟s magnet, to the
cataclysmic destruction of the town of Macondo, brought about by a hurricane and a swarm of flying ants.55 This is also similar to Carpentier‟s The
Kingdom of this World, where Mackendal‟s surreptitious poisonings are followed by his apparent ability to metamorphose, and the “green wind” at the
end of the novel that destroys everything in its wake.56
The second constituent element of magic realist texts suggested by
Faris relates to the “phenomenal world.”57 What distinguishes magical realism from fantasy is its detailed descriptions of such a world, an attribute
that imbues the text with a sense of the real. This relates closely to Carpentier‟s notion of the marvellous real, in the sense that the magical elements
of the text must be grounded and circumscribed by the natural limits of reality. Faris argues that in addition to the gradual growth of the irreducible
magical elements in the text, minute descriptions which attempt to effect a
mimesis of the real world, when applied to magical events, render such
events in a “traditionally realistic … manner,”58 which results in their nor59
malisation – the opposite of Victor Shklovsky‟s idea of defamiliarisation.
Moreover, these descriptions tend to be located within a historical context.
As Hubert states, in THT “realistic details occur with … frequency.”60 The
validity of this statement is demonstrated through Marian‟s initial descriptions of herself and her home:
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My sight is still excellent although I use spectacles for reading, when
I read, which I practically never do. True, rheumatics have bent my
skeleton somewhat … The fact that I have no teeth and never could
wear dentures does not in any way discomfort me, I don‟t have to
bite anybody and there are all sorts of soft edible foods easy to procure and digestible to the stomach … Our house is situated in a
residential district and would be described in England as a semidetached villa with small garden … there is a fine back yard which I
share with my two cats, a hen, the maid and her two children, some
flies and a cactus plant called maguey. (1-2)
Marian‟s detailed description of Georgina Sykes is a further example of the
novel‟s realist approach:
Her hair was cut in a long bob and although no longer abundant was
cleverly arranged over a small bald patch to give the impression of a
casual pageboy coiffure. Her eyes must have been large and beautiful before the pendulous mauve flesh had gathered underneath. (32)
Realist renderings of a similar nature continue once Marian settles as an
inmate at Lightsome Hall, where magic elements mingle with “the mundane
and petty domestic world of the institution.”61 But at Lightsome Hall such
minute descriptions are also applied to magical occurrences, in a way that
normalises these events within the text. This normalisation locates the
magical events within the realm of the real, in a style that resembles that of
Carpentier‟s marvellous realist prose. This becomes evident in the text in
Marian‟s description of her bungalow, which is unfurnished with the exception of “a wicker chair and a small table” (24), but displays an impossibly
detailed trompe l‟oeil:
The walls were painted with the furniture that wasn‟t there … I tried
to open the painted wardrobe, a book-case with books and their titles. An open window with a curtain fluttering in the breeze … A
painted door and a shelf with all sorts of ornaments. All this onedimensional furniture had a strangely depressing effect, like banging
one‟s nose against a glass door. (24)
A similar situation takes place when Marian describes the fantastic buildings that surround her bungalow:
The Marquise lived in a red toadstool with yellow spots. She had to
climb a small ladder to get inside and this must have been very uncomfortable … Maude … [lived] in a double bungalow which must
have once been a birthday cake … it had been painted pink and
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white although these colours had not been able to resist the summer
rains. (31)
As these examples indicate, the magical elements in THT are described in
such minute detail that the realist rendering of such elements normalises
them. The Marquise does live in a toadstool, but it is “uncomfortable” to
climb a ladder to get inside it; the fantastic trompe l‟oeil of Marian‟s bungalow is not rare and exciting, it is “depressing”; and Maude‟s cake-shaped
bungalow, for all its exoticism, is not impervious to mundane summer rains.
The second aspect of Faris‟s “presence of the phenomenal world” corresponds to the text‟s grounding within a historical context. 62 In the case of
THT, as Lusty asserts, “autobiographical and historical material” constitutes
an important part of the novel.63 THT “immortalized” Carrington‟s friendship
with the Spanish painter Remedios Varo, upon whom the character of
Carmella is based.64 In the same manner, according to Lusty, “Many of the
characters in the text are recognizable from Carrington‟s own life in Mexico,” like Edward James, Carrington‟s friend and patron, who is portrayed
through the character of Marlborough.65 Additionally, events in Carrington‟s
life, such as her dispute with her family over becoming a painter, and her
initial interest in the Surrealist movement – which can be corroborated in
Susan Aberth‟s biographical notes of the artist66 – are mentioned in the
novel: “Back in Lancashire I got an attack of claustrophobia and tried to
convince mother to let me go and study painting in London. She thought it
was a very idle and silly idea … Art in London didn‟t seem quite modern
enough and I began to want to study in Paris where the Surrealists were in
full cry” (65-6). The inclusion of such historical and autobiographical material grounds THT within a historical context.
Faris argues that as a result of the detailed descriptions of both magical and realist aspects, before the irreducible magical element can be defined as such, “the reader may hesitate between two contradictory understandings of events, and hence experience unsettling doubts.”67 According
to Faris, such doubts are the third characteristic of magic realist texts.
Tzvetan Todorov defines this as “the fantastic,” a liminal point in the text
where the nature of the events taking place is still unknown to the reader. 68
Such events can be defined as either logically based on the phenomena of
the real world, or as marvellous occurrences.69 Faris provides as an example of this the character of Pilar Ternera in One Hundred Years of Solitude,
who is meant to have lived over the age of one hundred and forty-five.70 Although this is improbable, it is not impossible, and the reader hesitates between these two interpretations of the text. A similar situation takes place in
THT when Christabel Burns tells Marian her age, “Christabel claimed to be
one hundred and eighty-four. This hardly seemed probable but I didn‟t like
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to contradict her” (71). Another instance of such “unsettling doubts” occurs
when the women at the institution summon the Queen Bee during their
coven. Marian states, after seeing the figure materialise, “All this may have
been a collective hallucination although nobody has yet explained to me
what a collective hallucination actually means” (117); and similarly, after
Marian descends into hell and sees herself as part of the Three-faced
Goddess, she states, “This of course might have been an optical illusion”
(138). Nevertheless, I would argue that the strongest instance of doubt
within the text takes place at the commencement of the novel, when
Marian‟s daughter-in-law, Muriel, asserts that Marian is “aged, infirm, ...
[and] senile” (9-10). This fact appears to be corroborated when Marian, lost
in remembrance, forgets where she is, to the extent that she confuses her
son Galahad with an old lover, Simon (15-18). Given her age and condition,
the possibility of Marian‟s senility causes hesitation in the reader: are the
magical events in the text really happening, or are they the product of a
wandering mind? In THT, such questions are never fully resolved.
The reader‟s hesitation in magic realist literature, according to Faris,
leads to a merging of realms.71 As in Todorov‟s notion of the fantastic, Faris
argues that in magical realism both visions coexist at the same time; the
reader must accept the juxtaposition of magical elements and realism in the
text. This is Faris‟s fourth characteristic of magic realist literature.
In THT an evident convergence of realms takes place. Faris suggests
that an example of the merging of different worlds is portrayed through the
magic realist tendency to establish “fluid boundaries... between the living
and the dead.”72 This nexus between the worlds of the living and the dead
is exemplified in various magic realist texts, such as Isabel Allende‟s The
House of Spirits73 and Salman Rushdie‟s The Satanic Verses74; in THT it
becomes apparent through Marian‟s connection with the winking portrait of
the dead Abbess: “Really, it was strange how often the leering abbess occupied my thoughts” (43), which leads to a further union of realms. Faris
argues that “magical realism [also] merges ancient or traditional … and
modern worlds.”75 The connection that is established between the dead
Abbess and Marian through the Abbess‟s portrait and the retelling of her
story mingles the medieval world of the Grail Quest with Marian‟s contemporary, twentieth-century setting. The Abbess‟s Grail Quest becomes
Marian‟s own. But where the Abbess, disguised as a Knight Templar, failed
to achieve her goal – “Sir Pheneton held his ground and obliged Don
Rosalendo to return the cup to the vault under pain of death” (98) – Marian
succeeds: “This is how the Goddess reclaimed her Holy Cup with an army
of … six old women” (157). The convergence of these realms becomes
nearly irrefutable with Marian‟s descent into “hell,” where she states that
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“Holding the mirror at arm‟s length I seemed to see a three-faced female …
the faces … belonged to the Abbess, the Queen Bee, and myself” (137-8).
Marian has clearly become one with the Abbess and the Goddess as represented by the Queen Bee, and by this stage of the novel their disparate
worlds have also converged into one.
The merging of realms leads to “disruptions of time, space, and identity,”76 which is Faris‟s final characteristic of magic realist texts. According
to Faris, “Magic realist fictions delineate near-sacred or ritual enclosures
[that] leak the magical narrative waters over the rest of the text.”77 I would
suggest that in THT the “ritual enclosure” Faris mentions is depicted
through Lightsome Hall. It is within this institution that fantastical elements
first appear in the uncanny shapes of the old women‟s bungalows, and the
painted furniture of Marian‟s room (24). These magical elements progressively grow within the novel until they eventually leak when the creature
Sephira is released onto the world, “escap[ing] to sow panic amongst the
nations” (134).
As a consequence of the merging of different realms, including “traditional – sometimes indigenous – and modern worlds,”78 Faris argues that
magical realism also “reorients … our sense of identity.”79 She presents the
example of Cortázar‟s short story, “Axolotl,” where the denouement consists of the narrator‟s transformation into the axolotl he has admired and
observed throughout the text: “I am an axolotl … and if I think like a man it‟s
only because every axolotl thinks like a man inside his rosy stone semblance.”80 Marian‟s encounter with herself in THT is akin to that of
Cortázar‟s narrator with the axolotl, and as I will later argue, it establishes a
direct connection between magic realist literature, and Carrington‟s use of
Jung‟s alchemical imagery. When Marian descends into hell she comes
across a woman who looks exactly like herself. This other self eventually
eats Marian. At this point in the text, it is interesting to note that the narrative voice changes from Marian‟s description of her other self in the third
person to the first person. She becomes, like Cortázar‟s narrator upon encountering the axolotl, the other that she was observing:
When we faced each other I felt my heart give a convulsive leap and
stop. The woman who stood before me was myself … A mighty
rumbling followed by crashes and there I was standing outside the
pot stirring the soup in which I could see my own meat … boiling
away as merrily as any joint of beef. I added a pinch of salt and
some peppercorns then ladled out a measure into my granite dish.
(136-8)
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This passage elucidates the transition of identity that takes place from one
Marian to the other. In this way, the last element of Faris‟s fifth and final
characteristic of magic realist literature can be perceived in THT.
Thus far, most of the elements that justify referring to THT as an example of feminist magical realism have been examined. But it is important
to note that in addition to these, Carrington‟s novel provides numerous instances of the alchemical imagery of Jungian psychoanalysis. The presence of Jungian imagery in THT is of particular importance, for it stands as
evidence of yet another influence present in Carrington‟s text, demonstrating the novel‟s complexity and richness of sources, and further demonstrates its magic realist inclinations. In her book, Leonora Carrington: Surrealism, Alchemy and Art, Aberth has extensively analysed the use of alchemical imagery in Carrington‟s paintings, but such analysis has not extended with equal minutiae to Carrington‟s writing.81 Almost parallel to
Aberth‟s analysis, Chadwick acknowledged the influence that Jungian psychology had on Carrington‟s work, explaining that it “became particularly
important to Carrington during her years in Mexico,”82 and adds that in
Down Below Carrington began a “psychic quest for autonomy in the language of the alchemist‟s journey.”83 Chadwick‟s argument is supported by
Lusty, who also states that Carrington‟s work was strongly “influenced by
Jung after the war.”84 It is interesting to note that although the influence of
alchemical lore and Jungian psychology in Carrington‟s work has been independently acknowledged by scholars on previous occasions, these aspects have never been jointly analysed, and never in relation to THT.
In Magic Realism Rediscovered 1918–1981, Seymour Menton argues
that whilst Surrealism is deeply immersed in Freudian psychology, magical
realism has a stronger tendency to follow Jungian thought. 85 Menton explains that, “the juxtaposition of magic and realism is clearly an artistic reflection of [Jung‟s] ... ideas ... which attribute modern neuroses and Western society‟s crisis to an over dependence on the rational and the scientific
to the detriment of the irrational and the unconscious.”86 John Burton Foster, in his essay “Magical Realism, Compensatory Vision, and Felt History,”
supports Menton‟s view, asserting that magic realist writers have strong
Jungian affinities.87 Other academics such as Faris also share Menton‟s
argument, stating that “a Jungian ... perspective is common in magical realist texts.”88
Alchemical symbolism was a pivotal part of Jung‟s theoretical framework. According to Jung, the alchemical transformation is akin to what he
terms the process of individuation.89 As a person undergoes the process of
individuation, he/she learns to negotiate the opposing elements within
his/her psyche, which Jung refers to as the anima and animus; once the
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“contents of anima and animus can be integrated,”90 the process of individuation is complete. The opposing aspects of a person‟s psyche come
into balance and an individual can attain psychic wholeness, what Jung
denominates “the Self.”91 A study of Jung‟s writings reveals the myriad
names and symbols by which the Self can be referred to: the “coniunctio or
92
chymical marriage,” the “cauda pavonis” (peacock), “Uroboros” (the
mythical snake that forever bites its own tail), and “Mercurius,” amongst
93
others. In THT Carrington makes use of three specific alchemical symbols typically employed by Jung to denote his concept of the Self: the Hermaphrodite, the Horn, and the Holy Grail.
According to Jung, the image of the hermaphrodite or the androgyne
can be seen as representative of the Self because of its dual nature. The
androgyne brings into balance the opposing energies of masculine and
feminine principles, the anima and the animus, and can thus be regarded
as a symbol of the balanced psyche – the Self – emerging as a result of the
process of individuation.94 The hermaphrodite motif is used consistently
throughout THT. The first instance of this is Marian‟s self-description, “I do
have a short grey beard which conventional people would find repulsive”
(3). The image of the bearded woman appears again in the Abbess‟s story
when Doña Rosalinda disguises herself as “a bearded nobleman” (80) to
encounter Prince Zosimus, and when the Abbess takes “nocturnal rides …
under her usual disguise, a gentleman of nobility … with a short reddish
beard” (87). A further example of the androgyne is portrayed through the
Goddess who guards the fallen Grail, “who was known to be bearded and a
hermaphrodite … her name was Barbarus … and her priests were generally known to be chosen hermaphrodites” (91). The Goddess‟s name (Barbarus) also stands for the masculine equivalent of a part of the Abbess‟s title, “of the Convent of Saint Barbara” (73), a fact which once more brings
together the masculine and the feminine aspects of the androgyne in the
text. Moreover, Saint Barbara is described by Marian as “the bearded patroness of Limbo” (43). The final image of the androgyne in the novel is that
of the creature Sephira “the Feathered Hermaphrodite” (94), who is
unleashed upon the world when Marian resolves Christabel‟s riddle (134).
The image of the horn is also regarded by Jung as a representation of
the Self. Like the hermaphrodite, the horn presents the balanced interaction
of feminine and masculine attributes: “as an emblem of vigour and strength
[it] has a masculine character, but at the same time it is a cup, which, as a
receptacle, is feminine.”95 There are several occasions in Carrington‟s
novel when Marian compares her hearing trumpet to a horn. At the beginning of the text, after Marian has received the hearing trumpet from Carmella, she describes it as “grandly curved like a buffalo‟s horn” (1). The
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comparison is repeated shortly after when the ladies remark on the artefact‟s size, “It must be a buffalo‟s horn, buffalos are very large animals” (6).
In her analysis of the feminine imagery present in THT, Orenstein compares the hearing trumpet to a horn, asserting that it stands as a clear representation of “a cornucopia, a horn of plenty,” reminiscent of the feminine
principle of abundance.96 Orenstein also states that THT is a feminist reinscription of the Grail Quest, one in which women “wrestle the grail from
the hands of patriarchy.”97 In this regard, it is interesting to note that in The
Grail Legend Emma Jung argues that the Holy Grail, and the journey of
spiritual purification involved in attaining it, can be respectively seen as allegories of the Self and the individuation process.98 In addition to this, she
suggests that a “Tischleindeckdich, a horn of plenty”99 is commonly used to
represent the Holy Grail. Therefore, throughout Carrington‟s novel, from
two different perspectives the hearing trumpet can be seen as a prevalent
symbol of Jung‟s notion of the Self: if perceived as a horn it embodies
feminine and masculine attributes in a balanced state, standing as a representation of the individuated psyche; and as a cornucopia it is equated to
the Holy Grail, which according to Emma Jung also stands as a symbol of
the Self.
There are other symbols of alchemical lore used by Jung to illustrate
concepts such as the individuation process; among these are the visions of
Zosimos of Panopolis, a third-century alchemist who described a series of
visions he experienced while involved with alchemical work.100 According to
Jung, these visions “revealed the nature of the psychic processes in the
background”101 and act as symbols or allegories of the process of individuation. The visions describe “[an] altar … in the shape of a bowl” next to
which stands a priest called Ion. Ion describes undergoing a sacrifice of unendurable pain in which he was dismembered and skinned, before his mutilated body was thrown into the fire to be purified as spirit. As Ion is conversing, Zosimos describes how “his eyes became as blood. And he
spewed forth all his own flesh. And … he changed into the opposite of himself, into a mutilated anthroparion, and he tore his flesh with his own teeth,
and sank into himself.”102 According to Jung, the figure of the anthroparion
is a homunculus, a representation of the stages of transformation that the
inner man undergoes through the alchemical process in order to be purified
from matter to spirit.103 This is the essence of alchemy, and also might be
seen as the psychic purification involved in the process of individuation,
where a person becomes “distinct from inner compulsions and voices that
operate on one unconsciously.”104 The vision continues with the anthroparion telling Zosimos, “Those who wish to obtain the art enter here,
and become spirits by escaping the body”; and Zosimos then observes “A
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fiery spirit … [who] tended the fire for the seething and the boiling and the
burning of the men who rose up from it … burning and yet alive!”105
There are various elements in THT that closely resemble Jung‟s account of Zosimos‟s visions. The most obvious is the character of Prince
Theutus Zosimus, the rightful owner of the “Musc de Madelaine” that Abbess Rosalinda steals in the novel (79). The name of the “black stallion,
Homunculus” (87), ridden by the Abbess on her nightly escapades is also
reminiscent of the homunculus of Zosimos‟s revelation. But the closest
connection between the visions of Zosimos as described by Jung and THT
lies in Marian‟s descent into hell (137):
As I reached the bottom of the steps I could smell sulphur and brimstone … Beside the flames sat a woman stirring a great iron cauldron … The woman who stood before me was myself … She nodded gravely and pointed into the soup with the long wooden spoon
… “Jump into the broth, meat is scarce this season” … she suddenly
jabbed the pointed knife into my back side and … I leapt into the
boiling soup and stiffened in a moment of intense agony … and
there I was standing outside the pot stirring the soup in which I could
see my own meat … boiling away … The soup was not as good as a
bouillabaisse but it was a good ordinary stew. (136-39)
106

The cauldron in Marian‟s hell echoes the “altar in the shape of a bowl” of
Zosimos‟s account: like the priest Ion, Marian is mutilated, boiled and eaten
by none other than herself. Furthermore, once Marian has eaten herself, in
107
a similar way to Ion, she is purified “in spirit by escaping the body,”
for
she is no longer limited by her elderly physique:
The darkness was no longer a hideous death trap … I could see
through the dark like a cat. I was part of the night like any shadow …
Although I was still in need of my trumpet I had recently developed a
premonition of sound which I could translate afterwards through the
trumpet (140, 148).
It is important to note that Marian‟s process of “alchemical purification”
also establishes a direct link between Jungian psychoanalysis and magic
realist literature. As noted in my previous examination of the elements of
magical realism in THT, it is at this point in Carrington‟s text that Marian
undergoes what Faris refers to as a “disruption of identity.108 This reorientation of identity is one of Faris‟s constituent elements of magic realist
literature. Marian‟s literal descent into hell prior to her spiritual purification
also illustrates another element of Jungian psychology: according to Emma
Jung, as part of the process of individuation a person must undergo a “dark
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night of the soul,”109 what C G Jung himself refers to as the “night sea journey,”110 which denotes a trial that must come before the Self is attained,
and involves a descent into some representation of the underworld. Once
Marian has undergone her “dark night of the soul” and the process of purification is complete, she looks at her reflection in a mirror and sees “a three
faced female whose eyes winked alternatively. One of the faces was black,
one red, one white, and they belonged to the Abbess, the Queen Bee, and
myself” (138).111 According to Jung these three different colours, black,
white and red, represent stages in the process of alchemical transformation.112 Black stands for the body, white for the spirit, and red for perfection
attained through balance.113 Marian‟s vision after she has been purified in
the cauldron makes an evident reference to the completion of the alchemical process – and the Jungian process of individuation and attainment of
the Self.
Along with Surrealist thought and the Latin American cultural context
in which THT was written, Jung‟s alchemical imagery stands as evidence of
yet an additional influence informing Carrington‟s novel. As the previous
analysis has demonstrated, these influences converge in THT through Carrington‟s sui generis vision, producing a complex, whimsical text, capable
of commenting on a range of ideas and elaborating new ones, with a creative, revolutionary stance. Jung‟s alchemical imagery also presents further
evidence of the magical realist inclinations present in the novel, which in
conjunction with Carrington‟s adaptations of Surrealist tropes, and her
ubiquitous feminist ethos, make it reasonable to refer to THT as an instance of feminist magical realism.
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POETRY

Blood
John Ryan
gum trees emit, when wounded, a stream of
reddish fluid of a consistence not unlike thick
blood
– George Fletcher Moore, 1884
once you’ve seen blood
you look for it everywhere
the glowing dark enamel
seeping from chambers
where organs pulse
blood impregnating blood
wave after wave
in the columnar light
of late afternoon, a marri
performs a plasma-letting
I taste the feasting flies
with flecks of sugary kino
disintegrating on my tongue
imparting an acrid sting
agreeable as an antiseptic
their lineage inside my blood.
bloodroot spicing bland roots
or the colonial bloodroot
white-flowering under oaks
the profusion of my blood
after a summer camp slashing
how it spilled like a springtide
or an open tap in my eyes
I asked would it ever stop.
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strange spangles of crimson
along a suburban Seattle street
after the drunken night ranting
of the neighbours, a terse friend’s
nose ruptured from the altitude
of New England Green Mountains
his only ebullition of the day
my scalp sopping like fresh paint
as the surgeon excises a lesion
and all the births I will never see,
including my own, but blood
is everywhere, though the body
dams it back in its remotest gorges
it gushes forth at improbable
moments of indifference—
blood ortus blood, nativitas blood.
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Simon During. Exit Capitalism: Literary Culture, Theory, and
Post-Secular Modernity. London: Routledge, 2010.
ISBN: 0415246555

Mark Fisher. Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative?
Ropley, UK: Zer0 Books, 2010.
ISBN: 1846943175

Conall Cash

The two books under review seek, in quite different ways, to diagnose the
ideological and cultural stagnation of early twenty-first century capitalism.
At a time when neither “left” political parties nor current intellectual movements appear to provide genuine resistance or alternatives, both these
books conclude by offering proposals for new ways of conceiving of leftwing politics and the role of intellectuals in their dissemination. Simon During and Mark Fisher identify this new stage of capitalism in which we are
living in similar terms – During calls it “endgame” or “no-exit” capitalism,
while Fisher adopts and adapts the term “capitalist realism” from the German pop art movement of the 1960s that bears that name. During’s repeated claim that capitalism in its current stage has “become unsupportable at the same time as, and in part because, its crucial structures have become unassailable and its replacement unimaginable” (vii) is shared by
both authors, though it is Fisher who makes the stronger attempt at locating
this stage’s historical development. Linking his concept of capitalist realism
to Fredric Jameson’s famous thesis of postmodernism as “the cultural logic
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░ Exit Capitalism and Capitalist Realism

of late capitalism,” Fisher suggests that “some of the processes which Jameson described and analysed have now become so aggravated and
chronic that they have gone through a change in kind” (7). If the postmodernism identified by Jameson in the 1980s developed out of the exhaustion of alternatives to capitalist logic, then capitalist realism marks our contemporary, post-postmodern period in which capitalism’s colonisation of the
mind and its capacities for thought have already been fully achieved, so
much so that our ability to perceive it as a (recent) historical development
has rapidly begun to recede. “For most people under twenty in Europe and
North America,” writes Fisher (he could easily have added Australia to the
list), “the lack of alternatives to capitalism is no longer even an issue. Capitalism seamlessly occupies the horizons of the thinkable. Jameson used to
report in horror about the ways that capitalism has seeped into the very unconscious; now, the fact that capitalism has colonized the dreaming life of
the population is so taken for granted that it is no longer worthy of comment. … The old struggle between detournement and recuperation, between subversion and incorporation, seems to have been played out“ (8-9).
If that struggle has been played out, if Capital has proven itself capable of recuperating and pacifying all challenges to its hegemony – including
the very rhetoric of anti-capitalism itself, which, as Fisher observes, “is
widely disseminated in capitalism” (12) – then the question becomes, how
can the critic or diagnostician work both to elaborate the reality of this dire
state of affairs, and offer a critique that does not itself accede to this “unassailable” logic? Actually, I am inclined to add a caveat to Fisher’s claim that
this old struggle has been “played out,” that all subversions have been incorporated. We do indeed see a version of this struggle enacted constantly,
in the discourse of the academic humanities, where the fetishistic fixation
on moments and experiences of “subversion” seems to reach ever greater
levels of hysteria. As During (who is extremely good at tracking such shifts
in intellectual history throughout his book) writes, “the celebration of transgression and subversion [has] had a decreasing relation to actual social
conditions or political groupings” (113). In this context we find a degraded
form of the struggle between subversion and incorporation, what we might
call, following Marx, the repetition of tragedy as farce – struggles that once
held social and political significance are repeated in pacified form, the
transgressive and subversive celebrated as ends in themselves, and almost always as the private experiences of individuals. The struggle between Capital and its others is farcically repeated from within capitalism,
with resistance to the dominant logic located in the intelligence, experience
and fortitude of the superior individual or group, those able to see through
the accepted lies, with whom the academic inevitably identifies herself.
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How is one to write about capitalism’s colonisation of the unconscious, a
colonisation that functions by allowing – indeed feeding – the individual’s
fantasy that her true self resides outside its crushing logic even as her actions support it, without simply positioning oneself as another heroic anticapitalist intellectual, offering slogans and poses of resistance to the assenting reader? As different as their approaches are, During and Fisher’s
books should both be commended for the seriousness with which they take
this question.
During’s Exit Capitalism is a curious book, often brilliant in its individual parts but sometimes puzzling with respect to exactly where the whole
thing is leading. He sets out his approach in his introduction, stating that
“[m]uch of this book, placed in no-exit indirection, explores, from a literaryhistorical point of view, certain paths through which we have arrived at
where we now are” (vii). During sees his book’s historical gaze as offering
an alternative to what he derides as the fashionable “focus on the contemporary” in cultural studies. And indeed, anyone looking for a book that
combines critique of capitalism with irreverent readings of contemporary
cultural artifacts will find Exit Capitalism rather disappointing – the sheer diversity of topics covered and the depth with which each is explored mean
that a reader with no prior interest in, for instance, the relationship between
popular literature and the patent medicine trade in eighteenth-century England, or the novels of Christina Stead or Alan Hollinghurst, may struggle to
persevere if their only interest in reading the book is to learn a thing or two
about the evil ways of capitalism (the kind of stupid book that During and
Fisher alike are both determined precisely not to write). During is far too
sensitive a reader and too diligent a researcher to reduce his readings of
these diverse materials to a flat, repeated thesis. Though there are various
points where, caught up in the intricacies of the publication history of members of such literary groups as the “Warburtonians,” or the relationship between Pascale Casanova’s concept of world literature and Stead’s novels,
you can start to feel you are a long way from where you thought this book
was heading, the truth is that During’s central ideas are greatly enriched by
his attentive reading of such texts and intellectual histories. The kind of
work that Fisher is so good at – diagnosing the workings of late capitalist
ideology through sharp, insightful examples drawn equally from high theory
and contemporary pop culture, à la Žižek – doesn’t have much of a role
here. During’s pronouncement that our endgame capitalism has become at
once both unacceptable and inescapable is perfectly sound, but its consequences are not developed beyond that basic assertion.
Instead, During focuses his attentions on two distinct intellectual historical periods – eighteenth-century Britain, where the earlier stages of the
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developing relationship between literary production and commerce can be
identified; and a series of post-Second World War intellectual movements
that have identified themselves in opposition to capitalist hegemony (the
“heretic Stalinism” of Stead; British cultural studies in its development from
Raymond Williams onward; and the post-1968 Maoist and “post-Maoist”
movements in France, including the work of Alain Badiou). This allows him
to step back from what he sees as the contemporary bias prevalent in cultural studies, and it also allows him to defer his book’s overall meaning, to
let its individual parts develop distinctively and to let readers find their way
towards bringing it all back to that central problem of how thought and intellectual work (in the fullest sense) may reach beyond the confines granted
by Capital. During’s best reflections on this question come out of his readings of the texts he engages, such as in his discussion of Charles Taylor’s
A Secular Age, whose positing of a dichotomy between the spiritual and the
secular (or “the transcendent and the immanent”) leads During to suggest a
category of modern experience that seems to fall outside this dichotomy,
which he calls the mundane. While the sheer diversity of material may frustrate readers wishing for a cogent, straightforwardly developed argument,
and while it is hard not to feel that Exit Capitalism’s parts are greater than
its whole, During does work to develop certain key ideas across the
breadth of his book, while maintaining what he calls the “disciplinary ecumenicalism” so central to his approach.
With Capitalist Realism, Fisher has written a more familiar kind of book
for those of us used to the ideology-based critique of capitalism for which
Žižek’s work is well known. His method certainly bears similarities to
Žižek’s, with the emphasis so often on the demonstrative example, whether
drawn from today’s popular culture or from philosophy and psychoanalysis,
which can be used to diagnose a particular cultural malaise. But however
strong Žižek’s influence may be, Fisher has achieved something distinct
with this book, by virtue of the limited scope he allows himself, as well as
the fact that he does dare to offer serious ideas and strategies for how we
are to challenge the hegemony of capitalist realism in our everyday working
lives. Marshalling an eclectic range of both “pop” and “high” cultural examples, as well as a consideration of the tertiary education and healthcare
sectors in today’s Britain, Fisher brings these elements together in an overall depiction of a bleak cultural landscape whose “realism” is profoundly
ideological. His closing call for a “far more immanent” politics amongst academics and teachers, one which will replace the “gestural, spectacular politics around (noble) causes like Palestine” (80) with much more direct work
to disrupt the acceptance of what Fisher calls “business ontology” and the
utter enslavement to bureaucracy, finance and surveillance of the modern
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university and other public services, is a powerful one, increasingly applicable to Australia as to the UK. In this emphasis upon the need to think
beyond a politics of the heroic anti-capitalist gesture, one that is increasingly susceptible to dissemination within capitalism, Fisher shares something
with During, and the serious attention they give to this question stands as
one of the major achievements of each of these books.
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